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The thesis considers the problem of m e a s h g magnetic fields to high accuraq7 using the
preferred method of nudear magneüc resonance @&IR).

In chapter one, a b i e f summary of

diverse methods of field measurement is giveq and the basic prïnaples of NMR spemoscopy
are esplained, c o n c e n t r a ~ gon the topics of signal receptîon, relaxation, line wîdth and
magnetic field inhomogeneity. In chapter two, the use of a miaoprobe for highly-localised

NMR measurements of field saength is introduced. Perturbations to the field by the probe,
that desuoy rhe accuraq of the rneasurements, are analysed and the conuïbutions of che

vaxïous probe components to diik problem are discussed. In chapter three, an initial, simple
probe design is presented that esploio the symmemes Liherent in a des=-püon of static
magneüc fields to minimise field perturbations. The loss of signai-to-noise ratio associated

with the design - long arires parallel to the Beld direction - is discussed and e~~erimenral
resdts are presented that validate the concept- The venerable use of zero-suscepübility nRre,
with a coaxial smicnire of metais of opposite magnetic susceptibility, is introduced in chapter

four, and the simple fkst-order recipe, nircentiy used by manufacnirers to determine the
relative duclinesses of met&, is derïved. Defiaenaes in current methods of produchg such

wire are aiso highhghted. The novel manufacture of zero-susceptibiIity, copper-plared
aluminium conductor is then described in detail. This panicular combination of metals is

shown

CO

be advantageous and measucements on a long sample confhned the advantage.

However, resdts obtained Mth a probe construcred of such wire were medioae, as described

in chapter tive, and suspicion is directed toward the simplistic theory currentiy used. A
s u r n m q and references condude the thesis-
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation and major objectives

T h e mork described in chis thesis mas bom of a desire to measure transient (-IO-' s)
anefacu in the field of a magnetic-resonance-irnaging superconducMg magnet d u h g
switching of magnetic field gradients. Stated briefly, thanks to induced eddp m e n t in the
magnet cyrostat, the field in such magnets can Vary both in absolute value and in homogeneity
followïng application of a field gradient To map both the spatial and temporal vaxiations of
such disturbances, an array of s m d nudear magnetic resonance WlR) probes was envisaged.
To function saüsfactorily, a tentaave speufication for resoluuon and SNR available from such
probes was established by my supemïsor and the thesis details efforts to main these
speùfications, The detailed functioning of a magnetic resonance irnaging device is bel-ond the
scope of this thesis; interested readers may consdt a large nurnber of tats, both popular and
detaded, that are readiiy available. (For example, (Callaghan 1991; Ernst,Bodenhausen et al.
1992; Slichter 1992; Hill 1996)J

The major specifications set out at the s m of the thesis were the folloMng: Develop a
NMR-based rnicroprobe for magnetic field measurernents such that;

1. The measurement resolution esceeds 2.5 parts per billion @pb) relative accuracy,
2. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) exceeds 10001,

3. The probe should be suitable for use in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
magnetic fields,
The material that is within the scope of the thesis therefore, is how an NMR-based
probe morks and the efforts made to meet the above speufications. Thus, later in this chapter,
diere is a description of the NMR esperïmenc, foilowed bu a description of the esperïmental

conditions, speüficdy the magnetic fidd to be measured. In chapter 2 the discussion narrows
ro the design of the L~IR-basedmi-croprobe itself. Here, the mteria for the ided, pracàcal

probe are laid out, while the rernainder of the chapter deals mith the problems of achieving diis

goal. In chapters 3-5, three saategies are presented for understanding and subsequentiy
minimizing the perturbing effect of the probe on the fieid to be measured. A summarv chapter
and rehrences condude the thesis. To begin, however, we briefly n w e y field measurement

1.2

Magnetic field measurement technologies

In many applications in science and technolog)., a preuse and accurate determination
of magnetic field srrength is essenaal. Measurements are routinely made on fields ranging in
suength from 1nT to greater than 1OT. Magnetic field measurements are divided p e d y into
nvo caregories, low and high fieid. Low field measurements are usually related to terrestrial

magnetic phenornena, i.e. -0.lmT. The measurement of strong magnetic fields, i-e. >30mT,is
important in various physics disuplines such as accelerator design, mass spectromeay, the
measurement of nudear magnetic moments, and nudear magnetic resonance.
Several technologies are available for measuring strong magnetic fields. The more
popular of these indude: magnetic resonance, the Hall effect, rotaMg cod and v i b r a ~ gcoi1
fluxmeters, techniques based on forces on curent-cqring conductors, the giant

magnetoresistive eEect, the Zeeman eifect, magneto-optical methods such as rotation of a
plane of polzization (Faraday effect) or laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and h n d y the
magnetron pnnciple. Typical resoluaon assoüated with these methods varies, but the best
among them ia terms of accuracy and preusion is magnetic resonance. The other methods
have a q'pical accuracy of a few tenths of a percent wïth the rdaave preusion typicdy
approaching 10".

The

f
i
a
t review artide

for methods of measuring strong magnetic fields appeared in

1955 (Symonds 1955). The methods described there have not changed signiticantly in the
intervening 50 years =cePt for the introduction of the giant magnetoresistive effect in 1988 by

N. M. Bailbich, et. al., The most recent review article was published in 1963 by C. Germain

1.3

NMR as a magnetic field measurement technology
The suenüsts who discovered the NLMR phenornenon, Purcell et. al. (Purcell, Torey e t

aL 1946) and Bloch et- ai. (Bloch, Hansen et al. 1946), realized its potenaal for measurbg
magneuc field strength. In his first paper on NMR, Bloch mites "nudear induction [non.
called nudear magneâc resonance] can well be developed as a simple and practical method to
calibrate and measure high magnetic fields with great accuracy, and to apply it, for example, in
the construccion of cyclotrons and mass spectrographs" (Bloch 1946). P w c d also wntes in his
h s t paper on che subjen, 'Tncidentdy-, [as] the apparatus required [for NMR] is rather simple,
the method should be usefbi for standardization of magnetic fields." (Purcell, Torey et al-

1946). Both men saw that with the sirnpliûty of the equipment requked, high preasion
measurement of magnetic field strength would be possible for many investigators.

Interesùngly, NMR-based magneac field measurements are stiii the most prease method

available more than 50 years afier the technique was introduced.
The measurement of magnetic field strength by NMR can be performed wîth a

minimum of elecnonic equipment, and is in fact done so in the commeruai version of NMRbased magnetometers. For esample, a popular, state of the arr, h%lR-based tesla merer,
manufactured by MetroLab Instnunents SA, has a measurement resoluuon of 5 parts per
d o n @pm) absolute accuracy ~4tha relative accurac)', or precision, of 0.1 ppm +th

a

measurement t h e of 1 second. This insarument is therefore unsuitable for measuring transient
phenornenon with characteristic times in the tens of millisecond range. If a commerùai
magnetometer is not available, any working NLMR spectrometer in service for spectroscopy or

imaging esperirnents will airnost c e r t d y have the necessary hardware and sofnvare for

making a measurement of fidd strength. In this work, for

a i i e-xperïments we

used an NbIR

spectrometer normdy employed for imaging-

1.4
1.4.1

The NMR experiment
Tbeory
Consider a sample of ordinaq water placed in a uniforrn magneüc field

4 . The

hydrogen nudei in the sample will become weaklj~polarized dong the direction of the applied

field. The s m d average magnetkauon that esists c m be eqxessed in the quantum mechanical

description using Langevin's theory (Segre 1977)

M , = ~ y ' t r ' -Bo
I(I+L),
3kT

where y =Iti

where Mo is the magnetïzaüon o r magneüc moment per unit volume,

N is the number of

number of protons per unit volume, pI is the proton rnagneac momenq 1is the spin of the

proton

(I='/2)

, k is the Bolmaann constanq T is temperature,

x

is volumemc (nudear)

magneac suscepabiiïty of the water sarnple, and y is the gyromagnetîc ratio.
7 -4.7-1

Precexxion

The srnall average magnetization d precess in the staüc Bo field if perturbed fkom
atignment mith that field by some extemal force, as predicted by classical mechanics. The
precessional frequency is @en

by the Larmor equaüon,

m, =YB*
where

Y

is the angular fiequency.

1.4.7 -2 Excitation

It is cornmon to use a rderence system mith the Z-askaligned with Bo and M e r to
introduce a second kame rotating around Bo wich a fiequency w

- mo. The ronting f i m e is a

usefùl aïd to understanding the motion of the average value of the magnetic moment A(, when
a (smaller) perturbing magnetic field, cailed the B, field, is applied. Field B, lies in the 9 plane

and osdates at kequency u . The oscillatiag field c m be decomposed into coumer-rotaring
components, one of d i c h d l lie in the

plane of the rotaLin%fiame. In that k m e , anj7

magnetisaaon not aligned with the p s k , precesses at fiequency
ü~= w,

W, -idy

and in partïcular, if

the magnetisation will appear stationqr. We therefore condude that in this instance,

the effective field in the z$irecàon has been reduced to zero. It foilows that the magnetisaüon
now precesses only about the rotaring cornponent of B, and i n precessional frequency is again

descnbed bp the Larmor equation

= YB,. As B, is in the -9plane, aligned magneusauon is

therefore displaceci: it nutates. The B, field is appiied briefly (ps to ms) in order to limit the
angdar displacement, orJ@ angk, of the magnetization from its equilibrium alignment to

angles normdy iess than 90 degrees for simple esperïrnents, i-e 8 = [m,dt 5 90".The B, field
is produced by a coil, carryïng radiofrequency (RF) cuffents,

dich is u d y in dose

prosimity to the NMR sample, The "RF coil" and sample are components of the Si3iR probe
as introduced in section 1-4.2.
1.4.7-3

S&nd Recpfon
We may also employ the RF coil to detect the induced magnetïzation as it precesses

(Bloch 1948; Bloch, Hansen et aL 1946; Bloch, Hansen et ai. 1946). Using Faraday's Law of
Induction, the general case of an Uiduced enr/ 55 in a closed loop due to a nearby time-vaqing
rnagneâc field is gïven by

where E' is the electric field at the element dl of the ckcuit C and da is a surface element on

the sudace S defined by the dosed loop

The induced e q + Ï s proportionai to the total cime

derivative of the flu. Since in magnetic resonance experiments the circuit is stationas-, the
ame derivative c m be taken inside the integral where it becomes a partial rime derivaave, The
circuit C can be thought of as an). dosed path in space, not necessdy coincident with an

elecmc wïn&g.

In our situation, the magnetic field B

from the induced dipole moment Mo Li

the NMR sample and the unit vector fi corresponds to a surface bounded by the pennieter of
the COLEq. (1-4) then appears as

As an alternative approach, we consider the reciprocal situation where the circuit (or
"coii") itself produces a magnetic field BI mhen constant crurent i flows rhrough it m e B,
rnagneac field is usually an 0 s d a ~ field.
g
For present purposes, consider the

B, field ro be

constant in time.) At the same time, a Üme-va.q.iag magneuc moment m is present The
potenüal energ)- of a moment in the BI field is given by

LI = -B, -m. For the case of an

estended dipole moment, e.g. Mo, chen the potenüal energIl for the dipole-B, interaction
becomes

U(t)=-

B,(r)-M,(r,t)fl
snmple

where the integrauon is needed only over the volume of the magneàzed material. The flux
through the circuit changes due ro the dismbuted rnagneac moment and electromoave force

% is induced around ir In order to keep the current constant, the sources of current i must
do work. The sources do work to maintain the curent at the rate, (Jackson 1975; Hoult and

Bhak'ar 1997).

Therefore w e have (Hoult and Richards 1976; Peck, Magin et al. 1995)

1d
snmple

where dV is a diree dimensional volume of integration, and (B,/i) is o
sensiti'c1ty of the coil. This is an expression of the P ~ a p l of
e ReùprouqL

7

h cailed the

We examine Eq. (1.8) in the instance where both BI and Mo are uniform and may be
&en out of the integral and the magneàzarion Mo has been moved, or "£lippe&' by 90° ioto
the same plane as the B, field by the application of akemating current ro the RF c d

Equation (1.8) may then be written as

B,,

is the component o f B, in the xy plane , i.e. the plane perpendicular to the main Bo

field, and AV is the sample volume. Note that the phase in Eq- (1-9)has been ignored.
7 .4,1.4

ReIa~atrOn

In this des&ption, we have not yet considered the interactions that the magneüzation
ma)- have cvith its environment- Foiiowhg the biïef application of the osdating or rotaring B,

field that tips the net magnetlzation out of alignment with Bo, the spins that make up the net
magnetizauon retvrn to their equilibrium position by a first-order spin-spin relasation process
finte- In the case of a 90" flip-angle, the
characterized by a tüne Tl, the @in-laice rekur~~on

heuristic mathematical expression for the relasation

process is gïven by

Tl is dependent on the fluctuating transverse component at h e Lannor frequency of
the field fiom nearby nudei undergokg translational Brownian motion. The precessing spins
are also affected by ultra-low kequency fluctuating mal field components that essentially

introduce =dom

variables in the Larmor frequency q,.Thus, over t h e , random walks

disperse the coherent transverse magnetizaaon into an increasingiy incoherent magnekaaon
with s m d e r and s m d e r average value. This process is characterized by the thne constant T,
in the heuristic mathematical expression exp ( - t / - ) ;

I

in ail cases.

If the N&IR sample is located in an inhomogeneous fieId, the precessing spins are also
affecred by a pseudo-relaxation process. Nudei at ciiffirent pam of the sample experience
slighdv different values of the field, hence by Eq. (13), resonate at slighdy different fiequenaes
and the ininally coherent average magnetic moment w u become dephased as the precession
advances. In a very poor exponential decay modei, chis effect is represented by the time
constant

and is, in p ~ u p l e revenible.
,
Since pedectiy uoiform magnetic fields are not

achievable, then stnctly speaking, the observed fiee induction decay is always characterized bya
decay desaibed by T;. However, for a well shimmed field, the difference benveen

T2and T;

may be negligible.
The consequence of the rela.saùon mechanisms in the hMR e s p e k e n t is that the

N h R signal diminishes as a b c t i o n of t h e u n d the signal is nt the level of the background
noise. However for time interval much less than T2*,the instantaneous B, field suength may

be detemiined kom the rate of change of phase of the nansverse magneisation (and hence

from the voltage induced in the RF coil) - the motication for this thesis described in secüon
1.1. Most experiments to be described were conducted by the simple sequence of a single
alrernating field BI pulse (-ps)

folowed by an acquisition of the induced =IF

induction decay, or as ic is often simply abbreviated, the

FID.The fidl esqxession for the f o m

of the induced EMF (or FID) is then (Chen and H o d t 1989)

55' ( t ) = CM,AV exp(-t/%) cos (mot+ ))
9

- the free

where C and

#

are constants, and AV is the sample volume. Cunent state of the art digital-

to-analog converters cannot direct- digitize our NhIR signal with usehl resoluaon if it is ar
ultra-high kequency (UHF- 4ûOMHz say) &Valden 1999). Rather, (analogue) p hase-sensitive
detection is used prior to digiusation. Bsiefly, in this detection rnethod the N&IR signal at
frequency u,, is Çed to phase sensitive detectors that veld mro audio frequency output signais
that are 90° out of phase with each other (a complen signal) and shifted in fiequenq to a new
frequency Am =

- W , mhere

is a reference fiequenq The fomi of the signal is then

(Chen and H o d t f 989)

where

cx and 4 are constants related to die elecuonics of the NMR receiver and j = fi.
The relasation mechanisms presented above are, at best, an introductory note in a

subject area that is both deeply complicated and interestkg. However, the relzcxation
parameten that are critical to thîs work are now idenafied and the interested reader is referred
to some of che basic tests on NMEL (see references on page 1) for further information.

7-4.75 L h e width, nsoIctrion and magneritjeId inbonrogeneip
In this section we discuss the off-line processing of the FID signal that r e v d s the
frequencies present in the complex waveform and their amplitude. The natural linewidth,
resoluüon, and the effect of magneac field inhomogeneity on the NMR spectra are &en
investigated. Fmally the relauonships between NLMRsample size, magnetic field inhomogeneity
and spectral resoluaon ate discussed.
The p r i m q operation performed is one of Fourier uansfomation. Thus:

=exp [ i ( ,

-v ) ]

~ A V

I - ~ ( A @ - @ ) T -~

where w is the frequency variable and the phase v c m be adjusted such that v = # - The reai

part of Eq.(1-13) is then a Lorenmïan absorption curve gken by

Re H (o)
=

a A V MLT2
L+(AW-O)'-

-

while the imaginas. part of Eq. (1.l3) is a dispersion cunre given by

The maximum in the Lorentzian absorpaon cunre occurs at Am = o and the full w-idth a t half
masimum is AmmHM= 2/T2 or AfmHM= 11%

espressed in hertz. We defhe the spectral

resolution as

Using Eq. (1-16)me c m now detexmine a speùficauon for the relaxation tknes T, and

T2 oÇa suitable sample mateliai given the major objectives of the thesis. For esampie, to make
a fiequency measuremenr on a 9.4 T magner

V, = 400hMz), at a resolution of

2 . 5 ~ 1 0 -w~e

require the HYTWU of the iinewidth to be -1Hz. For a target Linernidth of l l H z dien using
the relation

,fA

= 11-

nre

see that the required rbation

time is

are several liquids that ~ o u l suffice.
d
For esample, water has a characteristic

3 seconds and a

2 320ms. There

I; on the order of

on the order of 1.7 seconds (Abragam 1961) which is more than sufficient

for o u purposes. For all e~perimentspresenced here, high purity water (ASTM Type 1) was
used. The sarnple can also be doped with paramagneûc salts rhat effecüvely reduce the T, and
Mies. This wouid be needed if the magnetizaaon of the sample had not retumed co
alignment with Bo before the n e x ~experïment (Le. RF transmit pulse) for an updated field
measurement,

The basic measurement of magneac field suength and it associated uncertainty can be
the

calculated

for B and

equation

assoaated

\Ve see h-om Eq. (1.17) that the accuraq of the magnetic field measurement is limited to the
h o w n preckion of y and the resolution of the N&mmeasurement. At the t h e of P u c d

and Bloch's first papers, the gyromagnetic ratio for protons in \vater moledes, i.e. the
shielded proton gyrornagnetic ratio Y;, was 2.66 x108 rad-s-'-~-'(Keliogg, Rabi et ai. 1939).
The vdue recommended by the Cornmittee on Data for Suence and Technolog). (CODATA
1998)

for

this

ratio

is

2.675 153 41 (1 1) x108 rad-s-l-T-'

or

y; / 2 z = 42.576 3888(11) x 108 MH~-T-'
(H20, sphere, 25OC) where the numbers in
parentheses are the numerïcai value of the standard uncertainty refened to the corresponding
lasr digits of the quoted result. The relative standard uncertainty in this resdt is 4.2 x ~ o - ' .In
the context of the N M R experïmenrs to follow it is understood that wve are always refening to

the shielden proton gyromagnetic ratio and simply Mite

J, = y .

If we compare the relative standard uncertaïnty for y, 4.2 XLO", and our specification
for the resolution of the NMR measurement given earlier, 2.5~10-',we see rhar i f o u target

speùficauon NbiR resolution is met, then the accuraq of the magnetic field measurement d
be limited by the uncertainty in y- However, if o u task is simply to track chgees in the
magnetic fkld strength to hi& precision, as would be the case if we were q i n g to foiiow the
effect of uansient eddy currents that may &se in the course of a magnetic resonance imaging
esperiment, the measurement of the NMR fiequency to high preàsion is s d usefiil.
Up to this point, we have implicitly assumed that esq+ments

are carrïed out in a

uniform magnetic field, i-e. T2= G*. However, the NMEL linewidth can be greatly broadened
b e o n d the n a d line width by the presence of magnet field inhomogeneity, Le,

In

this case, the s p e d peak shape, the position of the peak, and its fidl width at half maximum
in the absorption c u v e will not have an analyucal representation. The absoption curve will

now reflea the fact chat nudei at different parts of the sample esperience slightiy different
vdues of the field, and hence by Eq. (1.3), resonate at slîghtiy different frequenaes The width
of the peak is simply related to the range of magnetic field strengths e~pxiencedin the N&iR
sarnple.
ive nest examine the relationship benveen magnet fieid hornogeneic). and the size of
the mIR sarnple. In the case of the 9.4T magnet used estensiveiy in this work, the basic

homogeneity in the useable volume of the rnagnet (a 10cm diameter sphexicd region) was IO
parts per million (ppm). The ovemiding inhomogeneity \vas a linear (4000Hz/lOcm ) field
gradient Then inverthg this figure, the inverse of the gradient becomes 25pm/lHz .Thus the
linear dimension of the sarnple in the direction of field inhornogeneity should be on the order

25pm for a fiequency resolution of 1Hz. A 25pm wide liquid samp1e (long TJ would be

difficult to consmct and has not been prevïously reported in the literanire. To date the

smdest coil consmrcted for mIR-based probe has been 1OOp.m x 1 0 0 p (Peck, Magin et ai.
1994): in this case for the application of

micro-spectroscopy. Fominateiy, we mere able

to take measures, as described in Section 1.5.2, to irnprove the homogeneity of the magnet
field so that a larger and more pracücd sample volume on the order of Imm could be used.
However, it is now dear that sampk size lirnits the field gradients rhat can be accommodated
while maintaining preuse fiequencp measurements.

hfier rnagneac field corrections are made, the probe itself should not introduce Iocal

inhomogeneity in the main magnetic field, which would have the effect of adding additional
tirequenues to the receïved NMR signai and of degrading measurement preusion. Proberelated field inhomogeneiq arises fiom the diamagnetic or paramagnetic nature of the building
materials used in the probe's construction (as d
i be discussed =tensively in chapters 2-5).
Note that suscepability-related inhomogeneity is indis~guishable fiom magnet-related
inhomogeneity in the NMR signal.
1-4,l.6

XknaL-to-nozi-e raho
The S h ?is ofien used as an indicaror of overall probe performance in NMR

spectroscopy and imaging applications. For the purposes of measuing the magnetic field
suength, by collection of the FID followed bp Fourier u a n s b a t i o n , SNR is usually

considered of secondary importance to resolution, o d y a minimal signai being n e c e s s q to
reveal the M I R signal above the background. However, if the insfantaneow h o r fkequenq
is to be measured from the rate of change of phase of the FID,it is dear that a much greater

S N R is needed. The signal amplitude has been gïven earlier in Eq. (1.8), vit

Both B, ( r ) and Mo(r,t) need to be evaluated for
espression for the h e domain SNR is &en

Sm=

eVeq

RF coi1 design under study. The

simply as

peak signal
RMS noise

-

RFMS noise
where the WTS noise must also be eduared for the RF coil design under smdy.

Conceming ourseives for the moment midi the =pression for the signal P ( t ), we
c m make the assumpüon as in Eq. (1.9) that B, and Mo are uniform. Then using Eq. (1.9)
and Eq. (1.1) for M o , the signal amplitude in the form of the peak voltage induced in the

probe afier a 90° pulse is given by

YVe see in Eq. (1.20) that the signal is proportional to the square of the nudear precession

kequency, che sensitivity of the probe CO& and the sample volume-

The sensiüvi~
is dependent on the size and geometry of the specific RF coil. Consider,
for esample, the common RF coil shape of a solenoid. The on-zxis sensitivity ar the centre of
an ideal single-layer solenoid of many tums (n >> 1) is given as (Ohanian 1988)

where h is the coil length and d is the coil diameter. When the shape cf the coi1 remains
constant, i.e. [ h / d ] unchanged, the sensiavity is seeo to inaease for smaller coil diameters. A n
equivalent form of Eq. (1.21) using the n m b e r of nims per unit length n' of the solenoid,
gives

The noise in the time domain of the NMR signal &ses fkom the RF coil, the WiR
sarnple, and the receiver elecnonics. From the coil we have resistive Johnson noise, while fiom
the sample, the noise is due to Brownian motion of the electroIytes and spin noise (Hoult and
Ginsberg). In practice the NMR signal is also affected by phase noise in the receiver
elecn-onics, mhich is characterïzed by so-cded l / f noise. For srnail microcoils 0.e. d c l m . )
the Johnson noise is dominant, and thus is p r i m d y thermal noise desaibed by the Nyquist

Kok = J
where R,,

(1-23)

is used ro represent ail losses in the c o i . e-g. RF elemenr, matching/nining

capacitors, eddy currents, and Af
parameter R,,
fomi of R,,,

W -

is the spectral bandwidth. The speufic form of the

nom becomes the mosc significanc factor in probe pedormance.

An exact

for the solenoid is not found in the literature. The high-frequency, altemating-

cuirent case is compiicated by skin effect as weii as prolùmit). to other cunent-cai.rying
conductors. These effecn will efiectively alter the dismbuüon

OF current diroughout the

conducror and change the cucrent-cqing cross section ~ o u l and
c Richards 1976; Peck,

Magin et al. 1995). The

matched"

CO

RF cod, essentidy an inductance with a s m d resistance, is "noise-

the pre-amplifier os that the latter gives its best performance. In other words,

with the aid of a net, the impedance of the coil is transfonned to the optimal source
impedance of the tirst device in the prearnplier (usually a field effect transistor) A standard
mode1 for this type of matching may be found in Voult 1978)
As an approsimaaon of

R,,,, for the solenoid, consider the simpler case of a long

straighc wire. The resisrance of the mire is @en

by R = l / g A ahere 1 is the length of the

conductor, g is the conductivity, and A the cuuent-carryïng cross section- The skin depth in
a conducrive medium is given by

where po is the permeability of fiee space. Therefore, for a long, suaight wire where the skin
depth is much less than the wke diameter, the resistance is

where p is the wire Urcumference. VVith the traditional solenoidal coil inter-mm spaüng

(cenne-to-centre) of 1.5 times the wire diameter (Houit and Richards 1976), the expression for
the noise, Eq, (Z.Z),now becomes

where a proÿimity factor

C

has been ïntroduced in the square root to account for the

approsimauon of the straïght wke resistance to the case of the solenoid resistance (typically

Equations (1.70) and (1.26) can be combined to gïve the equation for tirne-domain

SNR for a man).-tum coil where the skin depth is much less chan the conductor & a m e t c

where the factor of 648 anses simply through combiniag the factors o f 2, 3, and 4 (to various
powers) in equaaon (1- 18) and ('1-24).
The SNR in the regïme where the wire size in the RF coil is on the order 05 or Iess
than, the skin depth has been W e r smdied by Peck, et. al. (Peck, Migin et al. 1995). Under
these condiuons the m e n t distribuuon is neariy uniform. The SNR for a n - t u a solenoidal
winding with n >> 1 in the unifonn current regirne is then given by

SNR =

o; A V

Jnd

From the urne-domain SNR given in Eq. (1.27) we can estunate the intûnsic spectral

SNR in the Fourier transformed data This can be obtained by integrating the signal voltage,
given e d e r in Eq.(1.12), oves the time of acquisition (Hoult 1996)

In the Limit where t +m we see that the signal

+210,

l)M&AV.

This value represents die height of the spectrai peak A similar integrauon can be carried out
for die mIS noise in the N&IR experiment as \vd. This integraaon however, may be shown ro
be equîvalent to applyïng a filter of width A v = l / t cm Hz) and gain t (Chen 1989)-Thus, the

noise on the base line of the spectrum is

where F' is the noise factor assoüated Mth the N&IR receiver (-picall- 1.05)and thus hÏis

seen to increase as the square root of the length of the acquisition. If we take the signal given
by Eq. (1.29) and noise given by Eq. (1.30), and f o m the S m

the spectral SNR goes through a maximum when the data have been coiiected for a k e
t = 1.755

&. This optimal time for best spectral SNR is not,

however, the optimal t h e for

the best line shape and resolution of the spectral peak. The data musc be coiiected for a longer

perïod. Filter methods in the tirne domain that diminish the noise to zero (e.g. esponential
attenuaüon as a fûnction of tirne) as the NMR signai becomes comparable with the noise can
be used to opümïze the SNR in the frequmcy domain at the =pense of resolution. However,

in die esperïments desaibed in this thesis no time-domain f l l t e ~ was
g used. The data were

acquired m d the tïme domain S/Nwas

«1in order to achieve the best specual resoluaon.

We note that when designing rnicrocoils for best resoluüon together with best àme
domain SNR, it is much easier to achieve the Iatter, ofien at the espense of the former. Good

SNR is achieved by plaüng the RF coil near the NhlR sample. However, the coi1 significandy
perturbs the local static magneüc field, and resolution is compromised if the pemirbaüon
estends into the volume of the mil3 sample. We therefore opumized resoIution fkt @y
minimizing coil-related field inhomogeneity), and were content with the resulting SNR

achieved. The ongin of the probe-rdated field pemirbaaon (imcluding the coil) and the
masures taken to minimize its effect on the s p e d linewidth are discussed estensNely in
Chapters 2-5.
7 -4.2

A.aratzi.r

The basic block diagram of the spectrometer is given in Fig. 1.1. The particular magnet
used in this work was a 9-4T horizoncal bore magnet \ . t h an open bore diameter of 210mm,

manufactured by Magnex, Abkgdon, UK. The bore is fitted mith a shirn/gradienr insert (the
role of this component to be discussed in the foilowing paragraphs) that leaves a final open
bore diamerer of 1lOm.m. The probe contains the NMR sampIe which can either be inregrared
into the probe's consrnicaon, for esample a srnail sphere of \-ter

as would be the case for a

field suength measurement probe, or the sample can be removable, as would be the case in
dinical imagïng where a person is moved into the magnet bore that also houses a large
permanently moumed body RF coii on the bore periphery. Probes are usually custom-built for
a specific evperiment although generai-purpose commercial probes are avaiiable. m e n the

sample dimensions are about a millimeue or smder, the probe is usually referred to as a

micrwprobe. A u a a s d ~ c e k switch
e
(not shown in Fig* 1.1) 5 used to select arherher the

probe is in uaosmit or receive mode. The rerininder of the specmmeter is an 'off-the-shelf'
~search-type instnimen~in this case the "Bio-Specw mode1 n r a n u f m d by Brider

Medîzintechnik

/

shirn control

!

shim power
~UPP~Y

frequency
source

RF Unit
I

gradient
ifiers

1

1 preamplifier ( 1 RF amplifier 1
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7.4.3

Procedtm

The probe mas placed at the iso-centre of the magnet and a FID acquired kom a single
pulse aqxrirnent with the foilowing parameters. The fiequency bandwidth was 5 0 , O H z in
order to observe a broad range of hequenues that might be present throughout the sample
due ro various magnetic field strengths. The acquisition cime varïed according to the obsenred
kngth of the fi-ee induction decay. In aii cases, the dam were acquired und the time domain

S N R ratio was << 1.The Bip angle used in a i i cases mas IO0. This \vas verified in several ways.
The most common for a given probe was to use a Lsed transmitter power and slowly increase
the puise durauon while observing the effect on the fiee induction decay- The Brüker on-line

software can integrate the f?ee induction decay and a maximum r e d t irnplied a 90° £hp angle.
The pulse wïdth was then divided bp 9 to obtain the durauon for a IO0 flip angle.
Coarse power adjustments were made using &ed attenuators in 1OdB increments at
the output of the pomer amplifier. For the RF coils in this thesis the power settings were in the
range of approsimately 3-30YV for a pulse of duration 2-10 p.

After the trammitter pulse there were nvo short delays before the fkst data point from
the Eree induction decay was acquired, The delays were necessq to prevent artefacts fiom the
~ansmitter/receiver switching and audio frequency &ers fiom appearïng in the Fourier
transfoan of the Çee induction decay data. These delaps are f d y described in the book by

Chen 8r Hoult @oult, Chen et al. 1983). The fïrst delay mas in the interval benveen the end of
the transmit puIse and the opening of the receiver. The second delay was fiom the start of the
receiver ON until the T s t data point was collected. The system software ofien automatically
sets the delays. However, this procedure is not dways successful for fiee induction decays that

contain a broad range of frequencies The correct deiays were therefore detennined

esperimen+dyand for an acquisition/hlter bandwidth set to SOkHz, were 6 . 3 ~ and
s
1ps for

receker-on delay and first-dam-point delaj- respectiveiy-

1.5

Description and correction of the base magnetic field
The probe designs presented in ttiis thesis have been intended for use in the bore of a

high field magnet- However, as menuoned earlier, if they are to be assessed adequateiy, the
base magnetic field fiom the magnet must be suffiüently homogeneous. The fieid can be
desuïbed using sphencd harmonic anaivsis based on a sphencd coordinate system. The
advancage of thïs description is that the field is compIereiy described by a surn of terms that are
orthogonal to each other on the surface oEa sphere. Corremve masures that affect any single
harmonic are therefore independent and do not affect other hamionic terms. Further, the
desired homogeneous field and simple fields such as linear gradients are members of the basis

set.

We begin this analysis by c o n s i d e ~ gthe hZa\~~ell
equations appropriate for the
rnapeüc B and H fields in magnetostatics:

V x H= J, (JIespression)

V -B=O,

(1-32)

where JJ is thefie nimnt densig. The fiee current density in thïs case is due to the current in the

superconducting solenoid that generates the strong magnetic field Bo, The free CuLfent densiy
in the bore of the magnet is of course zero and Eq. (1.32) becornes V x H = O
dehne a rnagneac scalar potenual

a> such that H = -Va,In fiee space B = poH and we may

rewrite the 6rst equation in Eq. (1.32) as

v - (,u0VO)= O,
or simply Laplace's equation

. \Ve can then

V'Q>=O.

(1-34)

The general solution of Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates ( 0 ) can be
wntten in t-s

of spheDcal harmonies

where rhe 4, and

Y,, (&@) and powers of ras (Jackson1975)

Bnm t e r m s contain the field sources. The normalized Ym (O,@) are

defined as

where the

P,, (cos 0 ) are the assouated Legendre fiinctions (see Table 1.1). We need consider

only the case when m > O, as the assoüated Legendre functions for negative m are defined in
temis of the assoüated Legendre fuoctions with positive nz. We aiso consider n 2 1 since we
cm

choose the zero point of potencial arbitrariiy and we are inrerested in points dose to the

ocgin. The magnetic field B ( r,8,#) may be found bj-

However, the fields in the x andy directions are several orders of magnitude less than

the field in the s-direction and are ignored. If we r e m to Eq. (1.32) for a moment, we fkd

thac w e c m also wnte the magnetic field B- (r,0,@)dkecdy Li terms of sphencal hamionics

Y,, (O,@) and powers of r. To do rhis we subsatute H = B/p0 into V XH= O to get

from which it may be shown that

In the N'&IiZ field it is common pracüce to use an unnormaiised form of Eq. (1.41) (Romeo
and Hodt 1984)- The new fotm appears as

where

C,, and vare now the a r b i q constants represenüng the amplitude and phase

respecüvely of the field components present in the magnetic field.

7.5-7

FieIdp/ottrig and ana&+>
We determine the relative conmbutions of various sphencal harmonies in die magner

field by measuring the field strength at various points in the central region of the bore as
shown in Fig. 1.1.

Table 1.1- Legendre and Assoaared Legendre h c t i o n s for a f w lower order n and degree m cemis-

>'=O

q (cos 0) = 1

"=I

9 (cos 0) = cos 0

y, (COS e ) = sin O
-

n=2

P(COS~)=L(~~~'B-I)
<, (cos 0) = 3 sin 0 cos 0

1z=3

q

COS^) = / S ~ ~ B ( ~ C O S . B - ~ ~ O S O )

y, (COS

-

sin 0 (5cos' 0 - 1)

COS^) = / i r ( 3 5 c o ~ ' B - 3 0 c o s ~ t 9 + 3 )

n=4

3

0) = Asin' 8 (7 cos' 0 - 1)

y, (COS 8 ) = 105sin' O cos 0
P (cos O) = 105sin' 8

~ ( C O S O ) = ; J ( O ~ C O S ' ~ - ~ ~ C O SP , '(cos
~ +0I) =S Csin'
OS
~)
8 (9 cos: 8 - 1)
lf

P , (cos O) = f sin e (21 cos' O - IQCOS' B + 1)

9: (COS O)
n-6

P, (cos 8) = 3 sin' 0

P , ( C O S B ) = ~ ( S C O S ' O - ~ ~ ~ O ~ )

P,, (cos 0) =

JI=

- --

(COSB)

=

lgsin' O ( 3 COS' e - COS 0)

e, (cos e ) = 9 ~ s i ne'

= L(23lcos6 B - ~ I S C O S ~ B + I O S C O S ' -~5 )

qt COS^) = dsinO(33cos'O-30cos30+5cos0)
P (cos 0) =

(COS

P (cos O ) = 945sin48 cos 8

0) =

sin' 0 (33 cos' 0 - 18 cos' 0 + 1)

3flsini 8 (1 1COS' 0 - COS 0)

P

cos^) = ~ ~ s i n 4 8 ( 1 1 c o s-1)
z0

y. (cos O ) = 10395sin5B cos B
P (cos O ) = 10395sinb0

the rmngrh of the
F i i 1.1 hhgneüc f
& pbtüng cmrdinate r)orem PbrrLig conrists of
magnetic fLeld at variou points in ce&
region of the magxm (shown in red) wtiich are on the surface
of an imaghuy sphere-Note: The ruanufacturer'scornremionfor tbe ptoning coordinate system has
been used here. The kft panel shows tbe plotMg points chosen in the alimirtill plane at 30" ùnervds.
The right panelshows the incrempmn in loagandina angle 8 in order to define the position of seven
pianesaiongthez-a)as.'lbe Bangles arechosmtomake Pm =O.Tbefieldis &ome;isuredabngthe
z-axk (ie. axial d u e s ) .

Table 13, Magnetic &id plotting coordiaritcs-The dedinauoaal mgIe B detamines the position o f the
planes in the field plot The mgies in the uble below makc the Legendre fiinaion Pm =O. In most
practicd cases, orders higber than I>o may bc ignored, The 8 angle is con\-med into qiindncai
coordinates 5, p for a fieid map in on a 1 O a n dimeter sphericd boundq--

The magneüc field plot can be analyzed in rems of sphen'cal hamionics- Two
cornputer programs were available for this anaiysis. The first was called &iUL?'ISmI
(Manufacturer:

Magnes

Scientific, Abkgton,

U.K)

and

the

second

was

called

FZELDhVALYSIS (written by Dr. D- 1, Hoult, NRC).
7 -5.2

Field ~ o m ~ t i o n
The apparatus available for field corrections is in the form of a shim set included as

part of the gradient insert (refer Fig. 2.1). The shim set comprises independent windïngs where
each ~vindinggenerates the field of a sphencal harmonic component. Each shim winding c m
be energized with steady curxent fcom individuai shim power supplies. Idedy, each field

produced by individual shim wïndings is orthogonal to other shim winding fieids. However,
t h i s orthogona1it)r is rarely achieved in the manufacnire of shirn windings. Unwanted

components are usudy of 10-

order than the spherical h m o n i c primarily produced. In the

case of the shim set for the 9.4T magnet, the unwanted components could be 20% of the total

shim viindmg field generated. In the higher orden, e.g- 4rhorder, the p r ï m q componem may

represent only half of ail the hamionics fields produced. The correct ninent to be used in each
shirn windîng may be detemiuied in three ways.

In Method 2 , a human opecator makes systematic adjustments of the curent via a
shim control module, with a water sarnple (not necessady smd) and probe placed ar die

centre of the magner. The NMR signal is Fourier transfomied to reveal a hequency specmim
corresponding ro the magnetic environment at the position of the sample. When the field is
homogeneous, the Line shape becomes narrow and d.
This method can be time consuming
since the shims can interact with each other and several shim trials are needed to c o n f h that
the best (or global) shim setthgs have been obtained. By thk method, the magneac field is

optïmized only for the volume occupied by the sample and not necessady the entire usable
volume of the magnet (uniess, of course, the sarnple fills this entire volume). This method is
therefore oniy qualitative in nature if a final field pIot is ornitted.

In Method 2, shim currenrs are based on manufacturer-spedied field sensitivities for
each s

b winding (where each winding is idedy equivalenr to a single harmonic component).

The correction currents are calculated to cancel the esisting spherical harmonic components in
the plotted field to render the h a 1 field uniform. This quantitative mediod works satisfactody

as long as die manufacturer's spedfications are accurate and preüse. However, some level of
interaction between shim windings always exïsts, and it is therefore of limited practicality. This
method was not uàlized in this work.

la Method 3, the orthogonalir). of each shim wioding is experimentally determined and
then a calculated field correction is applied. h plot of the magneuc field with aii shim cunents
set to zero is used as a s t e g c'background"plot. Unit cunent is applied to one shim lvinding
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on. and a plot of the resulring magneuc field dismbuaoo is taken. The posc shim-curent field
plot is subtracted kom the s&g

field plot to reveal the effect of the shim under test The

"background subuacted" plot is then anaiyzed by sphericd hamionic analysis. Each shim

wïndLig is then conelated with conesponding sphericai harmoaic components and a dam base
of the shïm set effectiveness b d t -

Let the effect of the shim set in terms of generated spherical haunonics be represented
bg the maaïx S. Cunents in the winciings may be represented by the column vector 1. The

effecr of the shim currents is to generate the field hamionîcs

F

according to S 1= F . It

therefore folloms that

1= S-IF,

(1-43)

where S-' is the inverse of the shim ma&. If the matrïs S is not square then the we would
need to h d the pseudo-inverse. Thus we see in Eq. (1.43), a usefid relaaonship benveen the
field hmonics F, and the shim curent setting 1 related dirough the inverse shim mamx S" -

If we represent the initial fidd harmonic distribuuon by the vector F,, then the condition for
h a 1 field homogeneiy is

F, +
F
m
,,

= O . Thus

,
m
F

= -Fo and the correcüon shim

cunent s e t ~ isg given by
Icmc"on

1.6

= S-' (-F,).

(1-44)

ChapterSummary.
CWe in p ~ ü p l any
e NMR probe can be used to measure the resonance frequency of

protons in a water sample, a probe for magneac field measuremenn should ideail~rprovide a
monochromatic signai in the presence of suong field gradients. To do so, the
must therefore be s m d

- ideaiiy a point sample. In practice,

NlR

sample

the sample necessdy has a

minimum volume since the signal strength is propomoaal to sample volume. However, the

presence of a static field gradienc in the sample, and thus a range of Bovalues dconaibute to
a range of received kquencies. Therefore we took measures as described in Section 1.5.2 to

improve the homogeneity of the magner field in order that a larger and more practical sample
volume on the order of lmm couid be used. M e r magneüc field conecùons were made, the
probe itself shouid not introduce local inhornogeneiv in die main magnetic field, which would
have the effect ofadding additional hequencies to the received NMR signal.

The goal of this thesis \vas therefore to build a NiMR-based miaoprobe for magnetic
field measurements with the foilowing perfomiance criteria: (1) the probe should yidd a N M R
signal with a spectral resolution (Le. full width at haif maximum) of IHz, and (2) a S N R in the

hequency domain of greater than 1000 so that urne-domain analysis of rapid (-10-3 field
flucmations could be pedormed reiiably.

&lICROPROBEBASICS

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the basic Iayout of the NMR-based microprobe is introduced and
construction details reiated to performance are discussed. Performance mteria were maid.
concemed nith building a probe that gave a signai wkh good SNR and nanow spectral
linewidths. Section 2.2 desaibes the details of the probe's consmiction and operation as a RF
circuit The core of the probe is the RF coi1 and the NMR sample. Other componeats are

required to transfomi the irnpedance of the RF coii to that of a coasïal transmission line for

the best energy transfer fiom the specuometer electronics- Section 2.3 describes the ,Tarit
probe-rdated field inhomogeneiv arisïng fiom the diamagnetic or paramagnetic nature of the

building materials used in the probe's construction, To m~,simizethe anilable SNR we must
place the NbfR sampk in dose prorcimity to the RF COLHowever, narrow linewïdths are then
possible only when the probe itself does not introduce any field inhomogeneity mithin the
hD,LR sample volume. Thus, in general, a magnetostauc analysis must be u n d e d e n to

understand the staüc field dismbution when any probe component is introduced into aa

initially uniform field.
2.2

Theory of operation.
The basic layout of a NMR-based microprobe is given in Fig.2.1, The probe inciudes a

RF coi1 L (ïnductor) wound about a sample vesse1 and sample matenai and made resonant

with tunîng capacitur G. Asecond clpackor Ç and a matching networkare usedto tmtch th

knpedance of the probe to the mnsmksion line. Probes &sc&d

in Cbapers 3-5 use the

same eiemonic configumhn with the lmùi clifference k e n them king the design of the

RF coil In the next few sections we bokat each component in Fig. 2.1 sepamtek

Probe

Pi-network

Fi 2.1. Scheniauc drawùig of the NMR pmbe used in aii experimeats, The fim section on t
h left
the RF coil (inductor), sample, and capaciron usedro achieve an approximate50Q impedvre
match at the cable connection The second section ( r i a ) is a X-section fine-ntning aad rrrifch;rip
n e m r k that can be a d j d ornide the magnet bore

CO&

2.2.1

%RI= Gd
ïhe purpose of the RF coil is to provide the BI field used to flip spins in the sample

out of alignnient with $, and then meive the inmiced NMR si&.

The design of the RF coil

is ~nrrarh/influenced bythe ~quirementsof s p e d resohnion and the SNR for the ~ c e ~ e d
signal. Good SNR is achieved by placing the RF coil as near as possible to the NMR sampk to

obtain a large filling factor. ('FiUuig factor' is the tem used to Lidicate the proportion of
volume occupied bythe sample as compaxtd to the total spatial volume (or extent) of the BI

field) However, the SNR is

&O

dependent upon coil sens*,

pmduced as a funaion of unit m m n t &mu&
sensi*

or the effective B1 field

the CO& as discussed

in chapr 1. The

depends on the specific geomeny of the RF coil used and is t h e ~ f discussed
o~
on

a coil-bycoiibasis in cbapten 3-5. Good s p e d resohaMn û achieved d e n the RF coil is

ccmagneÜcall~aansparenr", in the sense that ir does not pemxb the magnetic fieid wherein the

NMR sample is placed. The field perturbation is ais0 discussed in chapters 3-5 for each coi1
design.
2-22

Timing and matching con~onents
The inductor

L,

and capauror Cl in Fig, 2.1 form a pardel tank circuit that has a

-yJK,

n a d resonance at the frequency ü+ -

or in h e m

f, =

1987). The circuit has a quality factoro of

where r is a smail resistance not shown in Fig. 2-1 but assouated primarily wïth the inductor

L, . Losses assoüated with capacitor C, are usually negligible as very high Q factor (Z 5000)
capautors are chosen for LWIRapplications. The Mpedance of the pardel tank circuit
isolated fkom the rest of the circuit is @?en by ( i g n o ~ gthe s m d resistance associated with
the capacitor)

Re Z,, =

w2c;

For a Erequency operating point chosen at resonance 0.e. w = &+), the above

equauons simpli$ to Re Z,,

=QU$,

and ImZ,,

= O . However, it is possible ro chose an

operating fkequency o, at

Re Z,

<t~+

such that the above equations (2.2) and (23) sirnplifi- to

= 50R and Im Zk > O . The positive i m a g i n q component of the impedance

implies that the tank is inductive in nature at this k e q u e n q The series capautor

is then

chosen so that the capautor's reacrance- is equal and opposite to the imaginary component of
impedance fiom the tank circuit at frequency a,,i.e.

The value of C2 is then given by

Thus the probe Urcuit (the paraiiel tank and
then matched to the cable impedance of Z,

q )has an impedance of Z = 50R + jOS2

and is

= 50Q for an efficient transfer of energy to and

fiorn the probe. T h e operating point ma is chosen to be the sarne as the Larmor fiequency of

the Nhlm eqeriment.
It is not easy to achieve a pedect Zph = 50R + j O result mith only 5sed values for

CL and C,.Using variable capautors for C, and C, is undesirable since there is the
possibility that the (usudy) Iarge adjustable capautors d adverseiy affect the static magnetic
field near the inductor when the probe is placed in the bore of the magnet Slight mis-match in

the probe impedance is therefore compensated with negligible loss by comection to a
Z-

nenvork by a

"/2 cable as indicated in Fig. 2.1. By

the

adjusanent of capautors C3 and

C, we c m ensure that the impedance of the probe circuit plus the Z-nenvork circuit is
Zp,+,ok

= S o n + j0

at the cable c o ~ e c ü o nto the pre-ampKer or transmitter.

Comection is via a passive uansmit/receive switch (not shonm).

32.3

SanpZe z*eneI
For the probe designs discussed in this paper, the sample vesse1 used was a long, thin

capdary. The sizes and specifications of the capUaües are @en

in Table 2 3 . The 3mm tubes

came in m-Oquality types bodi made of borosilicate glass. The fint of these (VUiiad Gkss,
pan number 327-PP-7) was speàtied for use in magnetic fields o f u p to 9.4T. This upper field
lirnit is based on toleraoces in the tube's manufacture for inner diameter tolerance,
concentriuty, and carnber. Deviarions kom a perfect Ur&

cross section and perfectly

pardel walls induce susceptibility-related magnetic field pemrbaaons near the defect (Le. in

the volume to be occupied by the sample under study-). As a precaution, tubes of a higher
quality ( W i a d Glass, part nurnber 335-PP-7) suitable for use in magnetic fields of 11-7T and
higher were used in order ro check for an)- changes in the N&IR data that would point out
tube-related susceptibility problems. The acmal volumetcic magnetic suscepubility was not
precisely knomn due to batch m batch vziations in the raw materials that eventuaily make
Pyrex 7740 glass (manufacnired by Coming, USA) (Cope 1994).

Table 2 3 - Capiiiary tubes uscd in this work.

Waii
(mm>
3mm

0.29

Concenmat)-/

OD (mm)

Camberp
3.000

25/25

Tolerance

ID

(mm>

(mm)

+0.000-

2413

0.023

3mm

029

13/6

3.000

+0.0000.023

2413

ToIerance

hhtd

Produa
o m k

C0.0130.ooO

7740

327-

E'j~ex

PF-7

t0.0130.oOO

7740
Pymzx

PF-7

-

P\~e?r

335-

&%IR mpiiiq tube from RTiad G l a s (Buena, NJ
h m

03

-

1.0

0.8

WG1365-1

Wd
@un)

1 5 0 ~ 75

850pm

150

Cmting
Ttùckness@m)
22

24

OD

ml)
150

850

Tolerance

ID

ml

@un)

G

75

25

700

Toietance

Mated

Producc
awnbex

3

13

Fused

TSW75

Siliu

150

Fused

ïSWOO

Silica

850

The majoriqr of esperiments were with the lrnrn tubes from W i a d Glass. These

Pyrex (borosilicate glass) t u b e s were ineupens~eand easy to cut to the desired length. Their
suscepübility however, was unknown. These tubes are not manufacnired at Wilmad glass, but
purchased in bulk from two main suppliers, Comïng (USA) and Kimble (Vineiand, NJ) and
then repackaged. h published susceptibility speufication does aot e x i s t for these tubes, but an

unpublished speufication (and unknown original source) gives a volurnemc suscepability for

KG33 (Krnble) glass of -10.76 x lo4 (JIunits)(Cope, 1994).

The hsed silica capillary tubing came with a polyimide coating as delivered by the
manufacturer. It is possible to remove this coating using chermal or chernical methods, but thïs

was nor done for any of the experimeno described here. If the coating thïckness is uniform

then there should be no demimental susceptibiliq-induced problems (see the discussion
section 2.3.2). Several sizes of polyimide-coated tubing, ranging from 7

5 ID~to 7 0 0 ID,
~

were obtained fiom the manufacturer. Due to tirne constraints, only these nvo sizes w a e used
in the consmiction of probes (esperiments are described in chapter 3).

2.3
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Magnetostatic description
The RF Cozl

As stated earlier, good SNR is achieved by placing the RF coil as near as possibIe to
the hLLR sample to obtain a large fdhg factor. Howvever, poor spectral linewidths are ofien
obtained because the RF coil and/or the NMR sarnpk introduce local inhomogeneity- in the
main Bo field. Sometîmes the local inhomogeneity can be reduced by the adjustment of

magnetic field shllns, but not aiways (Conover 1984). Almost aiways the local inhomogeneity
can be reduced by increasing the distance berneen the coil and sample, but at the expense of

diminished SNK The probe designer then is faced with the difficult task of conarolling or
limiüng the coil-induced inhomogeneity mhiIe optimuing the S b ? ?and Linewidth o f the

signal. In pracace, it is sometimes easier to made resolution for higher SNR. In this thesis
however, we are optimizing resolution hrst, and then S N R

T h e dominant probe-related local inhomogeneity is normally due to the RF coil. Thus
Iooking at the problem fiom a ccreverse-engineering"perspective, we can briefly examine three
methods that are used to control coil-induced inhomogeneity and then =amine their effects
on SNR and linewidth. One of the earliest methods relies on the fact that certain geomeuric

shapes placed in an initially uniforni magneac fieid do not perturb the field unifom-ty in their
interior. For esample, an infïnitely long cyhdncal shell of matenal widi magnetic susceptibiliq

th its a i s orïented perpendidar to an initidy unïform magnetic field wiU have a unifom

field in its interior whose suength depends only on x (Jackson 1975)- Tlis fact waç

kt used

by Arnold ( h o l d 1956) who embedded m e n t - c a q l n g copper foil into a q h d n c a l plastic
former Mth the same susceptibiliy as the copper foil, a so-called "suscepubili--matdie&'
process. Recentiy, progress has been made mith this symmetr). technique by the use of a
susceptibiliymatched fluid surromding a solenoidal RF microcoil (Oison., Peck et al- 1995;

\Vebb and Grant 1996; Lacey, Subramanian et ai- 1999)- The wke windings are immesed in a
matching fluid, which is contained inside a qliodncal s h d - The general applicability of this
method rnay be limited due s h p l y to construction cornplexit). and/or undesirable RF
interactions of the marching fluid with probe components (Lacey, Subramanian et al. 1999)The availabilig of an appropriately matched fluid that does not give an intedering NhIR signal

may also be problematic, A similar synmetry technique can be used with a sphencal shell, but
tvithout the requirement of a unique orientation in the field. However, the presence of a
dielecmc material near the coil may reduce the latter's qualit). factorQ and therefore S N R
If spmemcal shapes can not be exploited, then the on&- conventional soluuons
remahing are co minimize the use of probe materials, e.g. by using foi1 instead of wire, or
simply to keep a safe disrance benveen the RF coii and the N'&EL sarnple, a c c e p ~ the
g loss in

filling facror and rherefore SPuX A solenoidal coil in a high field application is especidy
difficult in this regard. The coil-induced inhomogeneity worsens with increasing field suength
since femer m s on the c o q and hence thicker wire, are needed for opümai SNR (Chen,

1989).

A direct solution =<thout any comprise to SNR or N M R Iliewïdths is to use zeromagnetic susceptibility wire (Anderson and Shoolen* 1963; H o d r 1978; Unger and Houlr

1997). The wire is effecüvely ccmagneticailyinvisibley7and therefore does not introduce any
39

local field inhomogeneity- Optimal linewidtbs are thereby achïeved and

full SNR is available as

the wire c m be dose to the LW
sample. The Mnding of such a coi1 is also straighdomard as
compared to the construction techniques described above, Thus, in Chapter 4 we describe the
production of wire of zero volumemc magneac susceptibiliry for use in the construction of
high-resohtion N&IR probes described in Chapter 5.

An indirect solution to the problem of coil-induced inhomogeneity is based on the
magnetosratic behavïour of a long permeable 0.e- X

# 0)

qlindrical wïre oriented paralel to a

d o m rnagneüc field (Landau 1984, (CTngerand H o d t 1999)- The statk magneac field near

the cylinder is noc disturbed and the N&lR sample can be piaced immediately adjacent to i t
The wke and its curent retum path -essentiaily a shorted transmission line- generate the

required B, field. Coil-induced inhomogeneiy is therefore ciliminated a n d ver). narrow
linewidths are possible. As well, ordinary materials such as copper wire c m be used in the

construction of the h e . h disadvancage wïth this design is that SNR is compromised due to
the Iow füling factor. The theory and construction of hgh-resolution AMR probes using du's
design are desaïbed in Chapter 3.

2.3.2

Sanp/e a d ~ a @ / e ves..e/

In this section, we determine the magnetostatic effect of the water-Wed capiliary tube
on an initidy uniform magnetic field. For the sake of darity, we start with the artificial case of
a qlinder of water in a uniforni magnetic field,and then progress to the case of a water-f3ed
capiUary.
Neither the sample vesse1 nor the sample materiaIs were made of "magnetic" materials
(materials contaking Fe, Co, or Ni). However, they did posses smali magnetic character, either
diamagneac or paramagnetic, which resdted in their becoming weakly magnetized when

placed in a strong magnetic fieid. The macroscopic magnetic moment induced may be written

.

as M (Gy
j',$) where the primes indicate that the magnetisation is limited to the volume of
the sample and vessel,

The inhniteiy long q h d e r f d s inco the general dass of ellipsoids, and therefore when
placed in a unifom field in any orientation, the field within the cyiinder is ais0 uniforni, but in

general not p d e l to Bo (Landau and Lifshïu 1984). The field inside is pardel to Bowhen the
c a ~ i l l a r vis ~
a r a l l eor
i tlTmsverse to the =temal field, \ m e n the ca~illarvis transverse, the value
A
L

4

of the fidd inside is @en by

where the susceptibility

x is Say that of the water sample- The field outside the qlinder is

given by (Hauser 1971)

njth the geometry as defined in Fig. 2.1. Of course the field outside the qlinder is only of

s e c o n d q interest, the primary concem being the field in the volume occupied by the water.

If the nisceptibïhtyof the giass walls of the capillaiyand water were the same, then the
discussion would be complete. In genexal, however, these sisceptibilities do not match and the
effect on the finalniagnetic fieid must be re-evaluated
Cross Section

A

.

e. ,,e.
A

Fig. 2 3 . Goss section of a cwaxiai cyhder wirh an in- core (eg. wxei) of d u s a and associated
volume magnetk s u s c e p i b i x, , and an outer kyer (eg. ghss) with inner and oute!r ladu a a d 6
respectiv+ and ass&
susceptibiiity x:, oliemed p e q e d a h to a uniform in;igMtir fieid Bo in
the circular-cyiindric?lc eordinate system (6 9@ is the magmtïc scahr pote!nüal

We s t m Mth Laplace's equation

v'@

= O as well as assuming a linear relationship

B = p H for the materials we will encounter in this applîcauon. For a7ater, glass, and hsed
quartz

xmis sm& and negatïve, -9.035~10~
(Fies

and Lewis 1965),

- -1 1 0 ~ 1 0 -and
~,

- - 6 2 x 1 0 ~- respectmely (Grant and Phillips 1975). (An esact nurnber for the susceptibility
of glass is not usudy possible since the formulation changes fiom batch to batch.) A solution
of Laplace's equation for the geometry of a qlinder can be fouad in polar coordinates (5 9, see Fig. 2.3 (Binns, Lamrenson et al. 1992). The general solution may be mïtten as

where m takes ail integral values between 1 and

and c, d,

geometry we have symmeny about the p-zxïs so that

and hm are consrana. In our

(r,g ) = Q (r, -g) which implies

there are no sine remis in the solution. The general form of the potenüal fiinction then reduces

O ( r ,8)= C(c,,,rm
+ ~ j r - " cos&.
)
Separate potenüals O,,

a,,a, are written for each of the three regions o f space s h o w in Fig.

2.3. The vaiues of the constants cm and 4 are determined by the boundary conditions a t the

surfaces r = a , r = 6 and these are that the potential @ and the radial components of B be
c o n ~ u o u ths

F&er

the boundary condition at inhnicy is one of potential gradient. That

is, nt an inhite distance kom the water-hlled capiiiary, the field strength is uniforni and i a
radial component is

from which it is seen that m can have the d u e uniy o d y and hence, s u b s ü t u ~ m
g = 1 and r

= a,that c3 = -&.Thus for the outer air space, Eq. (2.9) reduces to

Further, as the field at the origin carmot be infinite, dm=O and nr2l for region 1.

Similady, as the field at inhnity cannot be inhnite for region 3, cm=O for rn> 1. The potenaals in
che three. regions are thus given by

where the subscripts now represent the region assouated with the constant (and no longer the

order m).

Espressing the equality of the radial cornponents of the magneac B field and of the
tangenual components of the magnetic H field (or its equivalent, the scalar potenual) on

opposite sides of the air-glass-water interface @es

Differentiaüng

a,,a,,a3and subsüninng in the interface b o u n d q ~conditions, Eq.

(2.13) yields

\Ve now have four equaüons and four unknowns, Le. (cl,5,d l ,d , ) . Solvïng for these
unknowns we have

F i a U y using H = -Va and

B = pH

w e 6nd that the soluaons for regions 1, 2, and 3,

neglec~g
the susceptibilityof air and end effects, are given by

(2.1 8)
In the volume occupied by the mater, (region 1) we see that the magnetic fieid differs

only by a constant factor frorn that of the initial uniform field. In other words, the field inside
the capdiam is also uniform. T o ignore the end effects of the capillary, the length of the

capillq compared to its outer diameter should be on the order ot;o r grearer than, 10:l. This
esumate is based on considering the ends of the capillq- as smail dipole moments whose field
generated diminishes as r,/?

where r, is the radius of the capiiiaq end and r is sirnply the

distance fiom the end its&
In reality, the capillary tubes are never perfectiy circular in cross-secùon, and the above

mode1 for the magneric field is on$ the starring point for an accurate calculation. The volume

of the capiUary is divided into two pam:

O a capdary with a perfect circular cross-section, and

0the volume outside the capiuary. Imperfections in the capïilary c m be considered as part of

@i in the above mode1 where the perturbation at the fieid point r (r,O,#) due to a volume

elemenr d V located at r'( r', O', #') is given by (Chen and Houlr 1989)

where X is the suscepability and

&
,

is the Neumann factor E, = 1,E,,

(2.1 9)
= 2 . Eq.(2.19) is ais0

useM ro the micro-probe designer Li caiculatïng the perturbing effect of odier objects, e.g.

chip capaüron, that may be near the NMR sample, and may therefore affect the Lùiewidth of
the received signal. Other researdiers have aiso looked at the magnetostatic perturbing effect
of the sample shape on the N M R linernidth, e.g. (BelorizLy, Gorecki et al. l99O).

33.3

Chpaa?ors

Smail hi& Q capautors ofien have a fenomagnetic component due to metals (most
ofien nickeg used in their construction. Even the so-caiied non-magnetic versions used in
h%IRhave strongly paramagnetic materiais which result in th& becorning weakly magnetized

when placed into the magnet bore. The position of the tuning and matching capautors with
respect to the NMR sample is thus a aïtical magnetostatic consideration if opMial line width
and resoluüon are to be achieved. Put bluntiy, capacitor-induced stauc field gradients in the

sarnple are to be avoided. h theoreticai understanding of the effects of capacitor magnetization

on the local field is very difficult due to the complev structure and unknown susceptibilities of
rhe materiais used in its consaucrion We therefore determined the effect o f capacitor
magnetization on the static local field by an evperimental approach.

The high-Q nommgnetic cap&=

used (see Fig. 2.4) were

~llil~ldacturied
by

Laboatories Inc. with values in the muge 0-1-lûpF
as ~qU;ed
(Q=20ûû forthe 2pF

Diele&

value at 400Mta and Q l O û û û for the OSpF value at 400MFb ;quovd breakdom vokage of

500V&.) Typid pxec~ionms in the lange of 510%. 'Ibe construmbn of these
involves layering sevexai thin fo& in flat kyels separated byceramic dielecttic. The texmirmion
materd is a s i b e r - w u m &y

magnetic version.)

(A nickel alby material is used in the termination of the

Palladium has a relatively high magnetic sisceptibilicy, xpd
= 804.2 x lo4 .

Fi&

2-4. Multilav chip Capacnor used in aii probes in this wrk Dinienrions: L=W=2.8mm,
T=25mm, and Y=0.4mm,

A te+
d e t e n changes

device was developed using a small NMR micmpmbe (shown in Fig. 25)to

in the local magnetic field as an objecr under test was moved by. NMR

experiments were perfonned on a 9.4T (
4
0
0
m
)
wide-bore (21cm) ïmaging lnag.net
descxibed in Cbapter 1. The advantage of

a high field system is that the nisceptbimyartefacts

scde as Bofield smngth, which for our normaditbnal purposes makes them easier to detm

Linear field inhomogeneity incIDduced into the mapet field due to the presence of the test
device was shimmed out using the x , 3 and z shims. The shirn v b s were then held constant
for furrher experiments. Drift of the field of the magnet was not a pmblem in the tim SC&

of

the eqeriments. Transmitter power and pulse duration were the same for all samples and the

flip angle was kept d l below 90 degrees to ensure a linear response. Further experimental
details involved in acquirîng the NMR signal are desaîbed in detail in Chapter 4.

The NMEt microprobe shown in Fig. 2.5 was a slightly modified version of a
microprobe described in Chapter 4 (see Fig. 4.10). The probe design presented in Chapter 4
mas used here because it had minimum 6eld perturbations assoaated with its presence in the

B, field. The modification primarily irwolved adding a long hoilow tube next to the water
sarnple so that a test object could be brought near the active volume of the probe in a
controIled way. The length of the hollow tube was chosen so that the magnetostatic end
effects of the tube would not pem<rb the magnetic field at die rniddle. As descrïbed in Chapter
4, the NMR signal was received korn on& a s m d region near the wire loop. A test capautor

mas placed in the hollow tube and attached to a thin s i k thread. p e silk thread was assumed
to have negligible magnetic susceptibility compared to the capacitor under test. This
assumption is based on the volume of the sik used in the thread as compared to the relarkLy
large capautor.) The capacitor was then p d e d through the hollow tube in short increments
while the effect on the NMR signal 6.e- the free induction decay) was obsemed and recorded.
The ram data then were in the f o m of (position, FID) pairs.
Each

&et

induction decay was Fourier transfomed to show the real part of the

kequency specaum. Sample spectra are shown in Fig- 2.6. The s p e d shape and frequency
changed substantidy as the capacitor was brought dose co the active MUR volume. Since the
esact relationship between spectral shape and peak position is dif'ficult to relate directly to a
theoreticdy expected heshape, a more pracucal approach, the integral Mdth of the specmun
shape, uTas used to characterize the changes. The fiequency range &om 10Yo to 90% of the
49

integral cuve was &&d as the 'mtegnl wi&hw and then pbtted against the p m o n of the

water-filfed capillary
A

I

Overhead View of Water-Filled Capillary and Hollow Tube

2.4mm

1 mm

I

I

Fi..25. Geomeuy of the NMR pmbe used m ten susceptibï&y of the ch$ caP;LCEtOrs. 'Ihe basic
design of tbe probe is taken from the design presend in F i 4.10. A test ca@r
wuid be insened
inro one end ofthe L q e r capïüarytube and mved through u in lmm irrrenients wtiile obsuving the
effect on the NMR signal. Tbe p e n line represents the silk damad wfrich ir îtrached to the tes
capaucor-

Capacitor position: -9rnrn

Capacitor position: +1 mm

Fig. 2 6 , F o u k truisfonm fortwo differenr test capacitor posaions durhg the c;ipacirors u s c e p c b ~
tests. As seen in the Fourier aaasfonris the shape of the NMR signal Vanw considerabb.

We see fmm Fig. 2.7 that the maximum in the plot o c c u ~ at
d an drrUy capacitor
position of Imm 'The"background" level for the in@

width was appmxirmteiy 30-

capacicor positions that iire above the 30tL "backgromdnare appoximately I~IYUI

The

on ekher

side of the integraiwidth maximum 'Thus, we a n only nnke the mther weak recommendathn

that these capaciton should then be pkioned at leas 4nim from the active NMR vohmie in
any probe design in order to obviate the effect of local field inhomogeneity due to the
capaciton d e n the integral width is r e e d to be bebw 3Ota. 'Ihe baseline musr be ~ d u c e d
further (ideaüy 5 1Hz)

widths less than 30E.

to make a

remmmendation for a safe capaator distance at integral

Sample calculah'on: integral wiah

lntegral width piotted against capacitor position

,f,

~*.

---~.-

.-.-..-....

- - 7 - -

---.-.
- ...----.- -.

..-

Fi.27.Specaai data ana)ized to obtainthe iritegalwidthpbtted againsr the posaionof the capacüorA sample of the integral width caculPion is gîven in the left figure- In tbe I$E figue, the maxinum
integral wïdth occun at rbe
posinoa A dïffetence h m the Omm position could be due to the
orkmationof tbe capaütoras k was m v e d past rbe a&e NMR region The irnegniwidth f u t to the
badrground ievei at positions -hm, and 5mm- Thedore, oniyan emrapolatbn cm be niade to fiod
the capacitorposition that genentes a field inhomogeneityof Q part per b&n

2.4

ChapterSuamily
The basic hput of the NMR-based micmpmbe wu in&ed

and consnucrion

details related to performance were discussed. Pedomraoce cnteria mie maïdy concemd
with builcimg a probe with good SNR and

IXUIDW

s p e d iinewidchs. To maxhize the

avaïlable SNR we r m s t place the sample in close pmxjmityto the RF c o l However, mtmw
linewidths a~ possible only d e n the probe does not i n d u c e any fiikl inhomogeneity

wirhin the NMR sampie volume.
The disnibution of the statiç rnagnetic field inside the sarnple due m the sample vessel
and sample itself was saidied Since the sample and safllple vessel am in the shape of long

+des

they do not create a n o n - d o m fielà in their imerior. nierefore the sampk and

sample vessel have been effectiveiy been m v e d fmm the mgnetostatic "pmblemW.

The aiaing capritor C , in Fig. 2.1 should be phced near the RF coi1 to enhance
circuit srabilcy and &O to rmxïmk the c h a i t Q and therefom the SNR O n the other hand

the mwetostatic

pemirbing effect o f the capacitor C , can compromise spectral linewidths.

Keeping it a reasonable distance h-orn the MfR sarnple c m reduce perturbations. In short,a
compromise is needed.

PROBE DESIGN 1 - THE U G N E D S W G H T \VIRE
3.1

Introduction

In the foiiowing three chapters, rhree strategïes 0.e. RF coil designs) are presented to
understand and minimize the pernirbing effect of the RF coil on the field to be measured (and
rherefore on the pemirbed field in the WiR sample volume). In all three cases, die emphasis
is on the achievable linewidth mith a particular design. The S M was noted in these studies,
but not opumized.

iWmpmbe desi@ 1 (C'@ter3)

A RF coil made &om ordinary copper wire using a novel geometry such that the coil
does not cause any magnetic field inhomogeneity at the sample- The

be very much bigger than the sample size in

RF coil ~ecessarilymust

case, and thïs leads to a poor filling factor, but

ven- n;urrow linewidths.

114imopmbedenin 2 (Cbqûter4)
Zero magnetic suscepability- wire is used to construct the RF coil. T h e theory is

developed for a suaïght length of wire thar Is perpendicular to the main magnetic $ field.

The wire is made fi-om alUlTLinim wire coated with a thick layer of copper. The opposite
susceptibilities effectiveiy cancel each other for a spedic thickness of copper on aluniinium,
and thus the ensemble possesses zero magnetic susceptibility. For linewidth cornparison
purposes, pure copper and pure aluminium wire are used to fom geomeuicaily identical RF
coils.

M-*3(-S)
Zero rmgnetic susceptimiicy w k is used to construct a solenoidai RF COLIh
solenoid axis of s m ~ t r iys omited pe~pendicularto the main niiignert Bo field. For

-.

linewidth cornparison purposa, other solenoids are made fmm aumuinun and put copper

3.1.1

R o b e h i p l . %Ah&dSa~#aW?k
Thk chaprer describes the design and consmrtion of a simpk NMR fie&mapping

m i c ~ p m b e based on an interesting consecpence of the boundary conditions in

magnerostatics That is, a bng saaight w k aiiped paallel with the Bo fieid does wt c ~ v e
any l o d

Bo-induced inhomogeneicy next to the wiR (see Fig. 3.1). If sudi a w k is

incoxporared as the RF coi1 of the microprobe, then a small sample can be piaced next to the

aigned paralle1 w k in order to nieasure the stxength of the Bo frld without the rkk of field
distortion ~ k t e d
to the pxesence of the RF cod.

Fi-3.1- Basic pMcipk of the aIigned &p
probe. A long straight wire chat is parallel to a uniform
magnetic f d wiü noc pemut, the f i ourside the volume of the w k . 'Ibis en& is valid for linear or
non-liaearp e d k materiaL.

The= are seved aàvantages to this design. The fim is thar the magnetic field next to
the

wire is independent of the rnagnetic wceptibiliry of the wiR nrareiial Thus, ordinary

material like copper can be used in the consuuction of rhe RF coii. The second acivantage is

thac rhe size of the NMR sample can eady be reduced in order to improve the resolution of
the measurement if the original field is non-uniform. Homever, a reducüon of sample

dimensions aiso reduces the nurnber of protons in the sample, and consequentiy the NbLR
signal strength. In this way, measurement resolution must be traded a g g s t signai strength.
The third advaotage is that thk probe is easy to build. Using common materials Like copper

\vire, the only important uïteria are that the wïre leads be straight, and long enough to keep

mapetostatic perturbing matends far enough awaj- from the NBIR sampleThree versions of

basic design were built and tested. The RF coil shapes are

shown in Fig. 3.2. The RF coil of Fig. 3.2(a) was dironologicdy the firçt to be studied, and
gave the initial positive results that verïfied the physical assumpaons o f a probe designed
around an aligned straight \vire as an RF COLThe R F shape of Fig. 3.2@) was b d t to

minimize fieid perturbations due to such components as the tuning and matchhg capaaton,
or the transmission iïne. The ccoversize"RF coil (using a t o d of 12 inches of copper \vire) was
not opamized fFom an electrïcd sense h r operation at 400MHz, but rather opnmized in a
mapetostatic sense. The third design shown in Fig. 3.2(c) was an attempt to minianinze the

basic design while maintainhg the optimal Linewidth performance.

Y-

capillary tube

Fi.32. RF coi1 shapes used in rbe I1;Pneri pcualel probe des& (a) ï k fim shape t
d Tt
designedfor a pre-exking probe wime the tuning/mat&ing capacaton mm Emm directiy bebw the
Imm OD,umer-fiüed capiüarytube-(b) Long wire version used to iacrease the distance benmm the
tuning/matching capacitors and the NMR sample- (c) Fine wire version used to test p e r f o ~ ien
the &s
overd s&. In ail cases, the dosed wire ends are at ieast 10 wire dùmPfPs h m the NMR
sample. Aii figures shown ro s c a k

3.2
3.2-1

Theory
MagmtatlzàcAMlgsis
Two magnetostatic pmblems are devant here: (1) a long svaight w k in a d o n n

longnidiaal field, and (2) a capillary in a d o m uansverse field In the case of the second
problem, the cap*

shape f& imo the general ckss of ellipsoids, and the~forewhen pked

in a uniform field in any orientarion, the field wïthin the (-ter-filied)

capillaryis also d o r m ,

but in general not p d l to H,&andau and Lashie 1984) as descxibed in aiapter 2.

For the hrst problem, that of the long suaight wke in a longitudinal uniforni field,
there are several ways to proceed. We may use L.aplace7sequation with boundary conditions
and then solve directiy from the boundary conditions. Nternatively, this problem can be

solt-ed by considering the magnetic dipole dismbution throughout the wire volume together
wïth the appropriate b o u n d q conditions. The b o u n d q conditions for the magnetic B and H

fields at the interface between m o penneable media are obtained from the equations V - B = O
and

V X H= O (ie. no kee currents). At the boundary, the normal components of the

magnetic B field, B,, and the tangential components of the magnetic H field, Hf, must be

equal (Landau and Cifshitz 1984). For a long wire pardel to Bowe then have,
'w.im,

=Bn,oum,

= 0 and

This last reIaüonship is p-culariy

=

= HO
*

(3-1)

important because its validity is independent of the

permeability of the wïre, The magnetic H field is uniforni within and outside the wire.
hddiuondy, the uniformis- of the estemal field is preserved up to the surface of the \viree
The tangential component of the magnetic B field, d k e its nomial components, is
disconanuous at the surface separating the m o media. The magnitude of the disconanuity cm
be related to the current density on the surtace. To see this consider the cylinder of permeable

material oriented parallel in a uniform field in Fig. 3.3. We can see magnetic dipole moments
are induced throughout the volume, as shown by the small arrows where m is the average
dipole moment per atom. If LVis the number of atoms per unit volume then

M-Nm

(3.2)

where M is the nett magnetic moment per unit volume at a given point, the magnetization.

Fig. 33. The equnr;ileot surface currienr denrïty a. .(a) shows a cyhder of m a t a d with indnr%duai
dipok moments induceci thughout the volume by an uniform nrrpnert- fikt (b) the iridnoduai
moments can be thou& to a&e fmm s d cuænr loops in sqriare ce& of cross-sectional ana a',
wfrere a + O ,'fbe curent in adjoiniog ceiis caocek excep at the peripûery of tbe cyiüldcrthus g h h g
rise to the equivaem surface fzunent densicy, a. - (c) The magnemst;l9c pmpeMes of a cylinder in a
static field are then equmahnt to the cunent disuib&n of a soienoid. (6)If the cyiiader is Long, then
the field outside the cylinder is zero byanaiogywiththe long solenoid resuh.

These individuai dipole moments per atom can also be &ou&

of as arising hDm

Ampèrian lmps ( s d cunent CO&)as shown bythe gid on the end face. We ixmgine that
each cell carries a cloclcwire d a c e curent of M ampè123s per unit length, as in the figure.

'Iheneach unit length of a ce1 has a niagnetic moment per unit volurne of a ' ~
ampères per
unit length squared and a magnetic moment per unit volume is M ampères per unit length in

the direction shown in the figueiguR
As the ce1 dimensions are ~duced,the aamnt in one ce1 is

cancelled by the cunem in adjoining ceiis, excep at the periphexy of the +&r.

Since the

cylinder has magnerizauon M due to the uniform
ar the surface is

Bo fieid, then the equivaknt current density

LM n i e vector equaaon of the equivalenr, or hmpèrïan, surface ninent

density is

a, = Mxn,

(3-3)

where n, is a unit vector normal to the surface and pointhg oucward. Over the end faces, M

is p d e l co n, and q is zero. The induced stauc magietic field of a q h d e r in a unifom fieid

is therefore identicai to that of a solenoid of the same dimensions with N' t u m s per unit

Iength and caq-

a current I such that IN' = M .

In particulas, consider the speüal case of a long solenoid where the magnetic fieid
outside the nindings is zero. Therefore, if we aiîgn a reai wire in the direcrion of a uniforni
magnetic fieid, there is no local pemubation outside the wke. An NhlR sample placed nest

CO

such a wire would therefore not experience any inhomogenei. The basic design of an NbIR
microprobe based on

p ~ c i p l is
e &en in Fig. 3.4.

3.2.2

B,

The magnetic BLfield p&ed

by a long smight wire is of the fomi of concentric

azimuthal c k k s as shown in Fig. 35. When the w k aMs is aiigned with the z-axis, the BI field
is perpendinilar to Bo.n i e BI field from a single wire caqing currient i is &en by

d e r e p is the ndial distance from the wire axis to the point outside the wire, and ê, is the

azimi6bal unit vemr. The B, field equation for a wiR pair as shown in Fig. 3 5 wouid be the

vemr s u .of two ripgaetic BI field e+ns

as given in Eq*(3.4). If we mt&t our attention

to the field abng the x-axk, rhnfor the wirr pair,

Since c m n t is flowing in opposiug dkctions in each w k , the BI fields from each w k add
consaucWelyin the Rgioa becween w k s segments and cancel above and below the w k , but
not completelyu, zero.

Fig. 35. BI f d from a pair of currenr carrying h g snrigtn wire wkh tbe c
m in flowing in the
opposïte direCuon The lines of B form consennic dosed h p s around the wire that are reinforrd in
the space h
n the wires and panidycancel abme and Ww the wires.

The region of highest sensitMty, ie.

(BJi),is at the position x

=y = O

as seen h m

Eq. (3.5). Thedore, the optimum location for the capilkrytube in rems of SNR is becween
the two wire segments. Hbwever, the capJlarycouklbe placed above the top wire or belowthe
bottom wire for sonie specd coasmicton nqykment at the expense of a redunion in SNR
The strength of the B1 field in the long water-fikd capillry in Fig. 3.4 defines the size
of the "active *on"
tint

of the water sample. Byrbe p ~ c i p l eof recipmc*

the vohune of water

is affecred by the traasmitted B1pulse, Le. d o s e spins arr flippe& is ako the vohune of

wnter that genexates

the NMR signa to be r e c e ~ e dFrom Eq. (3.4) w e see that the &ki BI
62

drops off as

Illyl dong the axis of the water-filied capïkuy- Therefore, the a&-e

region of the

\vater sample exends fromy = O roughly up to a distance of about one wire radius on either
side o f y = O. Lom fLp angles musc be used, e-g. Iess than IO0, to ensure that only spins near
the wire are esated, othenvise spins at a considerable disrance from the wïre can be ûipped

and the aaive sample region d be undesirably large.
3-23

SI;>naI-to-no fie Ratio
The ShrR can be estimated bj- c o n ~ u i n from
g
Eq*(1-19) in Chapter 1,

SNR=

peak signai
RMS noise

Consider as in Eq.(120) that the B, and Mo fields are uniform over the h%lR sample
volume. This approsirnaâon is roughly valid for a s m d sample where the size of the sample is

sm'der than, o r on the order of, the size of the conductor. Then the signal amplitude in the

form of the peak voltage induced in the probe afier a 90° pulse is &en by

The sensitkity in this case is relauvely suaightfonvard to compute for a sarnple located at the
centre of the RF coil; that is mid-way between the suaight wïre segments (see Fig. 3.5). Using

Eq. (3-5) desïved in the previous section for the sensitivity, we have

The sipal ampiinide then becornes

We see in Eq. (3.9) that the signai is proportionai to the square of the nudear precession
fiequency, the sample volume, and inversely proportionai to the distance bemeen the saaight
\vire segments,

The Nyquist formula as described in Chapter 1 s d holds as the fomi of the noise in
thïs rnicrocoil design.

where

Rca,is used to represenc ail losses in the coil, e.g. W coil, matching/nuùng capacitors,

eddy m e n t s , and Af

is the spectrai bandwïdth. The specific form of the parameter Rc,,

used here is for a long straight wire. This has previously been detemiined in Chapter 1. The
result found there in Eq. (1.26) is

Equaüons (3.9) and (3.11) can be combined to give the equation for SNR for a straight \vire

RF coil where the s h depth is much less than the conductor size:

SNR=

peak signal
RMS noise

&

( 1 +~
l)] AV
ï ~ i
- K& [ ~ ~
(
)
(
)

X

As shown in Eq. (3.12) the SNR varies inverseiy mirh distance benveen the RF coil wire
segments when the ratio of mire circurnference to overd length ( p / l ) is held constant
3.3

Microprobe construction
Probes were designed around the basic suaight mire loop shown in Fig- 3-4- Three

versions of thïs probe using three different RF coils were constnicted as shown in Fig. 3.2.

In aU cases, the distance fiom the sample to the closed end of the loop and the
disrance fiom the sample to the tuning and matching capautors had to be great enough that
static field perturbations near these objects would not extend into die sample volume of the
water-füled capillq. From the dosed end of the loop, the general d e for a 'safe distance' was
char the loop should be greater than 10 \vire diameters away fkom the c a p i k q rube. Therefore,

if the \vire used is 0.88mm diamerer, then the c a p i h y tube should be at least 9mm Etom the
end. The basis for this d e may be found in Eq. (2.7)fiom Chapter 2,

where a is the radius of the wire used, and ris the distance to the 6eld point. Our interest in

this equauon Lies in the second term, which is the perturbation in the uniform field. For

0 = O", and a field point approsimately 10 diametee away fkom the wire, the pemirbation
tenn in Eq. (3.13) becornes

If we are using copper wire then

x f-10x10~ and for a measurement in a 10T field the

pemrbation due to the dosed end of the loop is approsimately

If the NMR sample is approsimateiy lmm in diameter then the field diffmence across the
volume of the sample is approsimatdy

Note that Eq. (3.13) can be used only as an e s h a t e of the field perturbation since this
equation \vas derïved assuming the \vire is intinitdy long.
h general d e for a 'safe distance' between the uiater-filled capïiiary and the tunïng and

matching capautors was more difficdt- The capautors used were all manufactured by
Dielemic Laboratories Inc. and range fiom O-1-lOpF as required. DetaiIs of capacitors,
induding a test of their susceptibility, have been previously described in Chapter 2. The data
presented there (refer Fig. 2.5) do not condusively indicate a safe distance between the
capacitors and the NMR sarnple. At a sensiüvï~(or peak FWHiki) of 30Hz, the capautors
should be kept at least 4mm from the sarnple. However, we are designing a probe for a
resolution of less than lHz, and the data from Fig. 2.5 do noc condusively indicate a safe

distance in this case. If we assume that the capacitor-induced field pembations behave as a
dipole field (Le. ( a / r ) ' )at distances relatively far h m the capacitor (Le. r >> a ) then we £ind

thac the field drops to 1/60 " of in initiai value at appro'iimateiy r = 4a-If ~ l . 5 m mthen we
estimate G mm to bbe a safe distance kom capaator to sample. As a precaution, the capacitors
used for nming and matching were kept 25mm fiom the NbiR sample.
The RF coil Fig. 3.2(a) was made out of copper magner wïre, 20 AWG (0.88mm
diameter) and fomied into the shape of a hairpin of length 5Omm 0.e using lûûmm of wir)
nith a Irnm space between the leads. The segment length of mire aiigned with 8, is 25&_in

A

capillary tube (outside diarneter lmm, inside diameter 0.8mm) was mounted transverse to

the field 0.e. along theyauis direction) mïd-way along the aligned uire segment

0.e. 13mm

from the closed end of the loop). There was the flexibility to mount the capiliary tube either
benveen the legs of the loop or above or below the wiie pair. The NMR active region was then
roughly a pillbos shape approsimately 0.8mrn in length and 0.8mm in diarneter, Le. the
amount of sample Mthin one w i e radius of the capillary-aire crossing. The Nning and

matching capautors were chen posiaoned approsimatdy 25mm from the active NhIR volume.
The components were soldered together with common commerual solder- The
suscepubilicy of random samples of commercial solder was tested (using the basic suscepribiiîty

test as described in Chapter 4) and found to be £iee of ferrous contaminants and actually quite
close co the predicted susceptibility of the tin/lead rnknire in cornmon solder. Both of these
materials

have

a

low

volumemc

magnetic

susceptibili-,

x,, = + U O x 10" and

xPb
=-~s.~xLO-~.
The RF coil Fig. 3.2(b) was made out of tinned copper wire, 18 AWG (1.00rnrn
diameter) and formed into the shape of a hairpin of length 150mm (Le. using 300rnm ofwire)
with a lmm space benveen the leads as shown in Fig. 3.6. A thin capiiiary tube (outside

diameter Imm, inside dianieter 0.8nns) was mounted transverse to the field (ie. abng the xaxk duection) d w a y abog the +d

wiR s e g n m t (Le. 50mm fmm the c b s d end of the

bop) either berween the legs of the loop or, in other expmiments, above or bebw the w k
pair as in the figure. 'Ilae acWe region was appmximately Imm in length and Imm in diaiipter

located at the cmssing of the copper w k and cap*

The aining and matchmg capciton

were then appmximately 113mm fmm the active NMR vohune. Unfoxtunatek, the
capacitance to match u, 50Q at 400-

was impmcticably s

inductance associated with such a long WiR le&
spical w k le+

d ( dpF) due to the large

and a match was not possible. Wte:

that would be suitable in this hquency range are more on the oiider of

60mm). 'Ibis probe was then essentialiy m t c h e d at the f~qyencyof opexation and

s-ubsequendythe power d e r , bodi into and out of the probe, wu much ~ d u c e dFmm an

NMR perspective on the aaasrnit side, the poor impedance match ïmplied a bwer flip angle
throughout the sample (thus a higher power se*
O n rhe

was needed u, get the ~ & d nq> 4).

NMR signal reception side, the impedance mismatch pmveated an efficient energy

naosfer fmm the sample to the receiver electmnics, and conseqyently the overail SNR was

Fig. 3.6. P h of the Long wù.e version
of the a h g d @l
(RF COQ probe.

The RF coi1 Fig. 3.2(c) was made out of r h e d copper wke, 26 AVUG (0î3rnm
diameter) and tormed into the shape of a haïrpin of Iengrh 34mm (Le- using G8mm of \vire)
ntith approsixnately- 0.3rnm space between the leads. Various capiliary tube diameters ranging

from 15Opm-lrnm OD were separately mounted transverse to the field 0.e. dong the y-%.sis
diceaïon) mid-way dong the aligned wire segment (Le- 17mm from the dosed end of the
loop). Several capillary sizes were med with this design. If the capïkuy was narrow enough
then ic \-as posinoned benveen the legs of the loop or, for larger water-filled capillaries, above
or below the \vire pair. The active region was approsimately 0.2mm in lengrh and 0.2rnm in
diarneter (Le. the amount of sample 'creachable" within one wire radius approsimateiy) located
at the crossing of the copper wke and capillary-The d

approsimately 17mm from the active NiMR

g and matching capautors were then

The microprobes constnicted for Chaprer

3 have been summarized in Table 3.1 belowTable 3-1. Coi1 design s u m m q for RF coils based o n the aiigned p d d wue.

Coi1 Design Summvy

Ref,

Wire diameter

Capillary ID/OD

Capillary position

Fig. 3î(a)

0.88mm

0.8/1.0mm

outside loop

Fx.3 2 (a)

00.88mm

O N 1-0mm

inside loop

Fig. 3.2 (b)

lrnm

700/85Op

outside loop

Fg-3.2 (b)

lmm

0.8/ 2 .O=

outside loop

Fk- 3 2 (b)

lrnm
-

39/3.0mrn (335-PP)

-

ouuide loop
- -

- - -

Fig. 3 2 (c)

0.4mm

75/15Opm

inside Ioop

Fg.3 3 (c)

0.4rnx-n

0.8/ 1mm

ouoide loop

~

3.4

NMR experiments

The esperiments were performed on a 9-4T 21un horizonmi bore magnet (Magnes, U.K) as
described earlier in Chapter 1. In this section, we describe how the N&Resperiments were
pdorrned using the aiïgned s d g h t wire probe design. In the foiiowïng subsecüon we briefiy

describe the state, or n o n - u n ï f o d ~ of
, the Bo magcetic field inro which the probe mas placed
pnor to acquinng the N&lR data, We begin with an initial survey of the field foliowed by field
corrections and relevant

3.4.7

experimentd parameters,

Fieidplor
We detemiined the relative conmbutions of various spherical ham~onicsin the 9.4T

magnet field by m e a s e g the field strength at various points in the centrai region of the bore
as shown in Fig. 1.2. The measurements were made in this case using an mm-based probe
wirh a 4rnm diamerer water-filied sphere- This design was not opemized for high-resoluaon
results (Le. n m o w spectral linewidths) or S m but the linewidth and SNR were acceptable for

this application. The field plot is nomaiiy quoted to ppm resolunon over the volume of
interest. Therefore, this was also the minimum linetvidth resolution required for the fieldplotting probe. The NMR resonant h-equencies corxesponding to field positions were
converted to magnetic field strength using the Larmor equüon in order to produce a list of
magnetic field vaiue versus position. The data were analyzed in terms of spherical harmonies
using cornputer programs M L J L T I S ~and
~ FIELDANiV.YSIS. The programs were in
agreement and the resuits, the field vector Fo , are given in Table 3. 2 under the column

heading, '?nitial Field Values".

3-42

F a correctron
"Meched 3" as described in Section 1.4.2, mas used to rnake field corrections. The

shim set on the 9.4T magnet comprïsed diineen independent mindings. Unit m e n t mas
applied to a shim nindhg and a plot of the resulting magnetic field distribution was taken.
hfier die c%ackground subcracrion" process (refer $1.4.2), the ploc was then andysed in
sphericd hamionics. This mas repeated for each s h û n and a data base was made, i-e- the shim
set effectiveness mamïx S shown in Table 3- 23,
Recd chat the correction shim current settings
'c-tim

are @venby

= S' (-Fo ) .

(3-17)

where F, is the initial, or uncorrected field as given in Table 3.32 under the column headlig,
"Initial Field Values".
Correcaon shim currents I,-.on

were applied and the field remapped. Due to

experimental uncertainties in the field mapping process, the field \vas not perfecdy
homogeneous afier this procedure. The remapped field m.-as then used as input for another
cc@e" of d e t e r m g the correction shim whding currenu. The h a l fieid after m70+es

of

corrections is given in the column 'cCorrected Field Values" with the inhomogenei~~
reduced
to 2.3 ppm over a 1 O a r i diameter sphere.

A h h e r attempt was made ro reduce the inhomogeneity dong the ~ a x ï susing a
simple polynomial

fit

to the field data coliected dong the Z-asis- Afier corrections, the overall

field had a 6 n a l inhomogeneity of 3.2 ppm over a lOcm diameter sphere, but the field dong

2
the x-axïs (k 5 cm £iom iso-centre) varied only b y 75 Hz (or ~ 0 . ppm).

Table 3. 2 CdcuIated sphccid harmonïc \-dues foc the 9.4T imaging rnagnet used in this snidy- The
Re, Im no~ztionis used here to denote Re a qv = O and Im 3 y = 90" in Eq-(1-42)-

1

S~herïcalhamonïc
indices (n ,m )
L

(1.0)

-

1

Cartesian
Descrïptor

1 Axial-Corrected Field

1-69

Correaed Field
Values @pm)
( 3 p p m p-p)
-0.05

@ P ~ FLo
(99ppm p-p)

--

1

-

1 Initial Field Values 1

Vaiues @pm)
(33ppm p-p)

-0.17

--

Re (2-1)

3

-028

0.00

0.02

1m (2.1)

7

0.10

0.01

0.01

-

-027

0.01

0-01

-rY

0.04

0.00

0.00

(3,l)

t-x

035

0.01

0.00

Irn (3.1)

2z y

-0.07

-0-14

0.04

Re ( 2 , ~ )
In, (2.2)
~e

-r2
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&iagne&kField Pm f o c o ~ .

Eaxperirnents were pedorrned in duee separate magnetic fieid conditions: (1) the
unshirnmed tield; (2) the shimmed field using room temperature shims to remove only magner
related inhomogneity, and (3) the shimmed field using room temperature shims to remove
boch magnet and probe-relared inhomogeneity.

In field condition (1) we are Iooking for the assouated s p e d iïnewidth due to

ail

sources of field inhomogeneity, both probe related and magnet related. This condition mould
be a realistic magnetic environment of a practicd field meanirement probe. In field condition

(2) we are Iooking for the hewidth resoluüon due to field inhomogeneity related to the probe
alone. This assumes the room temperature shuns have been adjusted to obtain a perfecdy
unifoxn magnetic field hfloon the probe is placed in the magner. Field condiaon (2) is relevant
for ccdebugging''the design of new probes since any observed inhomogeneity wïil be due o d y
to the probe under test. In field condiüon (3) we are looking for the best performance the

probe can give if used for, Say, spectroscopy wich the nanomest of hewidths. That is, the
range of frequencies in the free induction decay signal is on the order of parts per billion of the
resonance fkequenq

In practice, it is almost impossible to estabiish field conditions (2) and (3) weii. \Ve
:
obtain a perfecdy homogeneous gross field in the magneb
have seen that w e were unable O

while for condition 3 with our s m d sarnples, the iinear field gradient shïms are of greatest
import. Thus any higher order inhomogeneity produced by the probe cannot be annuiled.
Condition (3) was esplored as follows. With the probe in position ar the magnet isocentre, current passhg dirough the shim arindings was adjusted u n d the narrowest linewidth
in the Fourier aansform of the f?ee induction decay mas obtained. Depending on the

conhgumùon of the RF coi1 and other probe components, the narrowest liaewidth varied
berneen 0.6 Hz and 10Hz Most ce&.,

the h - U n g factor to g e e g better than O.GHz was

the sensiüvity 0.e. mT/mn/A) of certain shim spherïcal hannonics- The manufacturer designed

the s

h wïnding set assuming the sample kvas rougkdy the same order of magnitude as the

fiee bore, e-g, a suitable sample for an open bore of 12an would be a rar wïth a 7-

diameter.

The probes under smdy here are two orders of magnitude smaller than the open bore size, and
the shim winding set is sirnplv not suited to the field probe's dimensions- A simple d e musc

be foLlowed; a physicaiiy s m d shim set for a physicdy srnail sample. O t h d s e , the corrective
acrion of almost any large dimension shim ends up looking like a liaear shim on the microscale of the probe,
In summar)., the shimming process is a d y quite difficult since it is impossible to
veri.

a unifonn field with an). probe used in this work, or otherwise available to the author.

The followïng data must be interpreted in this light3.3.4

Duta ncqz~iniion

The probe mas placed a t the iso-center of the magnet and a FID acquired fiom a single
pulse esperirnent with the foiiowïng parameters. The eequency bandwïdth was 50,ûOûHz in
order to observe a broad range of frequenues that rnight be present throughout the sarnple
due to various magnetic field strengths. The acquisition tïme varïed according to the obsenred
length of the free induction decay. In ali cases, the data were acquired u n d the àme domain
S N R ratio was

« 1. The flip angle used in ail cases was IO0. This was verified in several ways.

The most common for a given probe was to use a fked uansmitter power and slowly increase
the pdse duration while o b s e ~ i n gthe effect on the fiee induction decay. The Bniker on-line

soh-are can i n t e p t e the fkee induction decay and a masïmum result implied a 90° fip angle.
The puise width was &en divided by 9 to obtain the duratioa for a IO0 fip angle.
The transmit pulse power for a given fip angle and pulse duraaon ( ~ p i c a l2-10
l ~ ps)
nrith the RF coil design of Fig. 3.2. Coarse power adjustmencs were made usïng &ed

attenuators in lOdB increments at the output of the power amplifier. For the RF coils in Fig.
3.2(a) and @) the pomer se-

was approsimateiy 30VU. This is a relauvely high value, but it is

doubtful whether the majoriv of this power was delivered to the probe due to an impedance

mismatch at the junction of the transmission 1Lie end and the probe/n-network For the RF
coil in Fig.3.2(c), the power setting was a more reasonable 3\V.

Linewidth results are tabulated in Table 3.4 and Fourier ~aasfoonsof the fiee decay
induction decays are given in Fig. 3.7-Fig. 3.9 for the three RF coil designs of Fig. 3.2.
Table 3.4. Xigned snaight \vire probe tintnvïdth results- Coi1 profdes are found in Fig- 3 3 Capillqtube descripuons can be found in Table 2 1 in Chapter 3 "Capihry posiuon" cefers to che position of
the c a p i i l q wvith respect to the cIosed loop of the RF coil- The magnetic field condition is desaibed in
the iest The SNR has becn noted in the Gequenq- spectrum, buc diis is not an opamized patameter"NR" indiaces chat the spectnun \x.as Not Recorded for off-line malysis- The d u e \vas esümared
using die on-online diagnostic mode ofthe acquisition sofnvarc

Linewidth Performance
inhornogeneous field

Homogeneous field

S h h m e d field

Fïg. 32(a)
[Imm,
outside loopl
Fig. 3 3 (a)
[Imm, inside
Loopl

Fig. 3.7(c)
/E\?L3

Fig. 3 3 (b)
[SjOprn,
outside loopl

Fg.3.2 (b)
[ 1mm,
oucside loopl

Fig. 3 2 @)
[3mm,
outside loop]
Fig. 3 3 (c)
[150pm,
b i d e loop]

Fi.333 (c)
P m ,
outside loop]

These esperïmentai resuits represent typical performance under the conditions stated, and are

not the results of repeating the experiments in severai mais. Uncertainties in the IWHM

resolution are typicaiiy Iess &an 10% of the assoüared value. A sophisücated heshape fittïng
to specua mas not performed, but radier a reasonable fit by draMng a smooth curve dirough
the data \vas used. Care mas taken to visually align the RF coil with the magnet bore axis
before acquinng the data. The angle of the R F coil relative to the bore avis was not an
adjustable parameter in this series of csperiments. As observed kom Table 3.4, not all RF coils
were tested in ail magnetic fidd conditions. More effort was spent t e h g the performance of
the probe in a shimrned field, condition (3)- This \vas due to the initiai objective stated in

Chapter 1 of reaching a luiewidth (nJKHb9 of less than 1Hz. Once thïs mget had been
reached for a micro-size sarnple in a shimmed field, then hxher work would be directed
toward reaching the 1Hz linewidth result in a homogenous field. This second goal was not

fully realized at the t h e of writing this thesis.

By inspection of Table 3.4 we see chat the most successfùi design with respect to
s p e c a l linenridth was that of the long mire RF coii, Fig. 3.2@). In all combinaaons mith

different capillary tube sizes, we were able to achieve sub-1Hz FWHM results. Chronologicdy
this \vas not the first design based on the aliped-wire p ~ c i p I e .The f i s t probe built and
tested was that of Fig. 3.2(a). The encouraging results fiom this initiai design led to the
construction of the long wire RF coil, Fig. 3.2(b) and then h a i l y the scaled-down design of

Fig. 3.2(c). The Linewidch results of the scaled-dom design did not go beiow 1Hz as hoped,
which indicated that the static magnet field perturbation kom various probe components aras
not completely understood. ReFdless,

several observations c m be made fiom this data in

Table 3.4. and Fig. 3.7 to 3.9.

S N R was not opumized in any of the tests, so the possibiiity of achieving a probe
design with a SNR of 1000 (or better) was not fully investigated. Certaïnly, this goal seems

78

achievable since order-oEmagnïtude results have been obtained, e-p. (1) 3mrn capdhy tube
outside the RF coi1 windings operated in a homogeneous field (FWH&I= 1.05Hz, at a

S/N=G00) (2) Imm capiliary tube outside the RF coil Mndings operated in a shimmed field
(FYVHM= 7.2 Hz, at a S/N=1040)and (3) lmm c a p i k y tube between the RF coil windings

operated in a shimmed field (FLVmf= 5.5 Hz, at a S/N=1930).
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\Ve &sr examine the results for the probe design of Fig. 3.2(a).

AU spectra related ro

this probe design are contalied in Fig. 3.7. The water-Ued capillq tube was positioned both

inside the loop formed by the RF coi1 and outside the loop in both inhomogeneous and
shimmed fields. This change in position affecced the linewidth slightly, and at Ieast doubled the

SNR in the frequency specnum. Roughly speaking, a factor of two improvement was expected
in the S1W. In the case of the inhomogeneous field, the RmI

increased on plaüng the

capilhq inside the RF coil loop. This ces& is deceptive, however, for =amining the line
shapes of Fig. 3.7(a) and (c)we see that the shape of the curve has changed considerably and a

full wïdth at h d f m;~simumanalysis is misleadingg
In a shimmed magnetic field the linernidth improved, but nor to sub-1Hz values. This
indicated a local magnetic field inhomogeneity that could nor be ccshîmmedout" using the
room temperature shim set- The iïne shapes were more s j m e m c in the shimmed field
condition as seen in Fig. 3.7@) and (d). However, upon dose inspection, a slight shoulder in
the high field side of the peak indicated a 1/r2 dependence within a large proportion of the

NhlR sample. The 1/r2 dependence Wrely onginated £iom the interaction of the main Bo field
with a dimagnetic object, for example the capadton used in tuning and matching. These

suspicions were addressed in the nevt generaùon of the aligned suaight wire probe resuiting in
79

the RF coïl shown in Fig. 3.2@)-Here the capaütor-N&IR sarnple distance \vas increased fiom

25mrn to 75mm and the probe mas built on a unibrm cylindricd former ( r e k Fig.3.6).

(a)Experirnent 1

(b) Experirnent 2
I

i

60

t

40

.

:

1

20

O

O

-20 -40

frequency (Hz)

(c) Experiment 3

frequency (Hz)

-60

frequency (Hz)

(d) Experirnent 4

frequency (Hz)

Fig. 3.7. Nh1R s p e m resdting frorn RF coi1 design Fig. 33(a) with a lmm \vater-fiied apiii;in- cubeSpectra are correlated co data in TabIe 3.4. Esperimenr 1 \vas obtained \vith die capillary ourside the
\ i r e loop and in an iahomogeneous field- Experiment 2 \vas obbtained uith the capilloutside the
wire loop and in a shimmed field. Esperirnent 3 \vas obtained wÏch the capUary Liside the \vire loop
and in an inhomogeneous 6eid. Experiment 4 was obtained \iith the c a p i h q inside the wire loop and
in a shimmed field, FoUowvîng NhIR cons-encion,the direction of increming trequenq- point toward the
left The ongin of frcquency ask h3s k e n chosen arbitrarily- Fouriet uansformed s p e m intrtasities
are relative.

The long snaight wire version of the align wïre probe Fig- 32@) gave the best
Liaenidth results (see Fig. 3.8). The design was tested mith three dlfferent water-iï.l.led capillary
sizes in inhornogeneous, homogeneous, and shimrned fields. In an inhomogeneous field, the
linewidth of the tiequency specmim was 22Hz using the 7 0 0 / 8 5 0 ~ID/OD tube. =s

was

the same order of magnitude as found in the previous probe design for the inhomogeneous

field condition,

In a homogeneous field, the linewidth reduced

to

1.05Hz using the 3mm water-£iUed

capiüary tube. The large S N R in thïs case was likdy due to a larger volume of fhpped spins in
the

water sample. The 3mm capiliq tube is not appropriate for use in a micro-magnetic field

sensor application, but was usehl here to investigate the benefit of using high precision
glasmare for the sample volumeIn a shim-rned field, the Iinewidth reduced to 0.6-0.7Hzy in ail capillaq sizes. When

using the 8 5 0 capïiiary
~
the peak appeared s)mmeuic aIthough slightiy broadened at the
peak base. This was likely due to a high order (3+) odd sphe.ücal harmonic inhomogeneity in
the interior volume of the NhfR sample. The peak shape waç also s)rnmemc in the case mhen
the Irnm capillary was used, but apparentiy mithout the higher odd order spherical hannonic
inhomogeneic). present. The wïdth of the peak at its base was 3Hz. When using the 3mm
capiliary tube, the iine shape changed fiom high even-order inhomogeneiryyin the case of a

homogeneous field, to that of a low-order even spherical hamionic inhomogeneity. This was
likely the result of a shimming enor in the effort to get the overaii narrowest lïnewidth. Note
thar the observed linewïdth was s d l sigoi-ficantly larger than the minimum predicted (-0.1 Hz
for T2-3s),and thus the required conecuons required esceeded the capabiiities ofdie shïm set.

(b) Experiment 6
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Fig. 3.5. NhIR spectra resulting from R F coii design FTg. 32@) with va.rïous sized water-Wed capiiirubes. Specm are conelated to dam in Table 3.4. Esperimenr: 5 wvs obcüned with a 850pm OD
capillq- ounide the wire loop and in an inhornogeneous field- E'rperirnent 6 w s obcûned with a
850pm OD capiiiq ourside the mire Ioop and in a shirnmrd field. Esperiment 7
obmined wïth a
Zmm capillq inside the wire Ioop md in a shimrned field. Expenrncnt 8 was obraïned with a 3rnm
capiiiary outside the wire Ioop and in a homogeneous field. Expenment 9 was obtained with a 3mm
mpiI1q ourside the wire Ioop and in a shimmed field.

Other than paramagnetic perturbations from the capacitors, etc. additional possible
factors affecting linewïdth are local impun-n.in the \vire, alignment of the RF coi1 with the Bo

field, and irregularities in the cüculr uoss-section of the capdlaq wds. The prediction of
homogeneitv in the interior fieid of the capillary when it is placed in a uniform fidd (rekr

Chapter 2) assumed a perfect circular uoss secrion without deviation dong the length of the
capuaq tube. The 3mm capiilq- tubes were manufacnired to high preusion and tested as
descxibed in Chapter 2. As obsenred in Table 3.4, the 3mm tubes resulted in sirnilar iinewidth
performance to the others used. h justification for using high preasion 3mm tubes
(approsirnate cost $25 each, as opposed to the lmm capïiiary -31) c m o t be found based on
these results.

The probe shown in Fig. 3.2(c) \vas an attempt to reduce rhe overd size of this aligned
\vire probe design while remining the narrow spectral linewïdths fouad %<th the design of Fig.
3.2(b). The design was tested ~vith1 5 0 and
~ 1mm (OD) capillary tube sizes in homogeneous
and shirnmed fields. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig- 3-9.
-

(a) Experiment 10

frequency (Hz)

(b) Experiment 11

frequency (Hz)

Fig. 3.9. M I R s p e m resulting €rom RF coii design Fig. 32(c)- S p e m are correhted ro data in Table
3-4. Experïment 10 \vas obtained with a 150pm OD capitl;ur\- inside the wire loop and in a
homogeneous field, Esperïrnenc I I was isbbtaied with a lmm OD capiiiq-oucside the \cire loop and
in a shimmed field.

The specmun obtained when using the 1 5 0 capiiiary
~
gave a larger than expected
linewidth, i.e. FYVHbf=7000Hz. The peak shape was roughiy s p m e m c as can be seen in Fig.
3.9(a). The reason for the broad linewidth is not known, but cerrainly marrants M e r
investigation to determine if fa&

Lies nith materials o r methods, e-g. air bubbles remainïng in

che capdary afier fïiiïng with water. The magnetic field Lihomogeneity assouated with an air

bubble in the c a p ï h y tube could account for this observed result- The presence of bubbles in
the narrow capillary was difficult to visudy confïrm due to an opaque coating on the ourer

m e n the probe was fitted wïth a lmm c a p i l l q the linewidth reduced to a
capillq d.
more believable 8Hz at FWHM

Zn a shimmed field, again using the lmm capillary, the iinewidth was reduced to 2.3Hz.
n i i s was a reasonable result but indicared the presence of local field inhomogeneig that could
not be shimmed out with the room temperature shim set. Possible sources for this local
inhomogeneity are the prosimity to the nining/marching capacitors, the cable cornecrion ro
the probe, the solder used at component/cable joints, oc a misaiignment of the RF coil.

3.5

ChapterSummary

The prïmaey conclusion fiom this chapter is that a probe design based on the
magnetostaüc propertïes of a long cyliader ia a uniform magnetic field can achieve near ideal
linewïdths, in agreement with che theo.

This conclusion is based on results obt'ained wïth

capillary tube sample diamerers of l m m and 3mm. This long-qlinder magnetostaüc property
has been menüoned in passing in the physics literanire, but has prevïously not been discussed
in the context of MkIR probe construcuon. The rargec linewidth of 1Hz has been achieved and

surpassed uith thïs design, although the large sample size does not d o m 1Hz performance
(FTVWR/f) in an inhomogeneous field.

The principle was tesred with three differem probe implementauons, and found to
give reasonable results in dl cases. In the initial proof-of-concept-implemenution, Fig 32(a),
the probe achieved a minimum Linewidth of 5-5 Hz

l3XT-M(14ppb) mith an assoaated SNR

of 2000. The long wire implementatioq Fig. 3.2(b), came the dosest to a "perturbation fkee"
volume near the m
1
R sample. The minimum hewidth achieved wîth this design was 0.60 Hz

FTWHM (1.5ppb) although the SNR was only 20. This design would be ideally suired to a test
platform designed to quanti+ the magnetostaac-related ïnhomogenei~of the field. The tinal
design Fig. 32(c) was an attempt at rnk.iateauon o f the long wire design. However, the
attempt was too aggressive and the minimum linewidth achieved was ody 2.3Hz FWHM
(5.75ppb) with an associated SNR of 60.
These results also validate the use of ordinary materials, such as c o p p q for
construction of the RF coil. This material is relatively easy to work with in respect to shapiog
and soldering- The capillary tube c m be positioned easily inside or outside the RF loop
allowïng considerable freedom in the probe's construcüon.
Further effort is needed to determine che miaimum dimensions of the probe whde

preserving the i n t e g r i ~of the Bo field near the sample. Srnail size is critical to the s u c c e s s ~
operation of thïs probe in inhomogeneous fields, as smaller sample volumes, e-g- capillary
tubes, c m thus be used and naxow lines obtaîned. The field measurement is rhen
correspondingly more precise.

PROBE DESIGN 2- SUSCEPTIBILITY-COWENSATEDIVRE AND THE
"EfAIRPIN" LOOP

4.1

Introduction

Conventional mfR-based microprobes are usua* built by winding a s m d solenoidal

R F elemem around a s m d spherical or qiindrical sample. The d e used to build the solenoid
induces significant adjacent magnetic field gradients when it is piaced in a strong magneuc
field. These degrade both the NhlR linewidth and spectrai signai-to-noise pedomiance of the
probe,

A direct solution ta this problem, without q compromise of signal-to-noise ratio or
NbR linewidth, is to use zero-susceptibility wïre in the construction of the RF elernent
(Anderson and Shoolery 19G3; Hoult 1978). The wire is effectively ccmagneticallyinvisible" and
therefore does not inuoduce an' local field inhomogeneity. Optimal linewidths are rhereby
achieved and füii signai-to-noise is available as the wïre can be dose to the LWIRsamp1e. Thus,
me

describe in this chapter the production of wire wïth zero volumemc magnetic susceptibility

for use in the construction of high-resolution NMR probes.
There are nvo main types of zero-susceptibïiity wire. The &sr is made by fomüng an

d oy h-om suitable diamagnetic/paramagnetic metals, e.g. copper with palladium (Vogt 1933).
The d o y may then be drawn to the required \;vire gauge. This method has the advanrage that

the mire has zero susceptibility for d orientations in a magnetic field. Its disadvantage is that

its conducüvity is reduced ftom that of the better eiecmcal conducror o f the alloy pair, thus
reducing the Q-factor of a n y coi1 and hence, the signal-to-noise ratio. Possibly, there e-uists a

commercial supply of alloyed wire possessing zero susceptibility, but unrecognized as such by
the supplier. However, even if one could chance on finding such a product, there are s t ï l i the
issues of conducavitv and batch-to-batch variation of suscepùbili~due to trace fërrous
contaminants.
Turning to the second type, it is weil h o w n that radio-frequency curtent Qows in a
thin skin on the surface of a conductor- Thus, fomiing a simple CO-axialcombination of

diamagnetic and paramagnetic metais, as shown in Fig. 4- 1need not degrade conducüvity; for

esample, we rnight use copper outside an dutniaium mire core. Because of the potenuai signal-

to-noise ratio advantage, we have chosen to pursue the simple CO-axialcombination method
here. We also describe in this chapter a specidy built probe used to evaluate/verity the
susceptibility of the wïre produced. In this probe design, the wire used to make the R F element
is oriented perpendicular to the strong B, field of the magnet as shown in Fig. 4.2, and has the

form of a "hairpin loop" microprobe. This probe is not intended for use as a practical
magnetic field microprobe, A working microprobe based on a solenoidal RF element wound
with zero-susceptibility wire is descrïbed in Chapter 5.

Cross Section

z
A

F i i 4. 1. Goss-sectionof a c c m x d long w6e wnh an inner core of radius a and associPed v o i ~
magnetic suscepübility X, and an outer la)er witb iarier and olaer radu a and b mpectiveiy and

.

x2,o r i e d perpeodiculv to a d

o m magne& f i Ba ik the cincuhrcyiindricalcclorduiaresystem(r, t).~istbemagneùcscaiarpotenn;rl
associawd susceptibiky

wire under test (RF coil)

NMR sample

Fig. 42. Hahpin hop RF COL
The susceptibikyofthe wbe can be sndied by for*
the wire into a
bal-pin loop shape and thenpiacing the NMR sample near tbe legs of the loop as shown intbt figue-

4.2

4.3 1

Theory
~Vlagne~ostaLic
Ana&&

The static magnetic character of wïre consuucted in a simpIe CO-asidcombination
depends on the susceptibility of the materids involved, the dimensions of construction, and
the geomemc relaaonship of the wke to the magnetic Eidd. For a long smighr wire in a
uniform magnetic field where the wire is oriented perpendicular to die field, the resuks are
analogous co the case of the mater-fîlied capiliary presented in Chapter 2. From Eq. (2.22)
then, the equaüon desuïbing the static magnetic field outside the wire is given b y

It is convenient to define an effective susceptibility

xi and X,

x,-, for the combination of susceptibilities

thac appear in Eq- (4-1):

A plot of effective susceptibility versus the wïre diameter is @en in Fig. 4.3 for the
combination of aluminium core and copper outer layer. The cuve in this plot crosses the axïs
at the point mhere the effective susceptibiiity of the mire is zero. The zero crossing dimensions

are found by s e t t k g the effective susceptibili~to zero in the above equaüon. Thus

This resdt was also found by F. O. Zdaya, et- al. (Zelaya, Crozïer et al. 1995).
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wire diameter (pm)

Fi..43. Effective susceptib;litvof a coaxial w k for the geo-of
Fig. 4 2 with a core of aluminium
and a copper oiaer lajer- T h effecûve volumaric magmk s~sceptibilkyk seen ro decreve as the

copper outer la^ becomw rhicker for a W poim oinside the wira In the exampie given hem the
aluminium coxe bas a diîmcter of S O O p . The ttilkkness conesponding to zero susceptiiility We is
8 8 8 ~ The
solid red lines indicate the suscepabilïty of duminium

(xN= 20.76 +0.01~)'01

and

copper (xG,= -9.63 k 0.01~IO-)-

In practice,

thete

are nvo methods for fo-

c e d wk: extrusion or

electmpiating. 'Ihe major advantage of extrusion à the avoidance of the fomation of a binary
d o y at the interface berween the metal. Binary aby phases aie somerimes bride and do not
d o w the wire to en&

the bendiag and s b a p 4 needing to fomi the RF c o l A disadvantage

associated with extrusion is that the cote may drifr off the cenuai a&.

ïhen the susceptibdity

canceilation would vaxy abng the length of the finished w k . Noafemus dies (and possibly
cutting mis) may dso be r e e d A va-t

on extrusion is to obtah preckion tub@, eg.

copper nibing, and insert a core of the opposite susceptibility (Doty 19991, e-g. aluminium rod
or wire, doped plastic, etc. However, the suitabiliq of this method is dependent on the
availabilit)' of preusion mbing and the elementai purity of both componenrs. Electroplatïng,

the method presented in thïs paper, is an acceptable solution for the produmion of wire in
small quanüües where the elecuochemisrry involved does not present a significant obsrade.
4.2.2

DimensioonaZ Tolerance

The susceptibiiity cancdaaon predicted by Eq. (4.3) is d i d onlv for accurate
e d of dimension B depends on the preusion of the input
dimensions a and b The e ~ ~ e c t value
values for a, X, and X, .The overd uncertainty in the predicted value of b is found using the

propagation of errors in Eq. (4.5) (Bevington 1969).

Using Eq.'s (4.3~)and (4.9, we then have

For esample, aluminium wire with a scuüng diameter of 0.5rnrn phted with copper reaches
zero suscepubili~ ar a diameter I>

xLU
= +20.76(1)

+

+

& = 888 2 p Mth X, = -9.63(1) X ~ O ,*

x 1O+ (SI units (Weast l%i')),and &a = 1pm, a preusion achievable nith a

high quality micrometer. To compound the problem mhen electropla~g,a measure of 1> may
have inaccuracy of much more than l p m if the plated surface is rough.

Given &en rhat there d l inevitably be mon in b, we need some measure of how
accurate 1> should be for acctptablk susceptibility canceiiaüon. From a practical point

of view, a

cornparison, Say, of our plated \vire and another mire made of pure copper of the same
diameter, is helpM. To do this me form a ratio of field inhomogeneity using the
inhomogeneity term in Eq. (4-l), putring the composite wire (jxïth parameters a, 4 X,. X2) in
the numerator and the copper \vire (with parameters 6 and x,) in the denominator. The ratio

R so fomied reduces to

The uncertainty 6R is important here as a check of the usable precision we ma)- set for the ratio

R .Using our previous aluminium/copper esample, we h d that sR = 0.1% for an idealized 6u
=Set = 0, and a=5OOpm, b=888pm,

= 1 ~ 1 0 - while
~ , the lirnits of I> that wiU give

R 5.1% are b = 888 i 4pm.
The wire thickness for a practical microcoi1 design is ofien much srnalier than our
esample just presented here. Addiuondy, the lirnits on the 6na.i plated diarneter for a preusion
zero susceptibility resdt become harder to achieve as the rushed diameter of the wïre

becomes smder. Consider a ha1 diameter of the plated wke in the 80

range. Copper

plated on an aluminium wire of stanïng diarneter 50 pm wili have a hished diarneter b of 88.8

+ 0.4 pn, R < 1%. For other meral cornbinatïons, say rhodium (x,

+

= 168 1x 1 0 OVeast
~

1987)) plated onto a copper wire of startïng diameter 80 p,we d have a fbîshed diameter
82.26

t 0.02

pm,

R 5 1°/o, (6R = O.G% for

8 2 . 2 6 ~ ,kU
= 1 ~ 1 0,- ~

an idealized 66 = 6a = 0,and a = 8 0 p , b =

= 1~10~
If )we
. reverse the order of p l a ~ and
g phte

, reach a zero susceptibiliqcopper onto a thLi rhodium wïre of starüng diameter 2 0 ~ we
result at 85,9M.4pm,

R Iloh-

These examples iilusuate an important compromise in choosing metals for a zero
suscepàbili-

combinarion. Thïn Iayers are easier to plate and wiU likely have excellent

mechanical properties, but as the error in the Rh/Cu esample indicates, t h . layers musc be
appiied with a mirror fXsh on a surface that is equaliy smooth niithmire diameter w d knomn.
Furthemore, as rhodium has only one thüd the eledcal conductivity of copper, and since
curent at radio kequency traveis on the outer skin of the mire, the overd Q-factor of a coi1
made mith this wire wouid be reduced unless the thickness of Rh were much less than the skin

depth. Plathg copper ont0 rhodium, or copper onto aluminium, gives the b e s t g and a more
redistic chance of obtaining a final diameter of the required precision. The difficulqr here,
however, is that thïck coaùngs often lead to poor mechanical properties (espeually ductility) of

the hished wke.

4.23

D~t~sion
The expected suscepàbility cancellaùon that OCCLUS with plated mires m q degrade due

to diffusion of metai atoms across the interface that separates them. The funcüonal
dependence of suscepàbility Mth the proportions of two metals can be highiy non-linear, as
seen fiom esarnples in Ref. (Vogt 1933). Whde diffusion a t room temperature is not expected
ro be a problem, diffusion rates are stronglj- dependenc on temperature, and the complete

"temperature history" of the piated wke must be considered- In chis regard, mhether or not
annealing is required is important- The mechanism of diffusion is either migration through

intersritid sites or thermdy aaïvated jurnps into vacant lamce sites (LeClaire 1983). The =act
mechanisrn depends on the q s t a i structure of the two metals involved. The net flus of atoms

J, of one meral speues diffusing into anodier is rdated to the concentraaon gradient N and
the diffusion coefficient D through Fidi's Law-, Js =-D

V N . A n equivalent cifision

equation exîsts expressing an equai and opposite flux -Jx for the second spe&

diffusing

into the &st- For simplicity thîs second process is ignored here.

Since the diffusion process is evolving in urne, we can write a conànuity equation that
expresses the point *se conservaaon of matter,

aN
-= -V - Jx .This expression is known as
af

Fick's Second Law. For diffusion across a cylindricd surface, as in the case of our CO-axial
\vire, we can consider a depth of penetraaon that is smaü compared wïth the radius of
curvature of these surfaces, Then, the diffusion sgstern can be considered one-dimensionai and

Fick's &st and second Iaws become J , = -D

ahT

- and ----

ax

at

a

ax

z)

(D-

-

Generaiiy, D

depends on concentration, on position coordinate, or both. If D does not depend on position
then we c m write

If we furrher assume that D does not depend on concentration we can proceed mMthan
approsimate solution, known as the Error Function Solution (Shewmon 1963). Let x = O be

locaced at the boundary of the two undifhsed metals at cime t = 0 (sec Fg-4.4). Then the
concentration o f one metal speues difushg into another at some later time ris given by

where N' ,a normalization constant, is simply equal to 1 in our case, and "erf (

) is the error
"

function defined by the equaùon

Fig. 4.4. The curve N(x,t ) represents the diffusion ofone ofthe metais paks before difhion bepins,
r = ù ,and then a later time t > 0-

Le.

The difhsion constant D in Eq. (4.10) cannot be obrained direcrly fiom the iiterature, but rnay
be deterrnïned kom the Arrhenius equation, Eq. (4.12) (LeClaire 1983), which also indudes
the observed temperature dependence of the diffusion process.

In dJs expression, Do is the frequency factor for solute irnpurïty diffusion in the solvent, E is
activacion e n e r g for the process, kBis Bolamands constant, and T is temperature at the
95

boundary. Esamples are given in Table 4.1 for dîEüsion between candidate med-pairs that

rnight be used for making zero susceptibilitywkeTable 4-1.Diffitsion-tirne calcuhüons for difhsion in copper, duminium, and zinc uskg the error
funaion solucion N(x; r ) given in Eq.(4-LO). Two scenm-os are considered hae The fit is diffusion

ac room rempenture to the depth o f a few atomic hyers, te. Lam, to a concennaaon LV= 0-9Nr-The
second is dimision ac S O C (reg.during annealing) to a depdi of I p . LV=O-S)N'. Data for the
Frequenq Factor and r\cÜvaâon Energy have been taken fiom reference (Bunchyns- and G h o o n
199T).

SoIute

Solvent

Frequenq- Factor

O,,
(10-(m2/s)

Activation

Time to diffuseto a

T i i e to diffuse to a

Encm- E

depth of l n d

depth of tpn*
a t T = 500 C

(y/mole)

a t T = 20C

Rh

Cu

33

2428

10" y-

250 d q s

Pt

Cu

056

233

lon y-

350 days

Cu

Al

0.65

136.1

285 y a r s

8 seconds

Zn

AL

0.756

1274

63 years

2 seconds

Cu

Zn

1.11

124.25

460 days

0-7 seconds

Since difision is dependent on temperature, the sarnple cdculauons in Table 4.1 have
been given at room temperature as weii at SOOC, such as might be encountered during an
annealing process. The \vire may need to be annealed afier plathg to irnprove its mechanical or
elecaical propenies, e.g. to conuol acoustic tinging of the RF coi1 (Fdwshirna and Roeder

1979; Gerothmassis 1987). The origins of acoustic ringïng are mech;uiical/elecnoma~c
oscillation at the B, field hequency in the presence of the strong Bo field. If an anneaihg step
is necessq, the esamples from Table 4.1 suggest that one should avoid conscructing zero
suscepability wke fÎom metals that easily diffuse into each other where one is used as a

relauvely thin coating and there is a non-linear dependence of suscepuiiiity w-th respect to
metd d o y composition42.4

Temjûerafzfre Dependence

Change of temperature may lead ro changes in the final magnetic field Bjd through
one, or both, of

X,,x.

in Eq. (4-3)- Using the d e s for propagaaon of error (Bevïngton 1969),

we may obtaïn

u s i n g Eq. (4.1) we then have,

The antïupated range of temperature depends on the type of experiment perfonned,
but we can evduate Eq. (4-13)for a simple instance where the temperature of the \vire may

-

change by o d y a few degrees. If we use the somewhat arbiuaq condition that the fiaaïonal

change of magnetic field shouid be limited to no more than 1 part in 1oSata field point chosen
KI

be ar the surface of the mire, and the assumpuon chat

coeffiüem

dl-

.

lx,1 = Ix21then the temperaue

musr be on the order of IO~-K-'.Table 4.2 provides a lisr of remperarure

coefficients for possible probe m d s . From Table 4.2 we can see that use of metals fkom the

platinurn farnily shouid be avoided if strong temperature changes are expected during the

NMR experïment. Ln this regard, copper and aluminium are suitable materials.

Table 4 3 Approsimate Tempcnmre Coeffiaents of Volurneuïc Magnetic Susccpübili~-(ïrn SI unirs)
(He*- and Rogers 1956;Hurd 1966;R!nn, R&ey et al- 1967;Enel 1971)
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De@ sm..nmy

St~.rc~tibA
l k ~Agh
~ susceptibility metai plated on a Iow susceptibiliy metal implies thac a

preusion-dimension/smoo th-sutface finish must be amaïneci. If nvo metais of roughly
equivalent but opposite suscepübiliües are used, then the final dimension and tinish are not as

Condzm?i.ip-To obrain the highestg factor, the bener conductor of the pair shodd be plated to
a thickness ofat least five s b depths.

E/ech>p/teci Tbicknessr. If electroplating is used, theo thin layers are more s u c c e s s ~ yplated
than diick layers. 'Ihin/dudc is relative. Generdy, anything more dian lOm is considered

D@(.n%n. Thin coaMgs may kad to suscepability degradation if the base and coated metals
difise easily at elevated temperatures, e-g. during annealinp. The susceptibili~of the b i n q
d o y in the diffusion region may be highlp non-iinear wïth the degree of diffusion.
Acoz~~fic
Rrnghg The choice of metals should rninimize the possibility of acoustic ringing of the

RF c d . Unforninatdy, aluminium, an attractive metal in other respects, is one of the poorest
materials because of this parasitic effect. If the wire is anneaied to control this eEect then
consideration must be given ro ensurkg thac the suscepability canceilation is not adversely
affected due ro diffusion,
Tenqera~zmcofltlènt of szm@ribi/iiy If temperature changes are evpected during the N&IR
esperiment, then consideration o f this coefficient is warranted. Metals Eiom the platinun

group show strong temperature dependence.
Auai/abi/cty. Finaliy, the metd used as the mire core should be reiaavely easy to obtaïn with

exact dimensions and in either high puri-,

or othenvise h o w n not to contain a q T k o u s

contarninants. Thiç is important for the reproducibiiity of zero susceptibilit). results

4.3

Manufacture ofthe wke
From the design considerations mentioned in the previous section, me pursued a zero

susceptibility combination with aluminium as the core metal and copper on the exterior. Using
an elecnoplatkg technique, there is more than one way to achieve this combination. Copper

dad aluminium Nire ( 1 2 O l 0 Cu by volume) is available comrneruaily and is easily b d t up to the
desired copper diickness in a simple copper sdphate-aud electroplating bath. However, the
desired starring diameter of vire may be lirnited, based on the commercial source. In addition,
the chernical purig of the \vire is u d y uchow-n, and unfomuiately, iron is a cbmmon

contaminant Thus, we have invesügated the p l a ~ of
g copper on pure aluminium (99-999%).
The objective of the electroplating procedure is to produce a smooth and ductile

copper c o a ~ g&ee
, kom ferrous contamkants. D u d t y is especid)~important since we have
chosen ro plate copper onto a straighc length of wire, and then bend the wire into a COLF e
other method of pre-forming a coi1 and then e l e m o p l a ~ gis not preferred because of the
difficulùes of ensuring even plating and of accurate meanirement.) Ducfity may be
comprornised in nvo regions. One is at die b o u n d q Iayer between the core metal and the

plated meral. In thïs region, an intermetalic dey will be formed which may, o r may not be

ducde. As an aid to prediaïng which combinations of mecals are suitable, phase diagrams of
intermetaiïc b i n q alloys are available (Lyman 1973). The second region is the (usually diick)

layer of plated copper. The nature of the bath (e.g. copper cyanide, copper dphate, or copper
pyrophosphate), and any additives used as weli as the operation of the bath (e.g. temperature,
current density, cathode potentiaI), al1 affect the p r o p d e s of this layer.
The &al

apparatus used consisted of an electro/e.w p l a ~ setup,
g
and an elecaoplatïng

setup as shown in Fig. 4.5. Electroless plathg, sometimes c d e d immersion plathg, is

successfùl

CO

v-g

degrees for various metai pairs. The immersion p l a ~ gapparatus

consisted simply of four beakers large enough to accommodate the wke to be plated without
bending. The immersion p h ~ solutions
g
will be described in the follonring section- The
apparatus for electroplating is shown in Fig-4.6. T h e electxoplaüng process desmbed here
used

KVO

differenc soluuons, one based o n copper cyanide, and the other on copper suiphare.

Copper cyanide and copper sulphate solutions are kept in separate beakers and then can be
substituted i
n place, as shown in Fig. 4.6, at the appropriate time Ln rhis way, or$- one sàner
and anode are needed. If equipment pemiits, two stirrers and nvo anodes for each of the
copper cyanide and the copper sulphate solutions can be used as shown in

Fig. 4.7. Only a singie cathode stirring motor is required in any case, and any smali,
geared motor will suffice to rotate the wire (cathode) durhg piating The angular speed used
was on the order of 1 k

L/z

revolutions per second. The anode used was a high purïty copper

rod (7rnrn s 15Omrn, 99.999%, Supplier: M a Aesar, \Yiard Hiil, MA). The use of a
phosphorized copper anode (Supplier: Kocour, Chicago, IL) is also desaïbed later (im the
conrest of a more advanced p k ~ technique).
g
The constant electcopla~gcusxenr circuit is
shown in Fig. 4.8. The circuit can be used to supply low curent, Z J A to l o r d , and cuffents
greater than 1 0 d in either the fonvard only, or formard/reverse directions. The main m e n t
supplj-is a standard constant cunent/voltage supply (Hewlett-Packard 6002). The bw curent

portion of the circuit uses a National Serniconductor LM 334 %Terminal Adjustable Cunent
Source. A single estemal potenaorneter is used to regulate the cnirrent hom ld to 10rnACurrenc reversing (to be described kter) is achieved usîng an Analog Devices DG212 analogue
switch thnt is suitable for currents up to 30mA.

An estemal square wave generator wïth

adjustable ducy cyde aras used to set the timing for forward and reverse m e n t modes.

101

an

other mounting hvdarare ate used nearthe &r,

ensure that theya~mt plated with nickeL

This is a comm~nfinish, and wiU cerraintycorrode or dksohe enher in the fums giwn off by
the acid-based solution, or in th event of direct contact with the solution Fnckd,

uiy

hardware that bas the chance of cornhg in comact wnth the ptatirig bath should be no*
magnetic.

Fig. 45. Photogaph of the apparatus for tbe ekctrophting :
The funre hood is a necessuy
precahn in case hyhgen cyrnide gds is g e d by acudentai mn;riP of the acid-bascd pkting
solmion and the cyanidebaseciphting soliuion.

Constant Current Supply

I

Y

Voltmeter
Ammeter

1

Turning Motor

Fig. 4.6, Elecaopktitig
appannrsusedin&
mrk sbowing the
anangemm of the

bath and
accessories for stiuing
the solution and
rotatîag the aiire, The
niming motor and
anode a m mountedon
a IRORstand (see M X ~
figure) so thp sepme
Stirring Bar
E=-a

electrobe-filld
be;ikers a n be used

Fig. 4 7.A photognph of tbe aerangement for pl;iàng in separate cy;inideand acici-based bath stations.
Ininitiai erguimms,onlyoae station- used ducto a shomge of rrLrLigphus. This obviwr
s a f a y hazard 0
K reduced by havïng separare sarions 'Lbe base p h are used for stixxing the
beaker conrem as das heaàng if aeeded (Right) Cbse-up of the stiuing nmmr and d c a r h o d e
arrangement. The cathode is compieteiyencioseci in a poiypmpylene bag to prwent the Iayx of dark
deposît h m being erPded h m rbe amde.The catbode is eiectricaltyisolared fromthe s9rring motor
power supply E l e d contact P made wnh a graphite 'brushmpushing on a brass rotor. 'Ibe w k
and alligator clip seen wmpped murd the roror are ;itt;idiedonly at ooe point on the bmh and serve
to inuease the contact pressure betwxn th bmh a d rotor.
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Fig. 4.8. Constant currenc supply- Switch A is opened for low current plaMg and closed for the defaulr
c-ent
set by the (Hewlett-Packacd 6002) power suppl- IF current is periodicall!- reversed then
switches ar B engage the current suitching Uccuic bascd o n the DG322 chip- Switches o n the DG212
are shotvn for a Iogic "0" input, A square wave generator wïth an adjustable du^ N e conrrois the

The phang procedure that folioms has been obtained by triai and error with a great

deai of introspection between trials. The d i f f i d t y in obtaining a simple protocol is the unusual
requirernents oE the absence of ferrous materials in the process, the high purity of the

aluminium, the thickness of the copper to be plated, and the small starâng diameter of the
\vire, as is appropriate for N&IR microcoils. No solutions esist in industry for this unique

combination. The procedure was iniually developed for plating copper on aluminium wire wïth
a sta-g

diameter of 0.5 mm (required copper thickness for zero susceptibiliq: 1 9 4 ~ ) The
.

method has since been successful on initiai aialuminium \vire diamecers as smaii as 50 p.

4.3.1

SrLp 1, The Neenfor Zinc Imme7sion
Initiaiiy, plating of copper directly onto aluminium was attempted, but mas

unsuccessfd The copper did not cover the aluminium eveniy, but mas deposited in srnail
patches as shomn in Fig. 4.9. The problem is the laye ofalucninium oside that inhibits a bond
with another m e d The oside layer may be smpped off in a strongly basic solution such as a
4M solution of sodium hydro'ude- It is d.Ecult, however, to transfer the wire out of the

hydroxide soIution, and then rime it in water withour reforming the oxide layer. If the wke cari

perchance be kept free of oside (e.g. with a layer of NaCl solution), placing it in a standard
copper sulphate-aüd plathg bath yields a bride deposit due to an energeàc immersion
reaction (i-e. no estemal curent ernployed) that rapidly heats the w k No trace of this
reaction has been found in the Literature, The immersion reaction ends as soon as the sutface
of the aluminium has a complete thin covering of copper. h table of elenrode potentials E,

(sometimes cailed an enfs&)

c m be used to determine when a metal wiii undergo an

immersion reaction. In generai, an oxïdizing agent d osidize a reducing agent that is more
positive in the emf secies. The kinetics of the process, e-g. speed, is not predicted by this
generalization. In our case, aluminium ( E , = -1.7 V) is the ~YidiZiOgagent and copper

( E o==+0.34V)is the reducing agent (Boikess and Edelson 1981; Parthasaradhy 1989). It is a
subde but important fact that the electrode potential of any metai in solution depends on the
specific nature of the bath, e.g. aud or alkaline, and the concentration of the dissolved species.
Immersion reaction deposits typicdy adhere pooriy, and copper plated upon such a base
usualiy break; during the coii minding process. Ductiliilic).is M e r affected since copper and
duminium do not form a d u d e inter-metallic aiioy at their intedace &jman 1973)- This

prechdes using other techniques, such as physicai or chemiul vapour deposition, to coat the

duminium wire wkh copper and then funher buiki up the m+d

layer in a heavy

elemplating solution.

Fig. 4.9. Fim resuhs of ehcti.lopla&g copper h m a copper sdphate (ad) bath dùectty onto
duminium The copper p h onco the duminiiun in nodules tbat f o m a colum~liked e p i t wiien
observeci under high rrilPnifiat;in. The coppcr seems to build up on the aiumliiums d a c e in piaces
wfiere the electfoplating cunenc has "purulhedthrough" the oxide iqer-

To avoid these problems, we apply a thin

CO*

of zinc by subniexgiug the

aluminium wbe in a zinc immenion bath for 5 minutes (&O lmown as zinc pic-,

see Fi.

4.10. The aluminium wire shouid be c b e d beforehand, e.g. wiping the w k with a lint free

cloth and good sohrent such as acetone, in order ta remove anymces of oxganic material that

..

rnay riemain from the manufacaiiirig process. Zinc piated on auminnmi in this way adhem

well and the process is one of onlya few successful immersion deposit reactions. Furthemore,
zinc and duminium fomi a ductile inter-metallic alloy at th& imerface &ynian 1973) and the

zinc prevents reformation of an oxide layer.

Fig, 4.10. Photopph of the zinc ;nnieiliionphMg A n used to deposa a thin iqer of zinc on the
d a c e of the duminiumwlle. Tbe wire is physicalycieaned a d &en i
d in the zinc immerïion
beaker for 5 minutes-Ibe initiai zinc deposû on the wire is cpke irrrguhr (see F i i 4-11} so the Pac
i a is ~mippeâ off in an 8M solinion of nirric acid and the wire is then ~ p i m m m din tbe zinc
immersion solution ?bis c)rle is repened 6 tüms to yield an even hyer on the aluminium wire d m is
suàable for futtberphtïng.

The immenion bath was strongtV basic, contaïning 525g/L sodium hydn,xide (13w, 100g/L
* .

Unc oxide, and lOg/L Rochele sait fonnuia As aumuinimo d e was etched off the w k , zinc
*

.

was displaced from sohsion onto the duminium surface. To i m p m the zinc-ahuninnim

bond, the wïxe was rinsed in water and then dipped in an 8Msohnion of Nor acid to mip off
the

f ~ s zinc
h deposk It was then k e d again in water, and put back in the zim immersion

bath for another 5 minutes. (Tmsepaxate liase basins axe recornmended, one for k i n g fmm
the basic solution, and another for iinsing out the acid W i e d water, e.g. de-ionized water

iesistzvity 5 18MQ-cm, is ~commendedin the rinse baslis as weli as for al other apous
solutions.) This re+n

was ~peated
six times, leaviug fiMny, a silver-bhie colomd laya of

zinc on the wire (see

Fig. 4.11). 'Ihe tod Mie for the zinc immersion srep was then

appmximately6 cycles x 5 ~l.miutes/cycle-30 minutes.

4.3.2

Step 2. CqipsC*

Unfortunatek nibsequent copper plating in a standard suiphate-acid bath is not

suitable. The zinc is quickly dissohred in the acidk enknment whiie simultaneously
undergohg a zinc-copper immersion reaction (E,,, =-016V). If the zinc is dissoived qykkiy
*

-

enough, r h e ~is a risk of the immersion reaction invohring ahimuinun and copper described
earlier. Both the Z d O i and AVOi irnmenion Iieactions ~ s u l in
t a poody adherent copper
layer, see Fig. 4.12. Thus, the f

i copper plating nuit be

fmm an alkaiine copper cyanide bath

(&O known as a copper mike). The bath composition is 40g/L cupmus cyanide, 45g/L
sodium cyanide, 30g/L sodium carbonate, and 60g/L Rochelle s&(paRhasuadhy 1989). H&,
the elecaode potential of zinc in the solution of complexed copper-cyanide pxevents an

unnienion Raction ( E , = -1.0 and -12 V for copper and zinc rrspecrivelyi. Possibk
immersion &ons

am

&O

kep to a minimum by app&

potentPls to the aoode and

cathode before the d o d e is inmpised in the bath (somtimes refemd to as a 'hot" srart).

For s pro du cible resdts, the an&

was 'cleanedn befon the starc of plating by immision in

an 8M HNO,solution for appmxirnately20 seconds and then mater xinsed Both the bath and
the wire must be

agitated (stirriag the solution and mtatïng the wire) for an even deposït, as

shown in Fig. 4.13. The speed of the s k h g bar is important c h k g the pbting in the cydnidebased solution. If the stLriag speed is too slow, then the plaraip potentiai tises due to the iack

of fmsh elecmlyte at the d a c e of the

&.

If the stiniag speed is mo hi&, the thin copper

plate wiil peel away, therebydooming f d e r plating attemps.

F i 4.12. Acad-based copper electroplathg r e s h for duminium (botmm Mi) a d zinc ;mm?izion
plated duminium (top righr) wires. PhMg tinie war a p p r 0 ~ 2 Hminutes. Bare spots are visible
on the duniinium w k and are ais0 presenc on the MC p k d duminiumwbe unAPr h i g k
mapifiition. Himever the "provernent wirh zinc planng is subsr;rnn;il

Fïg. 4.13, Ekcnopl;itiiogresuhs for 05mm c h m e r duminium wires that have been zinc phvd w i h

the zinc immembn process and tben copper phted ushg ~ b u e copper;
d
Nb bam auminuim
regions art: visible unrlel- m a g d a t b n . Ibe copper hyer appeus CO dirttbute Bseff on the zincaiumLiiumLiium wïre in such a way as to dd a pi& tiut overtbe blucshrer coburrd subsaue. PhtLig Mre
for the wires in the left and rïght photos ar;is 1 miaute znd 10 minutes riespe"vely-

With the aid of the constant currient source, the zinc-coated ahmmum wire was
S

copper plated

to

.

a thickness of appmximately 35x1.~~
at a cunrent densny j = ~ . l m ~ - c m - ~

(approx. 30 min.). The thickness of copper in this step war not an opcimiied value, but

sufficient to prevent the Unc hyer fmm reacMg with the acid in the next copper dphate (and
sulphwic acid)-based soluti011. The thickness of copper deposited, the elecuicd cunient
required, and plating time weze esrimated ushg the folio+

eqyatiom. The charge, or

number of elecmos, that needs m be supplied to the cathode to disphce a vohim V of

copper fmm solution onu, the cathode is given by

d e = N is

the number of atoms per unit volume, z is the valence number for the chemical

species, e is the electmnic charge, NA is Avagadro's number, p is the densicy, and M is the

rnolar mass. In a phting opedon, we expect rée en& cumnt p w e d to be utilized for
110

ekctroplating. If a fiaction of the current is used for any other reactïon (eg. evolution of
hydrogen gas) it is considered maste, The terni cathode @n'eftcy is used to espress the mass of
metai acnially deposited relative to the mass whkh would be projected to be deposited based
on the quantity of elecuic charge passed. In a copper cyanide bath the cathode efficiency is in

the range of 30-GO%(Parthasaradhy 1989), while in the copper aüd bath, to be desaïbed

shody, the effiüency is 95-99%. The cathode effiüency is not euplicitly witten into Eq. (4.14),
but musc be incIuded rhere if rigorous calculauons are considered- The totai charge is e a d y
related to elecmcai curent 1, and t h e t, by Q = It .The volume of copper required to build
up a copper b e r starüng on wire diameter a to a hished diameter 6, is easily given by

V = x Z (b'

-a2) where / is the length of the wire to be plated- Substimting these ksr mro

equauons into Eq- (4-24) we have

In pncuce, the current is set by the requîred cunent density j = ZIA, where 4 is the surface
area

of &e \vire immersed in the bath, Le. A = 2 M . Thus, the appropriate current s e h g is

I=]x?z~

.

(4-16)

Note bat if the current is hed for the duration of the pIaMg job, there \vil1 be an effective
as the wke increases in thickness from the starting diarneter a to
decrease in the current densit~.
the finished diameter Ii. Changing the current to keep the current densis- constant throughout

g is given
is possibIe, but complicates the e s h a t e for the plating tune. Finaiiy, the p l a ~ thne
by

wherel, is the cuirent densis- at the sramhg wire diarneter at r = a .
The m e n t density in this step (J= 0.1 mh-cm-' ) is considerablp lower dian qpical
values found in the Licerature. p

s is based mostly on euperience). If too high a m e n t

density has been se&the cathode potenuai d
lbe high (> -400 mV) and die cathode will have
a brownish c%but'' appearance. Incomplete water ~ s i n in
g passing from the zincate to the

cyanide solution wiil also result in high platkg potencial and produce a bride deposit Thus,

even though the power supply is operated in constant curent mode, careful attention must be

paid to the platkg potential as weil. Too low a potential (c -80 mV) (usudy due to
abnormaliy low current density) d produce a d d finish that is not highly ductile. The p l a ~ g
potential varies substantiaiiy over the 30 minutes the wire remauis in the cyanide bath. For
esarnple, using the apparatus described in dus p a p a (see Fig. 4.6) and plating a 7 cm length of

~~, the potenual would initially be high (approx. 250 mV), would then f
d dramaacdy
(appros. 60 mV) and then sede somewhere in benveen (appros. 150 mV). This pattern of

changing potenuai did not seem to depend on the wire thïckness used in the development
mals (Le. 50 pm - 0.5 mm startïng diameter). The h i s h of the mire comïngout of this bath

should be s h i y and smooth to the naked eye. If diis is not the case, inspect the M r e under a

-

good quality microscope Mth a power in the range of ~ 1 0 ~ 4 0 If
. somediiag has gone
wrong, the copper deposits will appear to be fo&g

s m d columns out of the surface of the

wice with large patches of bare aluminium in benveen- Any W e r p h ~ on
g this substrate

wodd be poindess.

If a single stirrer and anode are used, then a t the end of the copper qanide plating, the
mire cathode should be withdrawn from the electrolyte, water rinsed, and immediarely placed
in a t e m p o r q mater bath to prevent the plated wire fiom dqhg- The beaker containïng the

copper cyanide solution is then withdramn, the anode ~ s e mith
d water, and lastly the beaker
with che copper sdphate solution put in place.

If a double stirrer and two anodes are being used, &en the wke cathode should be
withdrawn £iom the dernolyre, water rinsed, and immediarely transferred to the copper

sulphate p l a ~ solution*
g

Safety Precautions. Use of cyanide.
The electrolyte bath used in step 2 uses copper cyanide and sodium cyanide because of
their unique eEectiveness in electroplating copper on zinc. No attempts should be made to
store, prepare, or handie mixtures of cyanide without a thorough understanding of the
precauaons that must be observed to avoid accidents. ln the transition kom step 2 ro 3
(especially when only a single sunedanode are used), there is the possibility of a serious
accident involving the generaaon of highly tosic hydrogen cyanide gas. This is due to the use

of an aud-based electrolyte solution following the ueatment Mth the cyanide-based soIution.
These solutions should never be ailowed to mis. As a precaution, e l e c n o p l a ~ g
steps 2 and 3
should be conducted in a fume hood Nith a suitable spill kit and cyanide antidote kit (Supplier:

EL Ldly and Cornpaq, Indianapolis, IN) kept nearby.
4.3.3

Step 3. Copper S 1 1 4 b a f e - ~

The wke was nest uansférred with elecuodes "hot" to a heavy plating solution based
on one of cwo possible eiecrrolytes. The f k t is a standard copper sulphate-acid bath: 200g/L
copper sdphace and 50g/L sulphuec aüd. The m e n t density, j = 20 d - c m - ' ,is suitable for

plating at iw>m tempemue on t

h wities.

Bo& the bath and the wim miûr be agiared as in

Step 2. nie mning speed in the acabwd solution is not too crieral as long as the plating
potend does not xise due to a lack of fiesh electtolyte. Ekwever, mzmues to e k e the
d a c e smoothness (see

re&&e

Fig. 4.14) wext found to be oec-

direction of cumnt (15s fo&

One

mthod u m to =verse

75s reverse) in order to d u c e copper imcm

crysral growth, see Fig. 4.15. The odd d a c e appeaxame obtained with this method did not
seem to affect the

ducrilin/. Hbwever, the d a c e ineguhrities w

e maccepubly
~
hrge and

furrher work with this technique was not pursuecl.

Fig-4-14, Variation of d a c e appacmce for differezlt pbùng subsuates- The photo shows heavy
copper plaàng resuits on (top) a copper pl?ted duminium wïre as prepared in Step 2, and (bttom) an
ordinary copper wire.
eiectroplaatig addiùves have been added F) &te the m e n d a c e
obcained in both cases. An UL3eve.nsurface predudes an a c ~ ~ ~rmasurernem
;~fe
of the wire's finished
c i k m e r . Anyerron in the copper thiclaiPns will tmnshte into nrsceptibilitycaocelbtioaenon.

The second electrplp is based on a siigbtly modavd copper acid bath (180 g/L
copper sulphate, 75g/L sulphuric a c a O

S h+rxhloric

acid), current &as*

/ = 2 0 r n ~ - c m -wirh
~ , the addicion of cornnierciai plating additives (&%nufacnuecEnthoneOMI (Canada), Toronto, ON, Pmcha Wylite Bright Acid Copper (üBAQ Interplate). 'Lhe

additives enhance the graLi refinement of the copper king deposiced and a mirror smooth

finish is possible as shown in Fig. 4.16. The pmpnetary UBAC Interplate Process n o m d y
ïncludes t h e additives; ( l ) ' ~ u p " , (2) "Maintenance", and (3) 'Low". The 'hW"

addirive is not used since its pinpose is ro increase d a c e hahess, *ch

is the compkment

of d u e . i
k weU, the 'Maintenance" additive contains some of the 'Low" and thus the

"Maintenance" addirive is used in the minimum useful concennation The concentmions,
@en

OU

d*

and d a c e sm~rhaess R ~ I I E I I ~ SaR."I&b~p"-l%
,
and

"Maintenance" - 0.02Oh (by vohinie). Plaung c m n t and time am set accodng to Eq.'s (4.16)
and (4.17).

The UBhC Interplate additives are consumed during successive p l a ~ gjobs,
evenmdy leading to unsatisfactory results in both surface

and ducaliq~-One could begin

each plating job with fiesh solution, or if the same solution is used several Urnes, keep a
running log of current density, plaring potenual, and plated wire surface area Then the

operator will notice when the solution needs to be renewed by an unexplained inaease in the
platkg po tenual, e-g-50mV.
Strictiy speaking, the UBAC Interplate additives are not "consurned" so much as

decomposed during the operaaon of the bath as desmbed. The reason for this is related to the
operaüon of the anode. The anode is oxidized d h g plating and both Cu' and CU* ions are
released into solution. When a fiesh solution is prepared, indudlig the proprïetary additives,

Cu' ions released kom the anode during plathg d
lanack some organic components of the
additives, therebg changing the formulation and overd effectiveness . The vulierable orgaaic
addiaves (eg. forrnaldehyde) can be destroyed mithin the k s t 10 minutes of operation. The

ducülicy of the wire is not advenely affected by the eady destruction O€ these organic
components, but only a smooth, not a rnirror smooth fbîsh is possible. The solution can be
used for quite some time before any significaat changes are noticed in operating conditions

(eg. cathode porenaal). The cure for this problem has been mentioned earlier- The dark hlm
chat develops on the anode will selecüvely prevent Cu' ions fiom entering the soluaon.

The hlmed anode now becomes an important factor mhen making the choice to use a
single stïrrïng rnodule/anode set-up or a double stirrïng module/anode set-up. In the case of a
single stirxing rnodule/anode set-up, the anode must be deaned thoroughly by wiping it with a
tissue, briefly hmening it in 8M nitric acid, and r ï n s u i g it thoroughly mith water. This is
necessaq ro prevent contnnllnating the copper cyanide solution on the next plaüng job. The
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effectiveness of the solution wouid have obviously been reduced bp the initial operation o f a
"bare" anode, but not to the point that modd be reached startïng wïth an un-fihned anode in

repeated plating jobs. If nvo scimng modules/anodes are used, then the anode in the copper
sulphate solution does not need to be deaned and c m rernain in the copper sulphate solution
for the nest job.
h o t h e r anode option for operation in the copper sulphate bath of the duai snrring
modules/anodes set-up is the use o f a copper phosphorised anode. Such an anode is speùaiiy
designed for use in a copper sulphate bath with additives. The phosphorised anode should be
conditioned, that is operated in such a way as to build up a dark fih by Nnningthe anode in a

dummy copper sulphate solution for half an hour or so. The fomiulation of the dummy
solution is not too smct, eg. 200g/L copper suiphate and 5Og/L suiphuïc aüd, and current
density, J = 20

- 40mh-cm".

M e r conditioning, the fhned anode c m be rcuisfened to the

working copper sulphate (with additives) soluüon. The film should be left undisturbed on the
anode benveen successive e'iperiments and the anode should remain immersed in solution at
all cimes. A polypropylene mesh bag placed over the anode is sometïmes used to prevent the

filrn from beïng inadverten* removed or eroded.
g copper from the
The sequence of steps from the zinc immersion, the initial c o a ~ of
cyanide bath, and h d y heavy copper placïng in the rnodified copper sulphate bath should be
a continuous process. The \vire under development shouid not remain out of solution for

more than a kw seconds if possible, espeudy between the zincate and &st copper treatment.

Ir must also be thoroughly rinsed between solutions. The most sensitive step in tbis respect is

the

k i n g berween the zmcate and copper-cyanide h e d solution. Al1 sohitiom axe used at

room tempemnue.

4.4

Wm Testing
After pIat;np, the w k s were evaluated for d a c e

slfl~~thness,
du*

and nett

susceptibhty. (Sutface srmothness was considmd impoxtaut only for accutate determination
of the w k diameter, to be comekred later with susceptïbilny). Ducrilay was e v h d with a

simpk r e s ~The finished wke was wound a haif tum amund a f o m r just slighdy iarger in
than the hished wire ( e s finished win diameten in the muge of 07-1.0mm w e ~

&ter

bent mund a lrnm diamter former), as shown in Fig. 4.17. The ductilicytest was comidered

successful if the w k did not cnck or break The evaluation of nett suscepthilin/was more
involveci

Fig- 4.17. Photo&nph of the b e d b g invoived in the test of ductiliry for Gnished phted wMs. ï h e test
invohredwrappiogthe~;u~uodalmmdtwirtdrillaadtbeninspectingtbew6eforq
breaSag or uacking- In practice a wire for a soiexmici wiaduig muid oevu s&er this exnune bend
d i t s , bia the test was neccssaryto opLnnc tbe o v d plating process on aiuminnrm A dummywire
is s o m a k s used to obtlin a d d $ i n e d splce benmm w6idligs. (N~w
'Ibe mark on the right
windiag is a s
d caused bytbe tmk used in tbe wuding pmcess.)

4.4.1

T~ttfS~apd&y%HairpmLapM~
Since NMR P iuheredy sensiive to vohmenk susceptibility (<ûûlppm) @k,

Himg et al. 1992),we developed a special NMR p&

for assessrnent of the phted w k s (se

Fi.4.18. Photo of tbe specklNMRpmbe used to test nirceptibilicyof tbe p W wires. 'Ihe capiüary
as a samph is 4the WiR Imp.

containkg -ter

The probe incoxpoxates the plated wire mder test as the RF coi1 in the sbape of a haiipin with
long leads (-25mm) and an inside diameter (ID)of lmm, comected to a aining and mtchaig
network as shown in Fig. 4.19. A thin capilkrytube (OD h m ,

ID 0.8mm, length 80mm,

Manufacturel: Wilmad Giass, NJ), containing pure water is placed beside one of the long ieack

of the coiL The orientationof the tube is peipendicularto the main Bofield The intention h e ~
is to affect radicaUy the NMR sigoal by p e d i n g the $ field by the close pmximity of the

WiR with non-zerosusceptib;inyun&rtest. Placing the water-filledcapiiiary 4the loop, as
opposed to Siside the bop, maximks the distonion due to the w k abne. Other probe
components are imended to affect the B, field m m h d y The mr-filled cap*
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tube will

nor contribute any&

field nomunifoimiryinthe watedled

c l l r u k r cylinden perpgndinibr to a magnetic &Id

intaior, a pmpertyof right

described in Chaper 2. The tuning and

matchiDg capcitors tbat could possibly pexturb the $ field are kept at a sde dinure by the
Iong w;e leads.

Seveal NMR expeiiments w e z possble with thû probe to e v h the effective
susceptbilicyof the wLe under test. The sirrp,kst

was to use a single RF p&e to tlip spins in

the water-filled capilkrynear the wite and then ac+

the NMR signai h m the samph. The

freqyncyspectrumof the signai depended, in a complicated way, on the distributions of static

xnagnetic field,B

the nragtietic B, fieid, and flip angle thmughout the sample. A copper-

aluminium wire comnucted accoidiog to ze~suxeprbihydimensions +en in Eq. (4.3)
should give the narriowest s p e d width. 'Ihe objective of the suueptibilityresrwas t h e ~ f o ~

..

to verify experirnendythe priedicted dimensions of zen, nûceptibilny copper-aunmnnun w k

by ploaing linewidth against o v e d wbe diameter.

Fig. 4.19. S c h e k cira*
of the s p d NMR probe- The probe comprised two sections c o d
by an NU2
of cable. ï h e fim S&P
vms tbe RF coi1 (test wire) with &&value
tuning and
niatching c a p c h a . The second section was a K-sectionnining a d mxtching m r k tbat could be
adjusteci outside the ma.gnet bore. The position of tbe w r e r sample with respect to the test RF wuie is
shown in blue.

4.4.1. I

Magnetorfa~ic
de~@hon of thejeidp~rfurbadon
dzje to the RF coi2

The basic equaüons for the field perturbation due to the RF coil have been presented
e d e r in Chapter 4 (refér 54.2-1). R e c d chat for a single long wire (i.e.neglectjng end effects)
oriented perpendicular to the direction of the satic magnetic field Bo,the &al magnetic field

in a plane perpendicular to the a'iis of the wïre was given by
suigieuire

B b'
BF,,( r ,O ) = B~++X[COS
2r-

6 ê, +sin 0 ê,

1,

where b is the radius of the wke, and r is the distance 60rn the centre of the wire (dong the

-mire axïs) to a field point in the plane. From Eq.(4.18) me see that the field is composed of the
original sratic field

B, plus a p m b a ü o n tenn. The perturbation tenn is proportional to the

susceptibility of the \vire x which, in the case of copper wire, means that the perturbation is
roughlq- IO-^ times wveaker than the static

Bo field. Note that in Eq. (4.18) the magneuc field

pemirbation at the surface of the wire is independent of wire diameter, ive-

For esample, in a 9.4T field, the pemxbaaon for copper is 45.3pT,or in terms of a shifi in the

resonance frequency, 1,927 Hz for the proton resonance. N&IR spectral line broadeniag
related to mire susceptibility is therefore dependent on the relative size of mire to capilla'y wall
rhickness and distance spanned by the sarnple, but independent of the absolute size of the

The geometry for two wires is given in Fig. 4.20. The magnetic field at any field point
esterior to the conductors is simply the vector sum of the single wire perturbations. If we
ignore die second order perturbations, i.e.

2 and higher, then the h a l magnetic field may be

The unit vecron êq ,êq,ê4 ,ê4 are u n i p foreach field point and mût be r e d n in temrc
of the unit v e m o ê, and ê,

.To do this we use the domration e@ns

Firally, o d y the z component of the magnetic f i d is significant. It xmy be wrirren in te=
r, z, andyas

where c is the disrance e x h wire centre is displaced fmm the oiigin abng the z-axis.

.

.

Air, ~0

Fig. 4.20- Goss-section of tbe wire pair in the y z p h , A field poim P îs dnwn to a point in the
water sample inside the capilhytube,

-

-.

of

A~ s ~ ~ a t s s r a i N M R s p s m a
A cornputer p m p m to c d d a w the mapetic field in rhe vohune of interest,ie. the
sample, and hence the sample's NMR specaum was wximn in the high-kvel hnguage
fithematica. The piognm is hased on the folbwing algorithm. Fiid points are amnged on a

grid in the x=û plane as shown in Fig. 4.21.

Fi.4.21. The gnd idkates tbe field points posiDom for the magnetOst;itic cafculaMns-'Ibe wrtth of
the gxid corrrspondr m the inner dianmer of the wner-filled capilluynibe and the leu& ofthe g d
correspondsto the effective nnge of tbe BI field

The z-component of the magnetomtic field was caculated at each field point using
Eq. (4.22). An entire row of field points at a constant z vaiue was cah<lated and s t o ~ d
in a

one-dimensional anayof length n where n is the number of field points. ïhe magnetic v

h

were then buined in order to build a histogram of the magnetic field vaueS encounte~d
in the
mw of field points. 'lbe hktopm was then rmiltiplied by a weighting factor. 'Ihis factor was

defmed by the comsponding height of the capilkrytube at that mw position In this MY, the

w(z ) for a capiilaxytubewih a c i m h arss secrion is +en by

4.)=Jp2 -(z -dlz

( 4 a

where p is the (inner) diameter of the capilhy tube,and -d is the distance the between the

centre of the long axk of the w k and the centre of the krtg axis of the capillaxy as shown in

Fi.. 422. Snictly speakhg, the weight function w ( z ) in Eq. (423) describes a hall circie, and
is therefore missing a factor of 2 for a csnilar m s s section. nia c o m t can be i g n o ~ d
for
our purposes as it oniy has the uninte~iesringeffect of doubi;ng the height of the histopm
Cross Section

Fig. 4.22. G o s s section of the caph-ytube and Long wires. ?he wires extend to r 1 3 rnm in the xdirection The capïiiarynibe extends h o acui out of the page @e, inthe yaxk direcàoa).

A histogram was detemiiaed for ail rows in the field point grid and then ail histograms
mere summed to represem the specrmm of field values over the en&e gîd. A sarnple
spectrum is presented in Fig. 4. 23. We see from the figure that the line shape is highly
dependent on the suscepabilitp of the wke used. The bimodal line shape results fiom tmo

dominant magnetic envkonments in the wacer sample O n e peak is related to regions in the
sample that are highly perturbed from the iniaal Bo value. The other peak is related to the

regions in the sample that are reiaaveiy unperturbed by the presence and proumity of the mire.
This pattern is also observed ia euperïmentai data to be shown. The size of the M d point grid
is sorne arbitrary in this respect, and should be chosen to resemble the range of the B, 6eid.
The "noise" on the specna arises h m the grid size considered. Also, the peak at O Hz is due
to a counùng enor in the program and is not meant to predict an spilie in the experïmentai
data,

Wire and Water Sample Geometry
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Fi.4.23. Sampie spectra £mmthe cornputer simiihnnn. The top specmimwas obtliaed using copper
wire conduaoa, As a check of the proper fuMioning of the prognm, the suscepibilay of rbe amai
was m a h t î c a ü y rev-ed wiüch then produceci the miriAk specmim 'Ihe bottom specaum uas
c o m p d using the suscepübility of duminium
wire conducton. The full wimh at haif maximum of
rhis spectxum is roughty mke the FWHM of the copper wire specmun as e x p e d h m a k
cornpackonof suscepabilnies. The spik at 0 Eis reIated to an artefact in the prognm,

4.4.1.2

BI
Gurent fiowing in each kg of the RF coi1 produces a magnetic B, field in the foxm of

concenmc Yirmabal ckles as prieviously described in Chapter 3. Hoahver,

rhe important

difference here is the orientation of the wkes FFith respect to the stauc Bo field- Since the mires
are perpendicular to Bo the aùmuthal B, fieid is not in general perpendicular to Bo. We c m see

this bg esamining the individual fields produced by Nnent flowïng in each mire, and then their
vector sum- Individually the B, field produced by the curent in each wire is @en

by

where the geometry of Fig. 4.20 has been used. The overall field is oboùned by s

u

e the

B, and B2 fields in Eq. (4.24). From the NMR perspective, only the component of B, that is
perpendicular to the 8, field is relevant to the experïment, Le. in this case the ê, component
T h u s we may use Eq.3 (4.21), (4.22) with Eq.(4.24) to derive the equation for theycomponent

of the B, field:

If we ses B,,,

j) = O in Eq. (4.25) me can

h d the locus of points where they-component

of the B, field is zero. This yields the curves
=(P-~)(P+c)

Fig. 4. 24 show the -es
line shapes fiom Fig. 4.23.

(4-26)

d e h e d by Eq. (4.26) overlaid on the geometry for the computed

Cross Section

4.4.2

NMR acperirrrnrr
NMR expeiiments wexe pelformed on a 9.4T (400MHz) wÙk-boxe (21cm) inmghg

rnagnet (Minufacnue~:Mignex, &mole: B&r

Biospec). The h t a g e of a high f~ld

system as stated eatiier, is thar the suscepti'bdïtyartefacts scale as B, field striengrh, w k h for

our non-trclditional purposes,

ma<e them easier to dnect. The initia task More the

experirnems could begin was co obtali a d o r m Bg field in the mapet We obraiDed the
closest approximationto such a field bycarrying out several i

d experiments wihthe special

NMR probe and a coiieaïon of candidate zero susceptibilirywires. Each wire was successiveiy
fored in the specd probe in an attempt to find the inherently namuest associated water
specmun of the series. Tansmitter power and pulse duration were the sanr: for al saxqles
and the effective flrp augle was kept weil bebw 90 degxees to ensurr a liaear respome. Ushg

the "best" candidate zero susceptibditywk, the magnetic field was shimmed using x, )I and z

shirns only.The shim values were then held constant for fùrther experiments-Drift of the field
of the magnet was nota problem in the time scale o f rhe ='periments.
4.4.2.1

Data
Ody copper-pIated aluminium wires that passed the test for ductiliy were considered

for Further susceptibility analysis. This total came to twenty-thtee wires in various final plated
diameters frorn 590-981 p m ail based on a starring aluminium mire diameter of 0.5mm.
Honrever, 10 of these wïres were disqualified because they had a rough, or uneven, plated

surface. h rough surface makes the detennination of \vire diameter dificult since a
determinaaon nich a micrometer will measure only the outside diameter of the rough wire.

Thus, m y attempt to c o d a t e wke diameter and susceptibility would be flawed. Even the

wires that appeared smooth had local surface irregula.üües smaller than the width of the jaw
face of the micrometer used here. A blade miuometer (&anufacturec &fitutoyo, Modei: 422341-30) with a blade wïdth of 0.4 mm and resolution of lpm was used for a l measurements.
Diarnerer measurements were made at severai places dong the length of the \vire, especiaily in
the region that would be near the sample in the NMR experirnent The average and

approlumate standard deviation of these measurements on the 13 remaining wires plus a bare
aluminium wire \.tha diameter of 498 p m is @en in Table 4.3.

Table 43, Data frorn the suscepubilicy testïng experiments. Experiments used a 0-Smm diameter bare
aluminium wire for the RF coïi. wues were manufacnired tvlrh increasing diickness oFcopper on this
srarthg dimeter of duminium. The final placed diameter is g i n in the ''\Vire diameter" column in
die table,

Expetiment Nurnber W k diameter (pan)
1 (Al\ire)
2
3
4

498 13
590 1

+
+

677+1
756 1

Integral Width (Eh)

800 t 85
610 2615
549 ?GO
274 3 2

Typical spectra fiom the copper-plated aluminium wire data set are shown in Fig. 4.25.
As predicted by the cornputer simulations of the experiment in the previous section, we note
that each specmun has nvo peaks. As in the simuiation, if we ignore the dependencies of signai

shape on the B, field and rdated flip angle dismbution, we ma)- interpret the specuum as an
indication of magnetic field strength over the sample volume. In this light, we infer there are

nvo dominant (staac) magneac environments represented by the two peaks. It is believed that
one peak is due roughly to received signal withùi the range of the generated B, field, but out of
the range of the B, perturbing effects of the nrire under test The second peak is due co the
received signai in the volume nearest the test wire (refer Fig. 4.24). By this logic, one peak
should change position depending on the susceptibility of the pa.rricular test wire in place and
the other peak should not
-

SMposition. This may be seen to be the case in the sequence of

spectra in Fig. 4.25 for three different copper-plated aluminium *es.
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Once the investigator is

f d a r tvith the position of these peaks afier a few initial es~erïments,it is obvious if too

much or too lltde copper has been platedThe inhomogeneity caused bp the mire was quanütatively assessed fiom the spectral

width, as measured between the 10% and 90% points in the spectra's integrai. This width was
then recorded in Table 4.3, together with the \vire diarneter and estimated mcertainties,
Negative spectral widths are possible in the sense that they reflect the aqmmetry of the

spectral line (refer Fig. 4-25). The data are plotted in Fig. 4.26. An analytïcai c\qxession for the
fit to

the data does not exist due to the cornplesiv of the epximenml simation. An empiricai

fit to the data is discussed in the Data haiysis Section.

A theoretical cume is also induded in Fig. 4.26 based on the computer-generated
lineshapes presented in Section 4-4-1-1. D- 1. Hoult M e r developed the lineshape aigorithm
used there. in order to include the effea of the inhomogeneous B, field in the NhIR sarnple.
The Bi-corrected heshapes were then integrated to detemiine integrai wîdth (as was done
with the esperirnentai data). The m r e in Fig- 4.26 indicated, to a first approximation, that the

variation is approsimately linear but m-thsiïght mrature. The data fit weil to a power-series
polynomial o f order two:
Fig. 435. (nest page) Demonstrauon spectn for a \vater sample in the special N M R test probe using
copper-plated aluminium wire for the RF coii in the "half4oop" position- The plots show a shifung
pmk in die specmim thar is correlared ~ 4 t hthe thichess of copper on die aluminium wÜes. For di
diree plots the starting thïckness of the aluminium \vire is 500pm. Then in (a) total plated thickness:
817pm: too litde copper; @) 863prn: s d too Little copper; and (c) 885pm: jusc a tittie roo much copper.
At the conect susceptibili~cmceiiauon, the p& merge. To quanafj- the effect of the suscepübility
of the RF coii, rhe \varer spectnim is intepted and norm&ed to 100°h. The wïdth between the 1OoA
and 90% points is recorded and then correlated with the prüculars o f the RF c o l

where x is the \vire diameter in microns andy is the integrai Fvidth in Hz.

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

wire diameter (pm)

Fg-426- Predicted and esperimend lncegnl Kidth rersus \\;.'ire Dimeter for the 14 resc \rires chat
were used to smdy the change in suscepubili- as die layer of copper on the aluminium w-keinaeased.
Error bars for the \vire dimeter are smder rhm the cenuiil dot used to mark posiaon- They = O
inrcrcept corresponds to the copper-on-aluminiumchichas chat gires zero suscepübiliq-w i r e .

Di~n~sxiOn
O f D a Uncertainh'ex

Uncenainues in the wire diameter were discussed in the previous section. Uncertainties
in the integrai Nidth may arise from several sources such as (1) changes in the flip angle
distribution in the water-med capillary due to a change in RF coi1 trmsmit cunent from RF
coil to

CO&

(2) wire positioning enors when the coil is removed and substituted with the n=t

test coil, (3) unantiapated changes in the plating chernistry that affects the susceptibility o f the
deposited copper metai, (4) data processiag uncertainties arising fiom the hnite resoluaon in
234

the warer spectra and thereafier uncertainties in the spectrai integral due to noise, and finally

(5) scanner instabiliaesOne of these sources of error was investigated for its possible effect on the spectral
integral width, namely the tlip angle distribution in the water-filied capiilary. The relationship
benveen flip angle and integrai wïdth was tested in a series of c ~ ~ e r i m e n where
ts
the

uansrnitted power to the probe mas changed in 1dB steps and the effect on the integral midth
was noted. The speuai NhIR probe was fitted rith the RF coi1 of diarneter of 9 7 2 p - The

wke used as the RF coil for this esperïment

generated a substantial amount of Bo

inhornogeneiry when placed in the magnet. At each transmit-power setting, a free induction
decay \vas obtairied, then Fourier transfomied, and then the integrai width f?om 10% to 90%
mas found and recorded. The transmit-pomer was controiied wïth an extema1 attenuation unit

comecred inline with the input to the RF power amplifier- The input attenuation was varïed
from -8dB to -15dB, represenung an 80% reduction in power, with an equivalent reduction in

the flip mgle. The data are presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4-4. NhIR data for the e~perirnentto esamine the relaùonshïp benveen ûip angle disuïbuüon (or
transmit power) and inregrated peak w:dth of the anaiyzeci Gee induction decq-.

1 Expeciment Number 1 Input Atcenuation (dB) 1 Integrai Width (Hz) 1

The data in Table 4.4 are plotted in Fig. 4.27. By inspection of the data in this figure,
we assumed that integral width is independent o f flip angle - at Ieast for the chosen power

levels. Thus, we performed a fit of the data to a horizontal h e . The fit parameters are plotted

in Fig 4.27 induding the value of the average integral wïdth (237Hz) and the sample standard
deviation (9 Hz). We can also espress the uncertaïncy in integral wïdth as a fractional enor,
9~z/237Hz=4%.The asnimption to fit the data in Table 4-4 CO a horizontai line is checked

by inspection of the specaa for evperiments 1 (-8dB attenuation) and =perïment 2 (-15dB
attenuation). These tmo spectra taken from ememe values in the transmit power show that the
overail peak shape does aot change significant.

input attenuation (dB)
Fig. 4.27. Test results plotüng the obsenred effect of tnnsmit power to the probe (effecùvely changing
the Eiip angle distribution) on integral wïdth. Tmmit power was adjuned by attenuating the input
signal to the 3ûûW power amplifier. Flip angles are rnuch less chan 90° dthough an e-sacc caiïbracion
reiaâng input attenuauon and flip angle was not performed. The average
and die smple stmdard
deviauon (Le, Ir - 1 formula) are dso indicated in the figure.

(a) -8dB input attenuation
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1
t
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(b) -15dB input attenuation
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Fig. 4-28. Fourier transfoms o f the fiee induction d e a y s in the üïp angle-peak wvïdth experïrnents. In
figure (a) the input attenuauon was set to -8dB whkh results In a Iarge fip angle (dbeic ~ 9 0 7
and in
figure (b) the power was reduced to 20% o f the s e t ü q in (a), The peak shape was n e d y unchmgcd
but there \vas an inaease in the noise l e v d

The advantage of the flip angIe experiment is that it also irnpiicitiy induded an estimate

for the uncert~nuesaxising from data processing (item 4) and scanner instabihies (item 5).
However, uncerrainties arising fiom data processing k e i y do not scale as a relauve percemage
of the integral wïdth, but rather as a s m d &ed amount that is constant Gom esperïment to
esrperiment \Ve have esthated diis uncenainy to be approsimately

+ 10Hz. Uncenainries

rdated ro wire and capiliary posiuoning (item 2) and plating chemisq changes (item 3) were

not esplicitly assessed, but assumed to be on the order of SOh.
Therefore, we combined these

integral widch uncertainty = (5%

+5%) x integrai width + 10 Hz

to esumate the uncertainty in integrd width in Table 4.3-

4-4-22 Data A ~ u & ~ J

The objective of the data anaiysis is to determine the p-mos+ing at zero integrated peak
width (i.ey = O). Based on the rudunentary cornputer simulation mentioned eadier (refkr Fig
4-26}, we espect these data to fit a quadratic curve of the form,

y =co

?

+ctx+c+-

(4.29)

wherey is the integral midth, x is the wire diameter, c, are coeEcients detershed by fitting.

T h e zero-crossïng on the x-axïs is obtained by settïng y = O in Eq-(429) and soivïng for x

Input data for the fit are taken f?om Table 4.3 in the form (x,,y, k CJ wherej: t 4 is
the integrai wïdth induding uncercainty, and x;: is the wke diameter. We assumed, for

simplidty, that ali the uncercaintp of the measurement could be assigned to the dependent
e relative errors
quanti-, the integai width, as the error in the wire diameter is quite smd. m

of the mire diameter measurement are 51%.)

W-e use the standard method of leut-span.~in order co opllmize the values of the
coefficients c, in our fit to the quadrauc curve (Bevington 1969). The method of least squares

requires that we minùnize

2 ,a measure of goodaess of fit to the data.

where Ay; is the difference between the eadi of the observed valuesy,-and the corresponding
calcuiated vaiues on the fitted curve. The optimum values for the coefficients are found in
terms of determkants

The coefficient uncertainties are found by tirsr detenaining the mmafct~n a f n k a &en by

The inverse m a m ~E = a-' is caiied the emr rrahuc because it contains the information needed
to estimate the uncerrainties

=Ej
7

oc;c,

where

<,,

- &?,

is the covariance beween variables ci and c, .The paramerers of the fit are @en

in Table 4.5. nie qualiq of the fit is found by esamking the value of the reduced

k =Yb

2

:

where v is the nurnber ofdegrees o f fieedom which is given by the nurnber of data points N
minus the number of parameters of the distribution determined trom those data points. The

should be approximately equal to 1- The reduced chi-squared value for

espected value of

the fit is 0.7 indicating that the assigned uncertainties corte+

estimate the instrumental

unceminaes in the esperiment (Group 1998). However, me also observe that the uncertaînt)'
O+

is large than the value of the 5 coefficient Therefore, a quaciratic fit to the dara is not

warranted, and me can oniy reasonably fit a saaight line to the data.
Table 45.
j= ci,

h

t squares parameters, deunitions, and

+ ci" + -x2 -

d u e s for a weighted fit to the quadntic h c t i o n

+

~ h c
inpur dam is d m fiom ~ a b i e43 in ùic corni ( x ,jf, ui)

where 2,-+ q is the integd tvidth including uncemincy, and x is the \vire diameter. The fitting of

panmeters CU, cr, and cr are u-eightedby the uncertaincy in the integrai width.

Parameter

Value

Pararncter

Value

400

500

600

700

900

800

1000

1100

wire diameter (pm)

860

870

880

890

900

91O

wire diameter (pm)

Fig. 3.29. Data from Table 43 plocred with rhe least-squaresfir of Table 3.5.

The equation for the suaight iine is given by
j = t o+ c , ( x - a ) =c, + c , x ' ,

x'=x-a

920

where a is a constant introduced to centre the data points at, or aear, the ougin to reduce the
likelihood of unintended numerical rounding ercon.

rhis work, the computer program

Esce1 was used for these p d c d a r calcuiations.)

The data

cm

be shified such that the weighted mean of the r data (x) is located

ar -0. The weighted mean (y) is found kst, and is given by

The weighted mem (x) can then be detemiined fiom

(y) = co+c, (x) ,where 6 and c, are

taken fkom Table 4.5, i.e.

If me arrange for (x) = O by a suiuble change of the ona-,

M e arrange for (x) = O

then we also make the

bp inuoduûng the substitution x +X' = (x -a ) mhere r is given by

a - (x)
= 896 pm

r

Input data for the fit are taken h m Table 4.3 in the fomi (xi ,yi I
OJ where y;
integral \iddi induding uncerrainty, and

x,'

+ d;- is the

= x, -a is the wire diameter with negligibie

uncertainty minus the constant value a-

The detemiinants used to hnd the optimum values for the coefficients and the curvature
maaix are given by

The parameters of the

fit are given in Table 4.6,

the d u e of the reduced

f

:

The quality of the fit is found by =amining

= $/v

The reduced chi-squared d u e for the fit is 0.7 i n d i c a ~ gchat the assigaed unceminaes
correct$ estirnate the instrumental uncmainties in the esperiment.

where y t O, is the integnl width fncluding u n c d q - , and x is tke uirc diameter, The littkg of
parameters ca and c,, are aeightcd bu the uncenaïny in the inte@ width.

Parameter

Value ( 2 ~ 8 % ~ )

The zero-crossing on the x-asis is obtained by setcingy = O in Eq. (4.36) and solving for x

Using the coefficients io Table 4. 6, we found the zero crossing to be x, = 889.28

w-The

Thus, using the coefkients in Tabk 4.6

found hr,

2.831 684 p.rn Ihe value of the

aluminiumw k dgmter of 500 Cuq).

theoxvacaliypredictedvalue of 888 f 2 pm (st4.4.2.3

-

H 4 . qRF ad
The appiicab;iavof the

w k mode1 was invesDgared for a nortsnaight wlle RF

coil geomeuy bysimply ~positionhgthe warer-filled capillaxyto lie inside th half-bop of rbe

RF cod as shown in Fig. 4.30.

Fig. 430.Phoropph showing th placement of the wire under test in the "M-bopnposition

One of the copper-plated WiRs used in prievious experiments (diameter: 885 p)
was

indled in the pmbe as described and then posmoned at the kecenue of the mgnet. We
then shimnied to the aarrowest iinewidth using only x, 3 and z shims and obraining a

minimm peak wi&
co+on,

of 20 M (FWHM). The specnum is shown in Fi,. 431. For

.-

specna conespond;is to RF coils made of pue copper and pue alumnnm

wires (diameter i

d are ako inchded in Fig. 431. The copper and aluminium s p e m
145

i
n

insensicive to changes in the shim setüngs due to the large static inhomogeneiq-of the
materials used. The FWHM of the specmim correspoadkg to the RF coiI made of pure

copper wïre is 1140Hz and for the duminium wire, 2280Hz. If we scale these resuits to a mite

corresponding to the pure copper wire coil mould be 1OlOHz. Comparing copper and copperplated-aluminium results, w e therefore estimate a asceptibiiity reduction in the copperaluminium wke of 250 over that o f pure copper (or less than 0.5% the susceptibility of

copper).

Fïg. 4-31. Kater spectra at JOOhMz fiom die probe of Fig. 430 (i.e. "half-loop" posiuon). (a) The RF
coil is made ftom lmm diameter, 99.999% pure aluminium wire; (b) Imm diameter, 99.999"/u plue
copper \vire; (c) 8 8 5 diameter
~
coeper plated aluminium \vire (starring d ~ h dimeter
m
500~).

4.5

Chapter Summaqr
We have indicated the need for zero magnetic suscepabili~\vire in the construction of

smail NMR. microprobes. Desirabte wire characteristics such as condumivit)., d u d y , surface
finish, diffusion, and temperarure dependence for a diamagnetic and paramagnetic meral-pair
were discussed. A simple magnetostaac field mode1 was used to predict the correct dimensions

for a zero susceptibilicy CO-asidwire combination. We then described in detail how to plate
copper on high puîty aluminium wïre for zero susceptibilicy in wire sizes that are appropriate
for building NMR microcoils. Copper-plated aluminium wires were then assessed for ducùliqand susceptibilicy. The dieoreticaüy predined dimensions for zero susceptibiliy wke were

verified in the spedfic instance of copper p l a ~ o
g n a 500 pm diameter of pure aluminium
wire.
The simple NhIR probe and one-puise N3iR experiment used here may dso be

applicable to general susceptibility tesMg of other wire samples of off-the-shdf materials eg.
ordinar). copper wire or suspected/daimed zero suscepability wire do)-S. However, it is
unfortunate that in spite of the apparent accuracy in experïmentdy detemiining the correct

zero susceptibility thickness for copper-aluminium, the associated precision is poor. This
affects reproducible susceptibility results from wire to wire in the manufacnuing process.

On a posiave note, we have shown the gains achievable by usïng zero susceptibility
wire as indicated by the results from o u specid NMFL test probe. Cleady zero susceptibility
wire can be made, and to date me have reduced the suscepcibilicy of a copper-aluminium wire

to less that 0.5% that of pure copper wire,

PROBE DESIGN 3. A SOLENOID W N D N G

5.1

Introduction
A solenoid winding used as the RF coil in a LWIRprobe is o

h the best choice for a

practïcal field rneasurement probe. This coil gives good signal-ro-noise and is relatkxly simple
to construct. The greatest signal-to-noise ratio is obtained when the coi1 is wound diredy on
the sample vesseI, However, coil-induced magnetic field perturbations almost ahays then

result in significant spectral linewidth broadening and thus poor measurement resolution. This
chapter therefore describes the construction of nvo solenoid RF coils. The first coil is made of
ordinary copper wire and the second is made of zero-susceptibility wke. The solenoids were
instdled in the speual NMR probe discussed in Chapter 4 and bI&IiZ spectra acquired,
andyzed, and compared with spectra prediaed kom a simplistic theory-

5.2
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Theory
Magneto~taricde.rm@ion of thejddperttrrUuhoncine to tbe RF coiZ

In prhciple, me could solve the magnerosraüc problem of a permeable solenoid in a
uniform field using Laplace's equation in an appropriate coordinate systern and apply

boundary conditions, as was done for the straight wire in Chapter 4. However, there is not a
coordinate system in which a solenoidal geometry becomes particulady simple. A f
d
cornputer simulation using numerical techniques wodd have required a v e q p o w d and
-pensive

computer-aided engineering package (e.g. c c h p e r e s 3D" mapetostatic field

modehg soh-are, Manufacture:

Integrated Engineering Sofitware,

Canada, Cost:

12,900 USD) Thus, we considered simpler approaches.
5.2.1.1

Laphce's epalon ik TomiduiCoordinate~
for a pmeable nkg of matend
The £ùst is a geomemic sirnplificaüon of the solenoid to multiple permeable dosed

loops or MF.A suitable coordinate system does esist for thïs geomets; c d e d the toroidal
coordinate system (Moon and Spencer 1971) as shown in Fïg- 5-1.

Fig- 5.1-

Toroidd

coordinates ( q , ~ , q v )@faon,
1972
%lSlCoordinare surfaces
are
toroids
(ri =
constant), spherical bowls
(O = constant), and hdfplanes (W= constant)-

Laplace's equation is not "simply- separable" in toroidal cooràinates, but can be made
"R-sepiixable" wïth appropùate substitutions as described in rekrences (Morse and Feshbach
1953; Moon and Spencer 1971). Thus, hplace's equauon and its senes solution in toroidal
coordinates are given as @&orseand Feshbach 1953)

-Cca,,, cos(-)
O

(5.2)

OD

- c,, cos(n0) - [~,,,,,<\(cosh

7) +B~,,Q:+(COS~
VI]

m=O n=O

where the PNmF,(cos h O ) and Q> (cosh q) are roroidal hamionics (desuibed in references
(Morse and Feshbach 1953; Abramowitz and Sregua 2964)). Unfominately,

ac

the cime of

mnting, despite severai months' effort, the complete analWcaI soluaon (with coefficients

evaluated fiom b o u n d q conditions) has not been obtaïned-

Lrplace 'z e p afiion in spherical coordimfesfOra pemeabIe h g of maten'ai

5.2 1.2

The ring problem was aiso considered by examining the pemirbing effect on an
initidy hornogenous field Bo ac a field point P ( r ,O,))

due to an elemenrary volume d V of

permeable m a t e d of susceptibility~atposiaon Q (r',O', 4) as (Chen and Hodc 1989)

where

&
,

is c d e d the Neumann factor, &" = 1,

E,,,

= 2 , and

e,, is Ferrer's assouated

Legendre polynomial. (In NiW( usage, integer n is usuaily termed the order of the polynomial,

m the degree) We therefore considered the field a t the origin fiom a ring whose plane is
parailel to the q plane and whose asïs is they-aùs, where the ~g is built up of elementary

volumes.

?he geomeriy of dis problem ïs shown in Fig. 5.2. WErh the ring's ceme at (O,

x,O) a

plane of rotation, inïtdycokident wkh the xy plane, n rotated in a negatïve sense about the
yaxis by an angle dy. It intenects the img in a dirc whose c e n m O" is at a ndEildistance o0

from the yaxis. The disc has two primaryaxes: the waxis, coincidmt with the ndiîl&&on

a fromtheyaxkto O',audanaxis y" @Itotheyaxis.ApointofimenstQhthe

dix, relative to the ciisc's ceme, is at (p,/3) where p is the radiai distance fmm the cenue
point 0' and

fl

is the angle lekative to the y" -axïs.
Cross Section
y",wplane

Cross Section
x",rf'-plane
2"

A

Fi.5.2. Tbo cross sections based on the

in Fig. 5.1

dong the abng the yaxis.
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with the centre of tbe ring at a position

We can now defke the size and Iocation of an elemencary volume at point (3. The
wïdth of the disc at declination y varies as

radius p is dA = pdpdp at angle

a dy . Wirhin the &SC,the elementary area at

p . Thus the elementq volume in remis of p. a

*

dV=p@dpady
Now

C=O,

+psinfl.Thereforeintemis of p ,

and f i ,

W = p d f l d p ( ~ ,+psinfl)dy

The coordinates of our elementary volume at point Q in terms of x" , y",and

are

X = ~ s i n y = ( +psinfl)siny
~~,

Y" = p cos fl

Z'r=m
y =(q
~ ~ +psinp)cos y
The double primed coordinare sysrem and the unprimed coordinare sysrem are relared by a
direction

translation

The elementary volume

Therefore

2

may also be p a r d i y located in spherical harmonic

coordiaates in ternis of its distance r' fiom the origin O of the unprïmed coordinate systern

O = (x,yY8 = (0,0,0)
r' = [(D,

and

and the cosine of the dedination ro the x-axïs

+ p sin 8)'sin' y +(y,,+ +P COS 8)' + (no+

sin /3)'

COS'

y]i<

where, for o u purposes, we have ignored the azimuth

4' .

\ve now r e m to our espression for the 6eld perturbation dB, Eq. (5.3), due to the

presence of the eiemenrary volume dlr If we consider oniy n = O in Eq. (53), the field at the

00gin O involves ody one teun in /and cos 8
'

dB;,,,.,( 0 ,(8,Y,P))=

x ~ , p d S r l p (+psinB)dy
~,

2 ~ [ t ~p :2
+&

X

+zpyO ~ 0 ~ f l + 2 ~ a ~ ~ i n f l ] '

where

P2vU
(COS g ) = 3cos20'- 1. Direct integrauon of

expand

dB;,,,

as a power series in p to fi&

dB; wouid

be ciifficuit. Radier, we

order-

The resulting coeffiuents' soluuons are not @en

espliut&-here since they are quite lengthy

and would not convenientiy fit in d i i s document. In practice, the coefficients were derermined
by a calculation in Mathematica We now integrate the coefficients in the angles

where

and y

ds =-

128

(ai

Fmaliy, for cczero-susceptibilitywire", inregration over p is c h d out in mro parts: O < p S a
and a < p 5 U where the outer dimension of b is given by Eq. (43)

where the coefficients e, are @en by

Recall the d u e for U in Eq. (5.1 4) was the result from Chaprer 4 where w e had an infkütely
long CO-axialwire perpendicular to Bo. There me saw chat ail perturbations vanished for chat
\vire configuration and orientation for di field points estemal to tbe wue. In contrast, we see
thac for the Bng,

Eq. (5.3), for

e,

perturbations do not vanish at the origin for the demen-

case of n = O of

, e, , ... are not zero.In contrast to popular belief (DOT1996; Hili 1996) it is

etldent that the CO-asialwire that worked so weiI in Chapter 4 for the perpendidar-wüe
probe is, in prïnuple, unsuirable as a zero-susceptibility wire for the solenoid windingThe e f ' c t on the field due to an error in wire dimension b, e-g-a platkg error, can be
estïmared by re-examining the el coefficient in Eq. (5.15). Let us innoduce an error in the outer
dimension of the CO-asïalof b

-r

B +Sb. Consider the effect of this error in the integral

evduation in Eq. (5.14) for the coefficient el :

The d u e of the coefficients for &el, e, and e5 Li nvo morked esamples are presenred in Fig.
5.3. Of course, these coefficients are o d y crude indicarors of the finai homogeneie- and higher
order and degrees in the expansion of Eq. (5.3) should be caidated. However, the labour

involved is very great. Furcher, the resuits of Eq. (5.15) and (5.16) suggest that defornation of
the wire when it is wound into a solenoidal form d have fuaher detrimental effects on the

ring position,^, (mm)
Fig. 5 3 . Coctffiaeats frorn Eq-(5.15) and Eq- (5-1G) of the perturbation in a 9.4 T field at the oàgin
due to (a) h*ck ring of6'zero-nisceptibili~"CO-&\rial
wire and (b) a rhin rîng of"zrro-s~scepcibili~~'
coasid \vire (refer Fig. 5. 2) at y = y,,. In boch cases, the innec diameter of the ring is lmm (for a

cxpillary cube OD=Zrnm) and

du = 1%b.

In esample (a), the coasial \vire Ïs made of an duminium

\ i r e core of diameter 500 pm with an outer 1-er of copper to give a €mal diameter of 888 m. In
esample @), the coasial wire is made of an aluminium que core of diamerer 127 Pm with an ourer
laver of copper to give a final diameter of226 pm- By \vay of cornparison, if we consider a copper \vire
of diAuneterSSS w, the pemirbing 6eId it produces at the ongin is 600 Hz whenju = O. h copper wire
of dimeter 226 w produces a pernirbing fieid ar the ougin of-100 Hz at the çameju=O.

5.22

B,
The rriagnet field (83 plomwd by passiog current thmu& a short sokmid has been

descdxd in sevetal standard electric* and mignetitm teras. nie important point hext was
that the B,

field was pmdomuianrtyinthe dueaion of the axk of symmeayof the solenoid Li

prachce, the solenoid was pitioued wirh its axis of symnieny perpendicJar to rbe direcMn

of the Bofield so that BI field was perpendinibr to Bo.
5.3

Micmpmbe consbuction
We wound two Ctum solemidî with an imer chmter of Imm; one using z e n

--

nisceptibilny copper-plated auminnun (WAI)w k , and the other pute copper wk. 1-r-

aun spacing was appmximady 3r as shown in Fi.5.4 in oxder to obtak optimum sige?l-tonoise (Hbult and Lautehur 1979).
X

Fig. 5.4. Winding geomztry for a soienoidalcoi1 For opirml sipl--noise the inter-&
shoulci be 37 and kP;plrr h sbuki be e q d to O.&
( C hanci f i u k 1989).

*

spaciag s

*

The WAi w k was obtained by p h h g copper on pue ahmunnim wire ushg the

..

method desciibed in aiapter 4. Using a starchg auirminim dLmerer of 1 2 7 the
~ p~dined
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final diameter for zero magnetic susceptibility (refer Eq. 4.3) and uncertainty (refer Eq. 4.6)
was 225.6

+ 1.8pn. Sources of error indude uncertainties in the suscepabilities of aluminium

and copper, and the preusion related to the measurement mi-cromerer. If we consider a
susceptibility reduction to 1% that ofpure copper as predicted by Eq. (44, the final diameter
must be 235.6 k 1.2pm. Thus, we see that the best possible susceptibility reducüon is on the
order of a few- percent. Es-+mentaily, the measured &al diameter of the plated wïre was 225

f 2 m. The overd Iength of the coil was 1.24mm.
h second four-nim coil using pure copper wke (99.9985%) with a diameter oF220pm

@lanufacturer, California Fine Wke, Grover Beach, CA) with neady the sarne spacing was
made in order to perform a linewidth cornparison to the zero susceptibiliry coil. The overd

length of the copper coil after minding was 1.27mm.

Each coil was successively mounted in the special NMR probe as shown in Fig. 5.5,
mith minor changes to the values of capauto- used for nining and mntching. The tunïng and

rnatching circuit of Fig. 2.1 was used to obtain a good 50 St match at 4ûû&IHz,corresponding
CO the

L m o r Erequenq for protons.

Fi.5 5 - I d t i o n of the 4nim soleaoid inro the specid NMR probe 'Ilic haicpinbop of the s p e d
NMR pmbe is nem>ved a d tbe 4nim soknoid is ï n s t a k l wïth the bop surxouading the Imm OD.
water-filied c a p h y tube- 'Ibc ru& on the kfi
- is nrviPd in OSmm haenmm. Ibe wM in the
photogmphon the lcfr is copperpiated ab
*

5.4
5.4.1

NMRexperimnts
spabmsersa-rqa

The experiments were pedomd on the 9.4T2lcm horizontal b o nragnet
~
described
e d e r . The probe was pbced ar the isecenue of the magnet and an FID acqukd from a
single pulse experiment.

The single puise experimnts wexe c&d

out in a simibr manner to that descrbed in

Chaptea 3 and 4. The frequency banchuidth was unchanged at 50,000Hkbut the flip angle was
inc~asedfrom 10" to 90". This was verified by fixing naasmiaer power and slowiy increasing
the pulse dmtion while observïng the effect on the fxee induction &cay. The NMR signal is a
maximumfor a 90°

flip angle, which would no*

be the flip angle w d in a ptactical field

mapping exercise. nie trammit pulse power and duneon w
n
u
s
,the associated fmquency ban*

e 300mw
~
and 1 Z p

~spectively

for this pulse Mdrh was appmMniately 8 0 m In

the signal receive diain, the delays and hlter setongs were unchanged from the desaipaon

given in Chapteo 3 and 4. tUL transmit and receive paxameters were rhe same for each solenoid
coiI test

The magnetic field was shimmed in for each coil to give the narrowest linewidth using
ody die x,y, and

shims, i-e. only 3 of 14 shim wïndings were used to obtain a uniforni field

in the N'&Et sample volume. Each linear shim windïng was adjusted in tum to obmh a
maximum Li the area in the £iee induction decay envelope (a method described in Secrion

3.4.4). The linear shims were adjusted u n d no further increase in fiee induction decay area was
observed. The £iee induction decay was then Fourier trausformed to obtain the spectral line
shape.
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Restdts and Disnt~nOn.Ovem>wof ResztIts

T h e Fourier mansfom of the free decay induction decays are shown in Fig. 5.6 and
linewidths are rabulated in Table 5.1.
(a) Cu solenoid

frequency (Hz)

(b) Cu/AI solenoid

frequency (Hz)

Fig. 5.6. Four-mm solenoid coii resuits- Euperimendy obscrved N N R specmm from the Cturn
solenoid coils using (a) copper wire co wind the solenoid, and (b) copper plated aluminium zero
susceptibilicy \vire.

Table 5.1- Espetimental resdts- Observed NiLLR Iine shape widths fiom solenoid coils builc wich
copper and coppcr-pIated duminium wire in a 9.4T magnet

Obsen-edwvïdth at 20% of ma.sïmum peak height

213 Hz

21 Hz

Observed wvïdth at 50% of masimurn peak height

20 H z

5.6 Hz

The expePmentaUy-observed line shape Fig. 5.6(a) consists of a tall relatively m o w
peak with smaiier peaks at a higher fkequency (Le. higher magnetic field). The large dominant
peak indicates that a large portion of the NiMR signal was acquired fiom regîoas in the sample
where the field was relatively homogeneous. This would Eely be about the ongin, in the
mi-ddle of the solenoid. The cwo minor peaks ma>-tenraüveiy- be associated with homogenous
fields ar a large distance horn the solenoid and at the minima in Fig. 5 3 . The spectral signal-to-

noise of the peak obtaïned with the copper mire solenoid mas 250. Signal-to-noise was not

opemized by application of a filter nor by adjustment of coil parameters s u c h as lead lengths.
erc,.

Copper-Ahnziniz~nzSohorRT

The observed line shape consists of a large narrow peak with a shoulder on the higher

frequency Ougher magnetic field) side. This is simila to the observed iïne shapes in the single
perpendicular wire RF coil evperiments of Chapter 4 (refer Fig.4.25). As observed in Fig. 4.25,
features in the ike shape due to sraüc field inhomogeneity are shified in fiequency as the
susceptibilicy of the wire changes. When the wire is dose to zero susceptibility, the line shape

componenc(s) due to 6eId inhomogeneity begin to overlap the peak due to unpemirbed static
field. Therefore, in the present case when the wïre used to build the solenoid is near, but not
equal, to zero suscepubility the peak width at 5O0/o of half maximum can be larger than the
exmemes of significantly non-zero susceptibilitywire and identicdy zero suscepübility wke.

The un£ïItered s p e d signal-to-noise obuined with the Cu/AL wire solenoid was
5660. This performance =ceeds our goal in Chapter 1 of a s p e d signal-to-noise of 1000.
Conpakon behieeen Coperand C@er-Ah~n~inizm
Solenoid Rest~Itr
The asyrnmetq observed in the c o p p e r / d d u m specmun is similar to the
asymmeny observed in the copper solenoid specmun. This indicares that the cczerosuscepability" wke of Chapter 4 (ie. the long straight wire case), appears to take on a
diamagnetic nature when it is used to form a solenoid winding-

At 50% of masimum peak height, the peak wïdth assoüated with the copper solenoid
is 3.5 urnes greater than the peak Mdth assouated mith the Cu/X mire solenoid. At 10% of
mxsimurn peak height, the copper solenoid peak width is 10 urnes greater. Not sqrisingly,

the esperimenral results do not reflect the susceptibility cancellaaon based on the preusion of
the &al plared diameter of the Cu/N wire used here, i.e. 225&2p, as in the case of a long
straight wire perpendicular to the smüc Bo field. A plating uncerrainty of 2 p is equivalenr COa
susceptibility of 1 2.5% of the suscepubility of pure copper wke (using Eq.(4.3)) in the
perpendicular long wire modeL However, the peak Mdths at 50% and 10% indicare an
equivalenr suscepubiliry canceiiation somewhere in the range of 10-30°h of the suscepability of
pure copper wire. This diffaence berneen the espected and observed peak width reductions
likely reflects the predicted shortcomings of co-axial \vire to perform w d in a solenoid coi1

winding plus the effects of deformauon. This can o d y be c o h e d after a better theoreucd
understanding of the perturbations in the fidd when using CO-axialmire is obtained.
Compaüng die signal-to-noise berneen pure Cu and Cu/M wire solenoids, the signalCO-noiseimproves by a factor of 22. Roughly speaking, one would expect the signal-to-noise to
scale inversely with the linewidth performance of the two solenoids. That is, a ten-lold
reduction in the linewidth should imply a 10-told inaease in signal-to-noise. By this rule-ofrhumb, we appear to gain more signal-to-noise than wamanted by observing the lineshapes in

Fig. 5.6. However, a linewidth and SNR cornparison is valid o d y when the lineshapes are
identicai, which is not smicdy the case here. As far as possible, the parameters for the pure
copper wire solenoid experiment and the copper/aluminium wire solenoid experïments were
sunilar except for changes in receiver gain, and magneac field shimming. Perhaps coincidentiy,
the inverse of the ïmprovement in signal-to-noise is approsirnatdy equal to the predicted

susceptibility canceliation in the perpendicular long straight wïre model, i.e. 1/22 = 4.3% This
value is roughly in line with the espected susceptibi1it)- cancdation of O _t 25% when usïng
data from the perpendicular long straight \vire model,
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Chapter summary
The solenoid RF coil made of CO-axialzero susceptibility wïre was =amined in this

chaprer

determine its

for use in a

for magnetic field

measurements. This coil design is assouated with good signal-to-noise and esperimental
results showed that high signal-to-noise in the spectral line shape is possible. However, CO-asid
zero-suscepubility wke mas found not to be a suitable material to eliminate the ~vd-known
disadvantage with the solenoid design of susceptibility-induced iine broadening.

The nature of suscepabiliry-induced line broadening, was investigated by an analytical
approach to detemiine how the solenoid pemirbs the static magnetic field A solution of the
magnetostatic equations for the solenoid shape was difficult In its place, the sirnpler problem

of a toroid or rLig in a uniform field aas studied. However, the solution of Laplace's equaaon
in toroidal coordinates and applyïng the appropriate boundary conditions proved difficult as
weil. As an alternative, dividing the

~g uito elementary volumes and then ushg scandard

spherical harmonic techniques was successful to a Iimïted e.sten5 in detennining the
pemrrbation in the field dong the cenual ayis of the Sng- Of course deformations in the aire
dmhg the coil-fonning process have been judiuously ignored!

LLie shape cornparisons berneen the experünenml copper wire solenoid resdts and
the esperimentai CO-axialsusceptibiliy-reduced nire solenoid results indicate that the copper

piared aluminium wire had an effective susceptibility somewhere in the range of 10-30°/o of the
susceptibility of copper. It is obvious that the nest research effort shodd be toward the
production of zero susceptibility wire by an d o y technique, or its Lke, where the alloy is
formed of a suitable combination of diamagnetic and paramagnetic metais, e.g. copper doped
with platinum.

In condusion, based on rhe esperïments performed here, it was found that the
solenoid RF coil design is a suitable design to achieve a spectral signal-to-noise of greater rhm
1000. However, the goal of obtaining a iine nridth of l e s than 1Hz at half of peak masimurn

was not achieved.

CONCLUSION

W e have shown that NMR-based microprobes are well suited to high precision

measurernent of magnetic fields. This suitabïlity is based on four important criteria: s m d
sample volume, narrow spectral linewidth of Iess than IHz on a 40 &LHz spectrometer (Lec2.5 ppb), signal-to-noise performance better than 1000:1, and a favourable size-scaiïng in

order to minianirize the probe dimensions for operation in inhomogeneous fields.
It was shown in Chapter

1 that in order to rnake high preùsion measurements in an

inhomogeneous field, the NhIR sample must necessady be srnall. For esample, if the
precision of the measurernent is 1Hz at the base of the spectral line shape, we showed that in a

9.4T field wirh an average inhomogeneity gradient of 10 parts per rniuion/lOan, the active
measurement volume (sample volume) of the probe must be less t h a n 2

5 in the
~ direction of

the field inhomogeneiev. Since dus srnail volume was ïmpracücal as a s t b g size for
development work, a lmm sample volume was chosen. In order to retain the 1Hz frequenc).
resolution (at 9.4T) in the s p e d line shape, the average field inhomogeneity must not e-uceed

0.25 parcs per rnillion/lOcm or 2.5 parts per billioo/lmm. (A h e a r gradient is assurned.)
Static magneüc fieid gradients were assumed to anse from nvo independent sources:
one, the global inhomogeneity due to the magnet, and two, the local inhomogeneity due to the
presence of the probe in the strong magnetic field. The global inhomogeneity due to the
magnet was studied and characterized in a spherical harmonic description in Chapter 1 and
then a n n d e d by the adjustment of room temperature shirns as demonstrated in Chapter 3.
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The local inhomogeneity due to the presence of the probe mas studied in detail in Chapters 3-

The probe designs of Chaptea 3-5 all originated, essentially, as part of a snidp on the
performance of the solenoid coil windîng as a suitable coil design for magnetic field
rneasurements. As an aid to undersrand the magnetostatic behaviour of a sohoid, the
solenoid mas theoretically "deconstxucted" into straight wire lengths (Chapters 3 and 4) and a

single ring ofnire (Chapter 5). In Chapter 3, we snidied the magnetostatic properües of a long
wke parailel to the

Bo fieid. In Chapter 4, we studied the magnetostatic propenîes of a long

vire perpendicular to the Bo fieid. In Chapter 5, we studied the magnetostatic properües of a
~g of wke mhere the a x i s of the ~g was perpendicular to the Bo field.

In the experiments that foilowed, the hewidth performance \vas assessed in
homogeneous and probe-specific shimmed fields (refer ''Magnetic Field Protocols, $3.4.3).
The besc results came fiom the parallel wïre probe (Chapter 3), 6 t h a fidl width at half
ma,simurn of 1.05I-k and an associated signai-to-noise of 600 in a homogeneous field, and a

fùll width ac haif ma-.Iiimum of OAOHz and an assouated signal-to-noise of 20 in a probespeci6c shunmed field.
Signal-to-noise was observed in the specmxn corresponding to the solenoid probe
built with susceptibilily-reduced copper-plated aluminium wire (Chapter 5). In a shimmed

field, the fidl width at half maximum mas 56Hz with an assouated signal-to-noise of 5660.
Honourable mention should go to another result obtained with the parallei wire probe, where
the fkd width a t half maximum was 5.5Hz with a signal-to-noise of 1930. (Note: ail signal-tonoise values are mer+ observed during data analysis and should be interpreted not as the
lunits of the design, but as indicators only. Optimal filters can improve signal-to-noise
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performance.) Linewidth and signal-to-noise performance for the probe designs of Chapters 35 me sumrnarized in Table 6.1. As w e can see fkom this s u m m a r y , the parailel wire probe

design gives the best linewidth performance, while the solenoid design with susceptibilivreduced d e gives the best signal-to-noise performance,
Table 6.1, Ra-ïew O€probe performance resuits €rom the 3 designs presented in this thesis. Enmes
marked with an asrerisk represent the best resoluùon obtained wkh that parti& design (and the
observed sipal-to-noue).

Probe Design

Resolution

Parallel wire probe (refer Fig. 3.2b)

1.5 ppb*

Parallel wire probe (refer Fig. 3.2a)

l4ppb

Perpendicular wire probe (refer Fig. 4.3 1)

50 ppb*

SNR

(halE-loop result)

Solenoid winding probe (refer Fig. 5.5)

14ppb*

Other technicai highlights

In the development of the probes desaïbed in this diesis, several novel techniques

T
M
R physics
have been developed. Al1 of these are new conmbutions to the body of h
knowledge and have not been previously reported or published in the literature.
Fkstiy, chere is the magnetostauc property of a long suaight d e appiied in a NMR
application. This surprisingly simple design d o w s the measurement of v e q narrow specuai
linewïdths in homogenous and inhomogeneous magnetic fields. The paraIlel wire probe can
also be consmicted with ordinary copper wire as opposed to something more involved Wre
susceptibility-reduced wire.

Secondly, susceptibilitv-reduced co-anal wke has been developed in this work, and
demonsccated to be of benefit in rhe construction of solenoid RF coïls. The electropla~g

procedure, with the eucepaon of one step involving a cyanide-based solution, is f d y
straighdonvud and can be accomplished in any modesdy equipped lab (with a fume hood just
in case!). The wire has an effective zero magneuc susceptibility when it is oriented

perpendicular tu the Bofield.

Lasdv, tl~eco-axial \vice developed in Chapter 4 does not eshibit zero susceptibiliv
behaviour when it is wound as a ring or solenoid- This \vas shown by c a l c u i a ~ gthe
magnerostatic perturbation dong the asis of a ~g made of a co-axial wire. This caiculation
demonsnates that the dimensions approprÎate for co-axial zero-susceptibility aire oriented in a
uniforrn B, field (Chapter 4) are not suirable when the \vire is used in a ring georneay.

Future directions
Funher resüng of materials, eg. capacitors, would be possible \vith a new probe chat is
hndarnentally built around the long parallel nlre probe of Chapter 3. In a homogeneous field
w e could esamine the magnetostaac nature/effect of test componenrs by bringing h e m dose
CO

the active volume of the

NMR sarnple. hrther work on zero-susceptibiiity \vire for use

with a solenoid winding is also marranted to obtain the best linernidth vithout compromise ro
achievable signal-to-noise.
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